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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered
in London. Collectively our team has decades of
experience in undertaking complex investigations and
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our
client base includes a broad range of leading
international financial institutions, law firms and
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime,
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions,
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with antibribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or
retrospective review of clients or third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range
of complex disputes and other contentious matters,
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims,
litigation support, internal investigations, market
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk
assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local
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contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we
source information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means we
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger
organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest
quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the November issue of the Financial Crime Digest, which provides concise analysis of the most significant financial
crime related developments from around the world. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please sign up
here. We are also currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime
developments. If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

UK HMRC annual report sets out measures to
disrupt serious fraud and tax avoidance
According to the latest statistics covering 2018 to 2019, the
level of fraud and error within the tax credit system reached
4.9 percent of expenditure, compared to 5.5 percent during
the previous year, and the UK tax gap amounted to 4.7
percent. Through its economic crime prevention liaison
officers deployed across government and overseas, HMRC
helped prevent losses to the Treasury of over £596 million,
helped disrupt 30 organised crime groups and contributed to
the arrest of over 200 criminals worldwide.
HMRC’s customer compliance report shows that the counter
The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) released on 5
November its annual report and accounts for 2019 to 2020,
which reveal that 31 people were convicted for money
laundering offences and more than 4,100 individuals were
prosecuted in relation to tax avoidance, aggressive tax
planning, tax evasion and other criminal behaviour.

HMRC’s work to tackle evasion,
avoidance and non-compliance
resulted in £36.9 billion in
additional tax and the conviction
of 608 serious fraudsters
In its role as an anti-money laundering (AML) supervisor,
HMRC carried out 1,958 supervisory interventions, issued
£9.1 million in penalties and recovered £166.6 million in
proceeds of crime. In addition, £168 million in offshore
income was recovered through the Worldwide Disclosure
Facility, which focuses on previously undisclosed gains.
HMRC’s work to tackle evasion, avoidance and
non-compliance resulted in £36.9 billion in additional tax, the
conviction of 608 serious fraudsters and the arrest of nine
people on suspicion of loan charge fraud. In addition, £3.6
billion was protected or generated by tackling organised
crime and 350 interventions on tax avoiders were carried out.
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avoidance team generated £2.1 billion in compliance yield,
while its Fraud Investigation Service achieved a compliance
yield of £4.6 billion. In addition, the average length of time for
enquiries involving large businesses was 17 months,
including litigation cases.
The report notes that HMRC will be introducing further
measures to reduce the scope for promoters to advance tax
avoidance schemes and tackle fraud across all areas of
responsibility. In its accompanying audit report, the National
Audit Office (NAO) notes that the department has used
income and expenditure for the intended purposes but had to
cut back its compliance work significantly after the end of the
reporting period due to Covid-19 constraints.
According to NAO, in April and May, HMRC opened around
one third of the number of compliance cases that it launched
at the same time in 2019 and has reported a significant
reduction in criminal investigations. HMRC has estimated the
level of fraud and error from the Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme and Self-Employment Income Support Scheme to be
between £2.1 billion and £4.2 billion, but this is expected to
exceed the estimate of 10 percent, according to the NAO.
HMRC annual report and accounts 2019-20
Summary of HMRC annual report
HMRC customer compliance report
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UK National Audit Office publishes report on
government procurement during Covid-19
The UK’s National Audit Office (NAO)

spending was unparalleled in the period

instances of ministerial failure to

announced on 26 November the

of January to July, with £16.2 billion in

declare interests when potential

release of a report detailing the UK

contract spending compared to only

conflicts of interest or bias applied.

government’s investigation into public

£1.1 billion in the 2019-2020 period.

Additionally, regular controls on

procurement during the Covid-19

Significantly, £10.5 billion worth of

government contracts valued at £10

pandemic up to 31 July. The report

public contracts were awarded without

million or more were not applied to

found some examples of public

competition compared to £6.7 billion

personal protective equipment (PPE)

contracts which lacked proper

awarded directly through framework

procurement given the urgent need for

documentation on the decision making

agreements and approximately £200

distribution, and although a clearance

and awarding process, contracts

million awarded after a competitive

board was present for PPE contract

published late, and a lack of assurance

process. Additionally, £700 million was

approval in procurement exceeding £5

that the government “adequately

awarded in relation to the extension of

million, procurement was in some

mitigated the increased risks arising

contracts already in place.

cases moved forward “before all key

from emergency procurement or
applied appropriate commercial
practices in all cases”.
According to the NAO, the investigation
stemmed from approximately 20
reports from the public and members of
parliament (MPs) expressing concern
over a lack of transparency regarding
some of the £18 billion spent on public
procurement, including allegations of
conflicts of interest. The heightened
risk of public funds misuse arose from
18 March Cabinet Office guidance
permitting authorities “to procure
goods, services and works with
extreme urgency using regulation

controls were put in place”.

The probe stems
from 20 reports
from the public and
MPs expressing
concern over a lack
of transparency
regarding some of
the £18 billion spent
on public
procurement

32(2)(c) under the Public Contracts
Regulations 2015”. The report covers
both the procurement that fell under
investigation as well as the
government’s risk management.
By the end of the reporting period,
£14.6 billion of the £18 billion spent on
public procurement was allocated to
new contracts, accounting for 94
percent of total contracts up to 31 July,
with 86 percent being awarded by the
Department for Health and Social Care,
followed by the Department for
Education and the Cabinet Office. The
Department for Health and Social Care’s
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The NAO report makes five
recommendations that can be applied
to future emergency procurement risk
management, including the need for
public contract information to be
published within 90 days and further
information from the Cabinet Office on
risk reduction regarding 32(2)(c). The
NAO advised that government
departments issuing public tenders
provide clear documentation behind
their decision making process in order
to maintain transparency, as well as
provide documentation detailing how
they managed the potential risks of
bias or conflicts of interest. Lastly, the

The report found that the Cabinet
Office’s March guidance did not include
the risks that should be considered by
public bodies during the procurement
process, which could have included
controls to manage heightened risks
associated with direct awards, such as
potential bias or conflicts of interest
that can arise in non-competitive direct
contract awarding. Although the
guidance did specify the need to
maintain records related to decisions
made about awarding contracts, proper
record keeping did not always take
place, while the report did not find any

NAO recommended that the Cabinet
Office review existing disclosure and
risk management requirements
governing cases when public
officeholders are responsible for public
procurement to determine if the
regulations are sufficient.
NAO press release
Investigation summary
NAO report
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UK NCA publishes SARs annual report
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

connection with entirely new cases. An

financial institutions, with most

published on 19 November its

additional £50,600 was restrained or

significant growth seen from financial

suspicious activity reports (SARs)

forfeited following interventions arising

technology (FinTech) companies.

annual report for 2020, which reveals

from Defence Against Terrorism

According to the NCA, FinTech

that the UK financial intelligence unit

Finance (DATF) requests.

accounted for 64 percent of the total

(UKFIU) fast-tracked a growing number

increase in overall SARs and 83 percent

of SARs to law enforcement, helped

In terms of the daily monitoring of

of the growth in DAML requests.

recover illicit proceeds through the

SARs, the UKFIU fast-tracked to law

Defence Against Money Laundering

enforcement 2,137 SARs in relation to

UKFIU head Ian Mynot told the Financial

(DAML) mechanism and increased its

politically exposed persons and 1,897

Times on 19 November that more steps

operational intelligence to help combat

terrorism financing related SARs. In

are needed to improve the SARs regime,

Covid-19 related crime.

addition, the UKFIU disseminated six

to address “defensive reporting from

intelligence development referrals to

some parts of some sectors”. Mynot

According to the report, between April

HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)

also stated that the NCA will “continue

2019 and March 2020 the UKFIU

relating to suspected tax fraud after

to provide targeted outreach and

processed over 573,000 SARs, 20

matching details in the SARs database

guidance across the various reporting

percent more than in the previous year,

with cash declaration data. As a result

sectors to promulgate best practice and

and handled 62,400 SARs in relation to

of DAML SARs, HMRC reportedly

improve the quality of reporting”.

criminal defence under the Proceeds of

recovered £10.9 million and obtained

Crime Act 2002 (POCA), representing

£12.2 million in tax freezing orders,

an 81 percent increase compared to

restraints and winding-up petitions.

2018/19. As a result, almost £172

NCA press release
NCA SARs annual report

million was confiscated from suspected

The overall SARs processing statistics

criminals as a result of DAML requests,

show that the largest volume of reports

of which more than £100 million was in

was submitted by banks and other

Financial Times story (re...

Europol joint report on the malicious use of AI
Europol, the UN Interregional Crime

voice biometrics defences, carrying out

Promoting and developing AI design

and Justice Research Institute

ransomware attacks and data pollution

frameworks for security

(UNICRI) and Trend Micro jointly

through identifying blind spots in

published a report on 18 November

defence systems.

highlighting the potential use of
artificial intelligence (AI) for malicious
purposes, as well as recommendations
on how to mitigate such risks.
The report highlights the risks of
cybercriminals leveraging AI for
malicious purposes, such as launching
convincing social engineering attacks,
creating malware to increase attack
efficiency, evading image recognition or
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Reducing political rhetoric on AI use
for cybersecurity purposes

Recommendations to mitigate
the risks include
Harnessing AI technology as a
crime fighting tool
Continuous research to develop
defensive technology

Establishing multidisciplinary expert
groups and utilising public-private
partnerships
Europol press release
Europol, UNICRI and Trend...
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UN South Sudan Panel of Experts calls for new
sanctions against military leaders
The UN Panel of Experts on South

of the 2015 arms embargo measures.

Sudan established pursuant to UN

improve its implementation, in
particular by ensuring that neighbouring

Security Council (UNSC) resolution

During the reporting period, the

countries inspect all cargo bound for

2521 (2020) published on 25

Ugandan People’s Defence Force

South Sudan in their territory and report

November its interim report, which

continued to enter the territory of South

on their findings. In addition, the UNSC

calls for targeted sanctions on military

Sudan and had clashes with local

should ensure acts of violence against

leaders who have obstructed

soldiers, without requesting an

civilians in connection with the illicit

peacekeeping activities and the

exemption from the UN sanctions

exploitation and trade of gold and

distribution of humanitarian aid.

committee. In addition, senior officers

timber are investigated properly.

in the South Sudan People’s Defence
The report presents evidence of the

Forces (SSPDF) reportedly provided

On 29 May, UNSC adopted resolution

South Sudan security forces acquiring

Dinka Bor militias with logistical

2521 (2020), through which the South

new weapons and military training

support, weaponry and ammunition

Sudan sanctions regime was renewed

throughout 2020, while Lieutenant

from government supplies.

until 30 May 2021.

General Akol Koor Kuc travelled to
Uganda and Kenya to resupply

The Panel recommends that UNSC

ammunition and arrange additional

maintain the arms embargo on South

instruction for his soldiers, in violation

Sudan and take further measures to

UN Panel of Experts on So...
UNSC resolution 2521 (202...

UK National Cyber Security Centre annual report
The UK’s National Cyber Security

167,000 phishing scams, removed

suspicious email reporting service that

Centre (NCSC) released its fourth

113,000 fake online shops, and blocked

has yielded two million responses.

annual report on 3 November,

22,000 malicious sites.

identifying notable developments from

Additionally, the annual report notes

the 12 months between September

Newly appointed NCSC CEO Lindy

that as part of its pandemic response,

2019 and 2020.

Cameron said that the organisation

the NCSC protected over 200 National

“has transformed the UK’s approach to

Health Service (NHS) trusts, scanned

The 2019-2020 period saw the NCSC

cyber security and set a benchmark for

more than a million NHS IP addresses,

support 723 serious incidents, up from

other countries to follow” since its

and provided cybersecurity support for

658 in the previous reporting period,

inception in 2016 as part of the nation’s

vaccine development groups.

with a further increase in ransomware

five-year national cyber security

attacks compared to the previous year.

strategy. Cameron said that the NCSC’s

Of the serious incident responses, 200

multi-tiered response to the increased

were related to Covid-19. Furthermore,

risks surrounding the Covid-19

the NCSC reported that it took down

pandemic include the launch of a

6

NCSC press release
NCSC annual review
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ESMA’s Wirecard report finds deficiencies in the
German two-tier supervisory system
With regards to the effectiveness of financial supervisory
reporting, the ESMA found that the two regulators are not
aligned on the perception of each other’s role in cases of
financial fraud. Additionally, confidentiality requirements may
have hindered the exchange of information between them or
with the Audit Oversight Body. In light of the first disclosures
about Wirecard made in early 2019, the regulators should
have expanded the scope of the 2018 interim financial report
to examine those aspects.
To address these vulnerabilities, the ESMA recommends that
The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA)
published on 3 November the results of its peer review
launched on 15 July to assess the events leading up to the
collapse of Wirecard AG and the supervisory response from
the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin)
and the Financial Reporting Enforcement Panel (FREP).

With regards to the
effectiveness of financial
supervisory reporting, the ESMA
found that BaFin and the FREP
are not aligned on the
perception of each other’s role in
cases of financial fraud

BaFin performs its own assessments of the available
information before deciding whether an examination should
be launched. To ensure an adequate basis for BaFin to
assess the existence of ‘substantial doubt’ regarding FREP’s
first-tier examinations, legislative amendments may be
considered. Lastly, confidentiality rules governing the
exchange of information between the two bodies may need
to be relaxed to make their interaction more effective. The
report is accompanied by a set of questions and answers
(Q&As) on the fast track peer review process. A follow-up
peer review on the recommendations will be carried out
within two years.
The German Ministries of Finance and Justice presented on 7
October an action plan to combat financial statements fraud
and to strengthen control over capital and financial markets,
which intend to provide BaFin with increased powers. The
new measures demand that the FREP report regularly to
BaFin, seek to strengthen auditor independence and
introduce stricter liability in cases of both gross and mild

According to the ESMA, the weaknesses identified include

negligence.

BaFin’s lack of independence from the Ministry of Finance
and deficient information about its employees’ shareholdings,

ESMA press release and report

which might result in conflicts of interest in relation to
issuers. In addition, both regulators failed to select Wirecard’s

ESMA press release (15 July 2020)

financial reports for examination based on risks between
2016 and 2018, while FREP’s inspection procedures regarding
the company’s 2014 financial report did not cover Wirecard’s
trade receivables, its customer relationships, nor the media or
whistleblowing allegations.
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German Ministry of Finance press release (7 O...
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EU Parliament publishes three studies on the
supervisory implications of the Wirecard scandal
A European Parliament (EP) think

information flow within markets, and

third EP research report finds that the

thank published on 6 November three

the recognition of whistleblowing and

system of national public audit

papers on the current supervisory

short selling as important sources of

oversight boards (POBSAs) remains

landscape for FinTech companies such

information.

fragmented, overly complex and

as Wirecard AG, the wider supervisory

marked by a lack of harmonisation

implications of the recent fraud

Among the policy proposals aimed at

among national auditors, unclear

scandal involving the company, and the

addressing the challenges faced by the

competence remits and limited

public oversight systems for the EU’s

sector, the second EP paper mentions

responsiveness to red flags. Based on

statutory auditors.

avoiding regulatory arbitrage, ensuring

the US example, the study suggests

a level playing field between FinTech

that a system of public oversight may

The first study explains that flawed

companies and traditional businesses,

lead to greater audit quality than a

market and institutional oversight

and building a clear understanding of

system of peer reviews.

architecture is the root cause of the

FinTech business models. Additionally,

Wirecard scandal, with significant

the oversight of entities and activities

The studies were requested by the

failures across all lines of defence

should be combined, while supervisors

European Parliament’s Economic and

against fraud, namely the company’s

and regulators need to develop an

Monetary Committee in light of the

internal control system, its supervisory

ability to monitor and assess the

Wirecard scandal and commissioned to

board, its external audit, and failings by

relevant artificial intelligence (AI)

external experts.

the oversight bodies for financial

algorithms. The study suggests more

reporting and the German Federal

effective oversight may be carried out

Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin).

by empowering existing authorities and

The study suggests that the Wirecard

not necessarily through establishing an

scandal should trigger regulatory

EU-level regulator.

reform of financial market oversight,

EP think thank press rele...
EP think thank press rele...
Study on the supervisory ...

increased accountability of supervisory

Despite the improvements in the overall

agency and external auditors, improved

quality of audit oversight in the EU, the

UK committed to tackling tax avoidance and
evasion as part of OECD’s international work
UK government whip Joanna Penn told

2010 to tackle tax evasion and is

In response to a question on the UK’s

the House of Lords on 2 November that

providing £47 million in international

foreign direct investment flows through

the UK is committed to ensuring that

assistance to support a fair settlement

tax havens, Baroness Penn stated that

the OECD's Base Erosion and Profit

for developing countries, which

“the UK stands behind the international

Shifting (BEPS) negotiations address

reportedly lose income as a result of

action being undertaken through the

the consequences of tax avoidance on

tax avoidance. The funds will be

OECD” and is keen to make more

the least developed countries.

directed at capacity building and

progress on tackling tax avoidance and

technical assistance in less developed

tax evasion.

According to Baroness Penn, the UK

states, to ensure they expand their tax

has invested more than £2 billion in HM

rights and reduce incentives to transfer

Revenue and Customs (HMRC) since

profits to other jurisdictions.
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House of Lords debate
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European Commission president invites states
opposing budget conditionality to address ECJ
During a speech at the European

to deliver a new EU anti-terrorism

respect the rule of law in such a way

Parliament (EP) plenary on 25

agenda on 9 December, which will

that threatens the bloc’s financial

November, European Commission (EC)

strengthen cooperation between

interests. The compromise must be

President Ursula von der Leyen invited

security services, give border guards

adopted formally by the Parliament and

EU states that have doubts about the

modern technology, step up efforts to

EU ministers. On 16 November, Hungary

new budget conditionality mechanism

prevent radicalisation and better protect

and Poland reportedly opposed the

for rule of law breaches to address the

public spaces.

mechanism, threatening to veto the EU

matter to the EU Court of Justice.

budget and Covid-19 recovery package.
On 5 November, the EP and EU Council

Von der Leyen urged EU member states

reached a provisional agreement on a

to implement money laundering and

regulation allowing the EU to cut

terrorist financing rules and promised

funding to governments that do not

European Commission press...

OECD working group urges the Netherlands to
improve foreign bribery enforcement
The OECD Working Group on Bribery

processes for assessing legal privilege

gatekeepers for their role in

published a report on the Netherlands

claims as well as the lack of a

transnational bribery schemes. The

on 5 November, which has found that

comprehensive legal framework for

OECD also notes that the Netherlands

the number of concluded foreign

self-reporting.

has implemented a strong framework

bribery cases in the country is still low

for international cooperation and has

in relation to its economy and risk

The OECD’s recommendations include:

succeeded in confiscating bribery

profile despite improvements in foreign

amending the Whistleblower Authority

proceeds in the cases concluded

bribery enforcement. The OECD notes

Act; the introduction of appropriate

against companies. The Netherlands

that only seven companies and two

oversight of proposed non-trial

has also increased its efforts to detect

individuals have been sanctioned in

resolutions in foreign bribery cases;

possible foreign bribery through

five foreign bribery cases to date, all of

guidance on procedures for

innovative approaches.

which involved non-trial resolutions.

self-reporting and the level of
cooperation expected from defendants;

The OECD will continue to follow-up on

The report details the OECD’s

and the adoption of urgent measures to

the application of the foreign bribery

evaluation of the Netherlands’

address undue delays caused by the

offence, the use of ‘self-investigations’

implementation of the Convention on

process for assessing legal privilege

in foreign bribery cases and the

Combating Bribery of Foreign Public

claims in foreign bribery investigations.

implementation of the ultimate

Officials in International Business

beneficial owner (UBO) register in the

Transactions and related instruments.

According to the report, the

country, to ensure that the measures

The Phase 4 report raises concerns

Netherlands imposed sanctions on

conform with the Convention.

over whistleblower retaliation as well as

company auditors for their involvement

executive branch involvement in foreign

in concealing bribe payments to foreign

bribery case management. Other

public officials pursuant to an

deficiencies include protracted

enforcement policy targeting

9

OECD press release
OECD report
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OECD working group on bribery lauds US efforts
to fight foreign bribery
policies, most notably reflected in its
latest FCPA Resource Guide.
The recommendations put forward by
the working group include considering
ways to enhance the protection of
whistleblowers reporting potential
FCPA violations by non-issuers,
continuing to further evaluate and refine
FCPA policies and guidance and
making publicly available the extension,
along with the grounds, and completion
of non-prosecution agreements (NPA)
or deferred prosecution agreements
The OECD Working Group on Bribery

bribery, staff continuity, the

published on 17 November its Phase 4

enforcement of a broad range of

evaluation of US implementation of the

offences, effective use of non-trial

OECD Anti-Bribery Convention and

resolution mechanisms, and the

related instruments, highlighting

development of policies to incentivise

increasing levels of anti-bribery

companies’ cooperation with law

enforcement. The OECD makes further

enforcement.

recommendations, highlights good
practices, and commits to following up

The working group also welcomed US

on several key issues including the

efforts to address the demand side of

recovery of proceeds from foreign

bribery by charging foreign public

bribery and facilitating law

officials or their associates with money

enforcement access to beneficial

laundering (ML) or other offences, US

ownership information during foreign

rules on successor liability, and the US

bribery investigations.

Department of Justice’s (DOJ) reliance
on several different theories of liability

According to the report, since its Phase

to hold both natural and legal persons

3 evaluation, the US has increased the

responsible for related offences.

enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA), having convicted

Additionally, the group underlined the

or sanctioned 174 companies and 115

US government’s efforts to clarify the

individuals for foreign bribery and

scope of the small facilitation

related offences between 2010 and

payments exception and dissuade its

2019. The OECD considers the

use and lauded the explicit prohibition

increased enforcement to be a result of

to deduct disgorgements from taxable

enhanced expertise and resources to

income and its guidance and

investigate and prosecute foreign

transparency concerning enforcement

10

(DPA). The Phase 4 evaluation also
recommends that US authorities
continue enhancing their AML reporting
framework by imposing reporting
obligations on lawyers, accountants,
trusts, and company service providers
related to foreign bribery and continue
to evaluate the effectiveness of
Corporate Enforcement Policy, in terms
of encouraging self-disclosure and its
deterrent effect on foreign bribery.
The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), DOJ, Department of
Commerce, and State Department also
announced the publication of the OECD
report. The US is due to submit a
written report to the working group
within two years on the implementation
of all recommendations and
enforcement efforts.
OECD press release
OECD report
SEC press release
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OECD report on trends and challenges in anticorruption compliance in Southeast Asia
The Organisation for Economic

report also pinpoints potential risks of

and contributions, anti-money

Co-operation and Development (OECD)

doing business in Southeast Asia.

laundering (AML) and nepotism

Key findings

Fifty-eight percent of respondents

in partnership with the UN
Development Program (UNDP)
published a report on 13 November

indicated an increase in

entitled “Responsible Business

Surveyed companies identified

environmental, social and

Conduct and Anti-Corruption

corruption as the main business

governance (ESG) risks due to the

Compliance in Southeast Asia”, which

risk (58 percent of respondents),

Covid-19 pandemic

is based on a survey of business

while human and labour rights were

representatives in 10 ASEAN countries.

seen as a risk by 39 percent of

OECD press release

respondents
The OECD’s report highlights the

OECD report

progress made by Southeast Asian

Only 40 percent of respondents

companies on written policies, with 92

stated that they have rules or

percent of respondents indicating that

guidance for handling donations

Key findings infographic

they have formal policies in place. The

EU evaluation of environmental crime directive
underlines need for harmonisation of sanctions
The Council of the European Union

persons. Furthermore, the evaluation

In terms of improvement, the staff

published on 9 November a European

recognises the importance of the

working document underlines that the

Commission staff working document

Directive in tackling and reducing

Directive should (1) do more to address

evaluating Directive 2008/99/EC on the

related illegal trade, underlining

cross-border cooperation and

protection of the environment through

successful cases where the Directive

organised crime; (2) standardise the

criminal law, which finds that the

facilitated the coordination of member

level of sanctions across member

Directive has not fully met its

state action.

states and facilitate additional

objectives, and, despite certain

impositions of sanctions, including

progress, significant divergence

However, the evaluation found that the

sanctions linked to the financial

remains between member states.

Directive’s definitions of environmental

situation of legal persons; and (3)

crimes contains a number of legal

consider clarifications of the

The report notes significant evidence of

terms – such as ‘negligible quantity’

relationship between criminal and

progress towards the achievement of

and ‘significant damage/deterioration’ –

administrative sanctions.

the Directive’s objectives, including the

which have led to different

creation of an EU-wide legal framework

interpretations across member states,

of environmental crime offences; the

and could hinder cross-border

introduction of liability regimes for legal

cooperation. In addition, the

persons for breaches of environmental

enforcement and imposition of

law; and overall enhanced sanction

penalties for environmental crimes in

levels in member state national laws,

practice is deficient across all levels.

particularly in regards to natural

11
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Corruption remains a major problem in Asia,
finds Transparency International barometer

Transparency International (TI) published its Global

disclosure mechanisms for public information, prevent and

Corruption Barometer on Asia on 24 November, which finds

prosecute vote-buying in elections and bribery/favouritism in

that government corruption, stagnating or on the rise,

public services, and improve transparency around political

remains a significant problem for 74 percent of respondents,

financing. Additionally, states are advised to strengthen

with MPs being considered the most corrupt, followed

conflict of interest regulations, build transparent beneficial

closely by local government councilors . The corruption

ownership registers, recognise sexual extortion as a form of

watchdog has put forward several recommendations to

corruption, and strengthen the independence of

address the vulnerabilities identified in the report.

anti-corruption agencies.

According to 200,000 responses to a survey conducted

The paper is accompanied by analysis from TI’s

between June and September 2020 in 15 countries, and

anti-corruption helpdesk, which examines regional trends and

between March and August 2019 in Sri Lanka and Vietnam,

provides country overviews of Cambodia, Indonesia,

bribery and the use of personal connections are seen as a

Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam.

regular occurrence by one in five citizens. Additionally, nearly

According to the analysis, improvements have been made

one in seven citizens claim to have been offered bribes in

regarding trust in government and some levels of corruption,

exchange for votes in the past five years, while citizens of

but the progress has been hampered by governance

Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia report the highest rates of

challenges. Additionally, although dedicated anti-corruption

sexual extortion when accessing public services. Despite

agencies have been established across the region, they often

this, 63 percent of respondents said that they believe that

lack independence, resources, and visibility, while

anti-corruption agencies are efficient in addressing

bureaucratic corruption remains a challenge due to a highly

corruption, and more than three out of five believe that

politicised public sector and high levels of nepotism and

ordinary people can make a difference in the ongoing fight

favouritism.

against corruption.
TI press release
The watchdog recommends that states engage citizens in
the fight against corruption and ensure access to safe and

TI infographic

confidential reporting mechanisms, further recommending
the enactment and enforcement of legislation to protect
whistleblowers. States should also ensure proactive

12
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US GAO assesses agencies steps to enhance
international anti-human trafficking efforts
The US Government Accountability

and other documentation, conducting a

disseminating efforts to combat forced

Office (GAO) published a report on 9

literature search, and reviewing eight

labour in Brazil and Peru; combatting

November assessing key steps taken

final evaluations and six midterm

trafficking in persons in Nepal; access

by US agencies to strengthen

evaluations of the anti-trafficking

to justice for marginalised populations,

international anti-human trafficking.

projects funded by the agencies.

victims of hereditary slavery, repatriated

The GAO notes improved awareness

refugees, and other vulnerable groups

and collaboration within the 182

The study found that agencies

in Mauritania; and criminal justice

international anti-trafficking initiatives

completed a total of eight final

training in Burkina Faso, Tanzania,

managed by the Department of State,

evaluations of their anti-trafficking

Botswana, Guinea, and Gabon.

the Department of Labour, and the US

projects that were active from fiscal

Agency for International Development,

years 2016 through to 2018 and

aimed at preventing trafficking and

reported that the projects achieved

prosecuting perpetrators.

improved awareness, collaboration,

GAO press release
GAO report

institutional capacity, and contributions
The report’s scope of work included

to the legal framework. The projects

reviewing agency policies, data, awards,

included consolidating and

Report highlights

US Government Accountability Office finds IRS
continues to face fraudulent refund challenges
The US Government Accountability

over financial reporting are effective,

such as preventing improper payments

Office (GAO) published a report on 10

but it found “significant deficiencies” in

and combatting identity theft-based

November on its audit of the US

the internal controls over unpaid taxes

fraud. In response to the audit report,

Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) fiscal

and financial reporting systems. The

the IRS states that it will continue to

year 2019 and 2020 financial

GAO states that these deficiencies have

improve its internal controls and

statements, noting that the IRS

been communicated to IRS

modernise IT security, noting that over

continues to face significant financial

management and that it will report on

the course of the last year, significant

management challenges related to

them separately along with related

progress has been made towards

preventing and detecting fraudulent

recommendations for coercive actions.

addressing recommendations related to

refunds based on identity theft and the

information systems.

growing threat of business identity

In its unaudited Management

theft refund fraud.

Discussion and Analysis attached to

GAO press release

the audit report, the IRS discusses the
The GAO states that the IRS’ financial

difficulties faced in issuing Covid-19

statements are reliable and controls

relief payments as rapidly as possible,

13
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UK Gambling Commission publishes national
strategic assessment and enforcement report
The UK Gambling Commission (GC)

penalty packages of regulatory

standards. The GC is also shifting its

published on 6 November the first

settlements totalling over £30 million;

focus towards personal management

national strategic assessment (NSA)

the carrying out of security audits and

licence holders, such as those in

and the latest compliance and

website reviews; conducting

boardrooms and senior positions, to

enforcement (C&E) annual report for

compliance assessments of land-based

ensure that individuals fulfil their

2019 to 2020. The NSA aims to assess

and online operators; dealing with 630

responsibilities.

the risks gambling poses to consumers

reports of suspicious betting activity,

and the wider public.

sports rules breaches and the misuse

Gambling Commission press...

of inside information; as well as
The latest annual C&E report details the

generating intelligence reports.

National strategic assess...

financial year, which included the

CEO Neil McArthur stressed that the GC

Compliance and enforcemen...

review, suspension and revocation of

will take strong action against any

licences; the issuance of financial

licensees who fail to meet the expected

GC’s enforcement action over the last

UK Finance publishes review of post-Brexit
sanctions statutory instruments
UK Finance published on 30 November
a review of the UK’s autonomous
sanctions regimes, most of which will
become effective on 1 January 2021
after the Brexit transition period ends,
to illustrate the potential impact of the
new sanctions provisions and assist
financial institutions and firms involved
in international trade in complying with
their obligations.
The paper covers all statutory
instruments passed to apply the 2018
Sanctions and Anti Money Laundering
Act (SAMLA) that will replace the
relevant EU regulations. The review
focuses on financial and trade
sanctions, without providing an analysis
of the other types of sanctions such as
immigration. The review will be updated
once other sanctions statutory
instruments (SIs) are published and the
regulatory framework is finalised.
14

Sanctions provisions with a
potentially significant impact on
UK entities include
The extension of the previous
non-binding EU guidance on the
rules of interpretation for
determining ownership and control
provisions and the prohibition on
making funds available to
designated persons, in the SIs on
Afghanistan, Burundi, Sudan,
Somalia and Syria sanctions
New UK statutory provisions in the
Central African Republic (Sanctions)
(EU Exit) Regulations 2020 on
making funds indirectly available to
designated persons
A wider scope for the trade
prohibition against “brokering

services” in the SIs on Zimbabwe,
Central African Republic, Congo,
Lebanon, Somalia and others
A new express prohibition in the UK
Chemical Weapons SI on dealing
with the funds or economic
resources of entities owned or
controlled by such designated
persons, and a new prohibition on
making economic resources
available to designated persons
A new UK Russia sanctions SI
provision extending the previous EU
rules on ownership and control,
financial, investment and trade
restrictions, and dual use related
activities in relation to designated
persons
UK Finance press release
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The Sentry report warns of money laundering in
Dubai’s African gold trade
The Sentry published a report on 10

AML/CFT policy in the United Arab

with a significant rise in artisanal gold

November on money laundering and

Emirates (UAE) that allow for gold with

mining primarily in the Central African

terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks in the

illicit origins to be traded internationally

Republic (CAR), the Democratic

movement of conflict gold from East

through the major Dubai gold market,

Republic of Congo (DRC), Sudan, and

and Central Africa to Dubai, which is

calling on the UAE to close such

South Sudan. While Sudan reportedly

reportedly the destination for 95

loopholes. The Sentry further implores

exports the bulk of its mined gold

percent of all gold originating from the

the EU, US government, and industry

directly to the UAE, gold leaves the

region. The advisory calls on financial

groups to require evidence of legitimacy

remaining three African nations through

institutions to perform enhanced due

of gold exports from the UAE.

export or smuggling to Uganda,

diligence on customers involved in the

Rwanda, Cameroon, Kenya, Chad, or

gold trade, and for gold traders to

It is requested that the UAE address

report supplier red flags to the

gold-related issues raised in the latest

Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

FATF evaluation, including putting

Burundi prior to its passage to Dubai.
The Sentry press release

improved mechanisms into place for
The advisory points to what it called “a

investigating potential ML. The Sentry

number of policy and regulatory

notes that $3 billion worth of gold

loopholes and shortcomings” in

enters international markets annually,

The Sentry advisory

DOJ report finds no evidence of misconduct in
relation to Jeffrey Epstein’s 2007 plea deal
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

the investigation with a non-prosecution

from the public. After examining

published on 12 November the key

agreement in September 2007, but did

prosecutors’ actions, the report

findings of an internal investigation

not commit “professional misconduct”.

concludes that “the victims were not

into the handling of child trafficking

Under the terms of the non-prosecution

treated with the forthrightness and

allegations against financier Jeffrey

agreement (NPA), Epstein pleaded

sensitivity expected by the

Epstein between 2006 and 2008, which

guilty to sex offences and agreed to

Department”.

found no evidence of “corruption or

spend 12 months in prison and pay

other impermissible considerations,

monetary damages to the victims in

Following his release, Epstein continued

such as Epstein’s wealth, status, or

exchange for the discontinuation of

to settle multiple civil suits brought by

associations”.

criminal charges.

alleged victims. On 8 July 2019, he was

The executive summary of the report by

The OPR found that the NPA did not

trafficking of minors between 2002 and

the DOJ’s Office of Professional

violate the DOJ standards but the

2005. One month later, Epstein died in

Responsibility (OPR) clarifies that then

government’s lack of transparency in

federal custody while awaiting trial.

US Attorney Alexander Acosta and

negotiating the plea deal led to victims

other Southern District of Florida

feeling ‘ill-treated’ and created the

prosecutors exercised “poor

impression that prosecutors ‘colluded’

judgement” when deciding to conclude

with Epstein to conceal information

arrested and charged with sexual

15
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Europol Covid-19 threat report anticipates
increase in technology use by organised crime
The report notes that criminal operators

individuals being targeted by organised

have used purposely established legal

crime groups (OCGs).

business structures or the identities of

Europol published on 12 November its
latest report assessing the impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic on the EU
crime landscape, which finds that the
incidence of online and offline
distribution of counterfeit personal
protective equipment (PPE) and
pandemic-related cybercrime remains
high, with fewer opportunities for
environmental crime and excise fraud
as a result of restrictions on the ability
to move goods during lockdown.

genuine companies to orchestrate

In light of the restrictions imposed by

supply and fraud scheme, facilitate

the pandemic, migrant smugglers have

counterfeit and money laundering

changed their modus operandi and are

activities. In addition, in an attempt to

exploring alternative routes such as via

extort payments and personal data,

the Western Balkans, the Danube or

criminals have distributed ransomware,

Evros rivers. An increase in smuggling

malware and malicious applications,

by air using fraudulent documents from

and have engaged in phishing

Greece and Cyprus towards other EU

campaigns and business email

and/or Schengen area countries is

compromise attacks.

expected once air traffic resumes.
Europol’s third working group on

Europol anticipates that the use of new

Covid-19 crime threats identified

technologies and online activities for

priority areas, namely health-related

serious and organised crime will

scams and cyberattacks, child sexual

accelerate and counterfeiters will shift

exploitation and the infiltration of OCGs

from trafficking PPE to selling fake

into the legal economy.

vaccines or carrying out treatment
scams. In addition, EU organised crime

Europol press release and...

structures and corruption and fraud
perpetrators could flourish in the

Europol press release

context of a severe economic downturn,
with an increased number of vulnerable

FATF Executive Secretary urges global response
to the risks posed by virtual assets
Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

of over 100 such cases, which includes

regulation and methods to increase the

Executive Secretary David Lewis stated

money laundering stemming from the

anonymity of transactions.

during his opening remarks at the

sale of drugs and illicit firearms, fraud,

Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASP)

tax evasion, cybercrime, child

Lewis concluded his remarks by urging

Summit (V20 Summit) on 16 November

exploitation, human trafficking,

the need for a global response from all

that the private sector has made

terrorism financing and sanctions

countries to effectively apply the global

progress in developing technological

evasion, as well as the use of virtual

standards and mitigate the risks posed

solutions for the so-called ‘travel rule’.

assets to conceal illicit funds in

by virtual assets. FATF will publish a

response to the pandemic. FATF has

second review on the implementation

Lewis explained that the FATF has

also observed the use of service

of the standards in June 2021.

observed the use of virtual assets for a

providers registered or operating in

range of crimes through the occurrence

jurisdictions that lack effective

16
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Swiss FINMA risk monitor identifies financial
crime risks during the pandemic
The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

relationships and/or transactions must be reported to the

published its 2020 Risk Monitor report on 11 November,

Money Laundering Reporting Office (MROS).

which warns of increased cyber and money laundering risks
in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. The report also

Furthermore, the emergence of cryptoassets poses an

highlights the new money laundering and terrorist financing

increased risk of money laundering and terrorist financing

risks posed by blockchain technology and digital assets.

due to the anonymity and cross-border nature of these
transactions. FINMA also highlights the potential reputational

The Risk Monitor explains that as a result of the economic

damage caused by financial institutions’ misconduct linked

downturn caused by the pandemic, financial institutions may

to FinTech offerings.

decide to engage in new relationships with high-risk clients in
emerging markets such as politically exposed persons, or

On cyber risks, FINMA stresses that cyberattacks have

state or quasi-state organisations and sovereign wealth

become more frequent and persistent during the pandemic,

funds, where corruption is a significant threat. Risks related

with many financial institutions reporting DDoS attacks on

to obscure and complex beneficial ownership structures as

their infrastructure and subsequent requests for bitcoin

well as difficulties in contacting clients during the pandemic

payments since August.

may also obstruct the implementation of anti-money
laundering measures.

FINMA press release

To combat these risks, FINMA emphasises that a bank’s

FINMA 2020 Risk Monitor

compliance framework must be adapted to serve its risk
appetite; that financial institutions must establish the source

Swiss Confederation National Risk Assessment ...

of wealth and the true beneficial owners; and any suspicious

US IRS Criminal Investigation Division identified
$2.3 billion in tax fraud schemes
The Criminal Investigation Division of the US Internal

tax enforcement, employment tax, refund fraud and

Revenue Service (IRS) released its fiscal year 2020 annual

tax-related identity theft.

report on 16 November, which highlights the enforcement
actions taken during the year including the identification of

Moreover, according to the annual report, the Division

more than $10 billion in tax fraud and $2.3 billion in tax

remains an important partner in the Joint Chiefs of Global

fraud schemes, along with other financial crimes.

Tax Enforcement (J5), which continues to share information
on cryptocurrency, tax crimes, and related enforcement.

The annual report finds that the Criminal Investigation
Division initiated 1,598 cases, applying 73 percent of its time

IRS press release

to tax related investigations. A key area of focus included
Covid-19 related fraud, cybercrime related to virtual and
cryptocurrencies, traditional tax investigations, international

17
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FATF publishes follow-up report on Iceland
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

transparency and beneficial ownership

VA and VASPs is limited, and that

published on 17 November its second

of legal arrangements; cash couriers;

Iceland has not implemented the

enhanced follow-up report and

and guidance and feedback. Other

$1,000 threshold for occasional

technical compliance re-rating on

recommendations re-rated as “largely

transactions. Iceland’ progress in

Iceland’s measures to address the

compliant” relate to non-profit

implementing Recommendation 28

anti-money laundering and counter

organisations; transparency and

related to the regulation and

terrorist financing (AML/CTF)

beneficial ownership of legal persons;

supervision of designated non-financial

deficiencies identified in its 2018

and regulation and supervision of

business and professions was found to

mutual evaluation report (MER).

financial institutions.

be insufficient to justify a re-rating.

According to the follow-up report,

FATF also reviewed Iceland’s measures

Iceland is now “compliant” with 21

Iceland has made progress in

to meet Recommendation 15 on new

recommendations, “largely compliant”

addressing the deficiencies identified in

technologies, which has been updated

on 16, and “partially compliant” with the

the MER and has been re-rated as

since the first follow-up report,

remaining three recommendations. The

“compliant” with seven

downgrading its rating from “largely

country will remain in the enhanced

recommendations, including assessing

compliant” to “partially compliant”.

follow-up process and will continue to

risk and applying a risk-based

FATF notes that there is no information

inform the FATF of its progress.

approach; national cooperation and

on whether a risk-based approach has

coordination; targeted financial

been applied to virtual assets (VA) and

sanctions – terrorism, terrorist

virtual asset service providers (VASPs),

financing and proliferation;

that evidence of specific guidance for

FATF press release
FATF follow-up report

Hong Kong Monetary Authority issues roadmap
to accelerate RegTech adoption
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority

regulators and with the broader

third quarter of 2021 and the

(HKMA) announced on 2 November,

RegTech community, and encouraging

development of adoption practice

during the Hong Kong FinTech Week

adoption via continued industry

guides, while hosting a RegTech event

2020, the launch of a two-year

dialogue and effective tracking of

by the second quarter of 2021.

roadmap to promote the adoption of

progress. According to HKMA Deputy

Additionally, by the second quarter of

regulatory technology (RegTech) by

Chief Executive Arthur Yuen, the

next year HKMA will launch a RegTech

the banking industry.

roadmap aims to ensure that the Hong

Adoption Index, to measure banks’

Kong banking sector will have

RegTech preparedness.

According to HKMA, the roadmap is

extensively adopted RegTech by the

based on KPMG-led research, which

end of 2025.

HKMA press release

aimed at boosting RegTech awareness

In response to the recommendations,

HKMA roadmap

and facilitating access to infrastructure.

the regulator announced the creation of

Additional suggestions include

a centralised RegTech knowledge hub

promoting engagement with overseas

to encourage information sharing by the

made a series of recommendations

18
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US SEC enforcement division’s annual report
The US Securities and Exchange

SEC, and a record high of 39

suspensions and fraud actions,

Commission (SEC) published its

whistleblowers received SEC awards

meaningfully changed the landscape

Division of Enforcement’s annual report

totalling $175 million.

for investors” at an uncertain time for

on 2 November, highlighting

the market.

enforcement actions and policy

According to the report, from the

changes over fiscal year 2020 as well

middle of March until the end of the

Some of the major detection, remedies,

as detailing how the commission has

fiscal year, the Enforcement Division’s

and enforcement cases brought by the

adapted to the Covid-19 pandemic

Office of Market Intelligence saw a 71

SEC in fiscal year 2020 included a $3

environment.

percent increase in tips, complaints,

billion settlement with Wells Fargo &

and referrals from the previous time

Company, a $18.5 million civil penalty

The SEC carried out 715 enforcement

period in 2019. As a result,

and $1.2 billion return-to-investors order

actions in fiscal year 2020, of which

approximately 150 pandemic-related

against Telegram Group Incorporated,

405 were standalone actions, and

investigations and inquiries were

and a joint penalty of $18 million

obtained orders or judgments that

launched, yielding multiple fraud action

targeting BMW AG and two of its US

amounted to a record amount of

referrals to the SEC. Division of

subsidiaries.

roughly $4.68 billion worth of penalties

Enforcement Director Stephanie

and disgorgement orders. Additionally,

Avakian said she believed that “this

$800 million worth of funds were

triage and investigative work, and the

returned to wronged investors by the

resulting Commission trading

SEC press release
Enforcement annual report

US FTC annual report highlights efforts to
combat fraudulent business practices
The US Federal Trade Commission

Texas-based AdvoCare International LP

small businesses about federal loans or

(FTC) publishes its agency financial

and its former CEO, Brian Connolly, on

other business relief.

report for fiscal year 2020 on 16

charges of running a pyramid scheme.

November, which highlights its

The Safe Web Act’s reauthorisation in

activities to protect consumers from

In light of the pandemic, the FTC has

September 2020 has also helped the

fraudulent business practices.

issued more than 300 warning letters

FTC combat transnational fraud – such

against false marketing claims related

as sweepstakes and lotteries fraud,

Amongst the FTC’s enforcement action

to Covid-19 since March, including

violations of data privacy and security

to combat fraud, was the landmark

more than 80 joint warning letters with

incidents as well as misleading health

$120.2 million judgment in the largest

the Food and Drug Administration

claims – through information-sharing,

land fraud case in FTC history against

(FDA) for false treatments and cures;

evidence gathering, and coordination

Sanctuary Belize defendants who had

online sales of masks or personal

with foreign enforcement agencies.

fraudulently sold lots in a purported

protective equipment (PPE) that never

luxury development in southern Belize

ship or fail to meet delivery promises

to US retirees. The FTC also agreed a

without providing refunds; and

$150 million settlement and banned

misleading claims to consumers and

19

FTC press release
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AUSTRAC publishes Fintel Alliance report
The Australian Transaction Reports

public and private organisations over

Alliance in 2018 of reports of suspected

and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

the 2019-2020 period assisted nine

offences relating to children.

published on 20 November the

major taskforces and 29 operations

2019-2020 operation report for the

involving 24 major areas of crime, up

Fintel Alliance operations increasingly

Fintel Alliance, AUSTRAC’s

from 20 in the previous period, with

involved cases of government revenue

public-private partnership, noting $22

emphasis on money laundering, child

exploitation and crimes affecting the

million in tax liabilities raised, a host of

exploitation, and online scams. Joining

most vulnerable in a period that

money laundering arrests, and the

the alliance during the 12-month period

included much of the Covid-19

provision of more than 250 intelligence

were Australian Border Force, the

pandemic, which has seen full

reports and other materials to law

Australian Securities and Investments

lockdowns in multiple Australian states

enforcement during the period.

Commission, Services Australia,

and cities.

Queensland Police Service, and
The report notes that the information

Western Australia Police Force. Notably,

and intelligence sharing that took place

the report highlights a 945 percent

between an expanded group of 29

increase since the launch of the Fintel

AUSTRAC statement
Fintel Alliance report

Moneyval publishes report on Georgia
The Council of Europe’s Committee of

Summary of the key findings

Experts on the Evaluation of

Council resolutions on targeted
financial sanctions with respect to

Anti-Money Laundering Measures and

Although Moneyval recognises that

TF and proliferation financing (PF).

the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)

the key supervisors have a fair

However, it notes that Georgia has

issued its fifth-round mutual evaluation

understanding of the country’s

not listed any terrorists or terrorist

report on Georgia on 2 November,

ML/TF risks, the report notes

organisations within the

which evaluates the effectiveness of

shortcomings in terms of: (1) the

assessment period

the country’s AML/CFT framework and

use of cash in the economy; (2) the

provides recommendations on

real estate sector; (3) trade-based

Moneyval stresses that the risks

strengthening the system.

ML/TF – including in free industrial

presented by the high level of cash

zones of Georgia; (4) the activities

circulation in Georgia is

The report calls on the relevant

of legal persons; and (5) the use of

underestimated, with significant

authorities in Georgia to “step up

non-profit organisations (NPOs)

gaps in the application of customer

effective use of financial intelligence” to

due diligence (CDD) measures by

detect and investigate money

The report underlines that potential

most designated non-financial

laundering, as well as “put supervisory

ML cases are not sufficiently

businesses and professions

focus on higher risk non-financial

identified in Georgia, and the overall

(DNFBPs) and the National Agency

sector”, with an emphasis on the

number of investigations is modest

of Public Registry (NAPR) for the

gambling industry. In addition,

compared to the level of predicate

real estate sector

Moneyval advises Georgia to promptly

criminality in the country

review its decision not to apply the

Council of Europe press s...

FATF Recommendations to some

The report acknowledges Georgia’s

sectors, such as the real estate sector.

efforts to refine mechanisms for
implementation of UN Security
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EU Parliament think tank study recommends
creating an EU agency of Foreign Assets Control
The European Parliament’s (EP) think

highly dependent upon the status of the

third countries and institutions, and

tank published on 20 November a

country being sanctioned and the trade

encourage and assist EU businesses in

paper analysing EU businesses’

relationship between the sanctioned

bringing claims in international

exposure to US extraterritorial

nation and the third country.

investor-state arbitration and in US

sanctions imposed on Russia, Iran, and

Additionally, the study found that the

courts. Additionally, the EU should

Cuba, and how EU member state

success of economic sanctions differs

respond to US sanctions measures by

independence and sovereignty is

substantially, with sanctions aimed at

ways of retorsion and consider using

affected by these measures. The study

restoring democracy having a generally

SWIFT to block transactions as a

also includes policy recommendations

higher rate of success, approximately

countermeasure. Other proposed

to address these challenges, including

80 percent, while sanctions targeting

measures include extending the scope

the establishment of an EU agency of

terrorism and territorial conflicts have

of the so-called Blocking Statute

Foreign Assets Control (EU-AFAC),

the lowest success rate, namely 33

(Council Regulation (EC) No 2271/96)

which should develop common

percent. Finally, sanctions, especially

to cover the recent US sanctioning

standards, tools and certification

trade sanctions, were found to lead to a

measures sought to halt Nord Stream 2

mechanisms for due diligence. Other

large decrease in economic activity and

and strengthening the Euro’s role in the

recommendations include

to have a negative impact on

international financial system.

strengthening EU legal protections for

international trade.

entities engaged in trade and
investment with high-risk markets.

EU Parliament press relea...
The study suggests that the EU and EU
member states should intensify the

According to the think tank’s study, the

coherent and joint voicing of the lack of

effects of sanctions on third parties are

legality of extraterritorial sanctions with

EU Parliament study

Canadian FINTRAC publishes annual report
The Financial Transactions and

followed by 296 reports related to

Additionally, the regulator worked with a

Reports Analysis Centre of Canada

terrorist financing (TF), and 179 related

government working group on real

(FINTRAC) issued on 17 November its

to both. The top three predicate

estate to identify and address ML risks,

2019-2020 annual report, noting a 25

offences in the reported period were

playing a key role in advancing

percent increase over the past five

drugs (31 percent), fraud (30 percent),

Canada's innovative public-private

years in unique disclosures of

and tax evasion (14 percent).

sector partnerships aimed at

actionable financial intelligence, a 32

combatting ML associated with the

percent increase in voluntary

In terms of strategic intelligence,

trafficking of fentanyl, romance fraud,

information records received from

FINTRAC provided support on ML and

human trafficking, and ML schemes

obliged entities, and a 55 percent

TF to the Canadian Department of

related to underground banking.

increase in records received from other

Finance and published two papers on

relevant authorities.

ML through a casino-related

FINTRAC press release

underground banking scheme and on
According to FINTRAC, 1,582 of reports

ML/TF risks and indicators for dealers

addressed to the Canadian authorities

in precious metals and stones.

were related to money laundering (ML),
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GRECO publishes report on Ireland
The Council of Europe’s Group of

implementation of the

judiciary and welcomed the lapse of the

States against Corruption (GRECO)

recommendations pertaining to the

Judicial Appointments Bill 2017. In

published on 19 November its second

establishment of a uniform and

terms of constitutional safeguards of

interim compliance report on the

consolidated legal framework for

the judiciary in connection with

fourth evaluation round for Ireland,

ethical conduct of MPs and the

employment conditions, GRECO

reviewing the country’s progress in

improvement of the assets declaration

concludes that Ireland has still not

implementing GRECO’s

regime have taken a step back due to

established an appropriate structure to

recommendations on preventing

the lapse of the Public Sector

discuss such issues.

corruption amongst members of

Standards Bill 2015.

parliament (MPs), judges, and

GRECO concludes that Ireland’s current

prosecutors, and finding that five of the

Concurrently, GRECO lauded the

level of compliance is no longer

remaining 11 recommendations have

establishment of the Judicial Council

“globally unsatisfactory”, inviting the

been implemented satisfactorily, while

and the Judicial Council Act’s

country to submit a report on the

six of them are yet to be implemented.

provisions on training programmes for

pending recommendations by 30

judges, stating that these steps are

September 2021.

GRECO welcomed the inclusion of an

expected to be followed shortly by a

ethics module in the training

code of conduct. GRECO reiterated its

programme offered to MPs by the

appeal to reform the selection,

Standards in Public Office Commission.

recruitment, and promotion processes

However, GRECO notes that the

of judges in close cooperation with the

GRECO press release
GRECO report

GRECO publishes two reports on Luxembourg
On 6 November, the Council of Europe's

other recommendations remain partly

satisfactorily implemented eight of the

Group of States against Corruption

implemented and one recommendation

21 recommendations, while 10 other

(GRECO) published two compliance

has not been implemented at all.

recommendations remain partly

reports on Luxembourg. The first

GRECO concludes that the country’s

implemented and the remaining four

compliance report deals with

current level of compliance with the

recommendations have not been

corruption prevention in respect of

recommendations remains “globally

implemented at all. GRECO also notes

MPs, judges and prosecutors, while the

unsatisfactory” and requests the Head

that further progress is essential to

second compliance report deals with

of the Luxembourg Delegation to

demonstrate an acceptable level of

the prevention of corruption and the

provide a report on the measures taken

compliance with the recommendations

promotion of integrity in central

to implement the outstanding

within the next 18-months. Luxembourg

government and law enforcement.

recommendations as soon as possible,

is asked to submit additional

by 31 October 2021 at the latest.

information regarding the

In the first compliance report, a follow

implementation of the pending

up to the March 2019 interim

The second compliance report, which

compliance report, it is noted that

assesses the measures taken by the

Luxembourg has not made any

authorities of Luxembourg to

progress in implementing GRECO’s 14

implement the recommendations

recommendations since March 2019.

issued in the fifth-round evaluation

Only four recommendations have been

report on Luxembourg adopted in June

satisfactorily implemented, while nine

2018, determines that Luxembourg has

22

recommendations by 30 April 2022.
GRECO press release
GRECO fourth round evalua...
GRECO fifth round evaluat...
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Carnegie publishes international strategy to
protect financial system from cyberattacks
Carnegie Endowment for International

Carnegie identifies as core pillars:

World Economic Forum. According to

Peace published on 18 November a

clarifying roles and responsibilities

Bank of England Governor Andrew

report on priorities for developing an

among stakeholders while

Bailey, the most important

international cybersecurity strategy for

strengthening operational cyber

recommendations in the report are

the financial system.

resilience and collective defence;

strengthening international

reinforcing international norms to

collaboration in addressing

According to Carnegie, protecting the

clarify what is considered inappropriate

cyberattacks, clarifying roles and

global financial system from

behaviour and holding perpetrators

responsibilities among stakeholders,

cyberattacks is primarily an

responsible for violating norms; and

and reducing the fragmentation of

organisational challenge across

facilitating collective responses to

initiatives. US congressman Jim

governments, financial authorities, and

disrupt and deter attacks. Furthermore,

Langevin stressed that the finance

industry. The foundation underlines a

addressing workforce challenges,

industry must invest resources to

lack of coordination between the

including the need for an expanded

strengthen cyber resilience and should

financial sector, national security

cybersecurity workforce, aligning and

ensure they are properly prepared to

establishment, and diplomatic

expanding capacity-building efforts for

address influence operations.

communities in addressing

those seeking assistance, and

cyberattacks, stating that the current

safeguarding financial inclusion are

responsibility gap and continued

identified as crosscutting issues.

uncertainty about roles and mandates
heightens the risks.

Carnegie press release
Carnegie report

The report was launched during a
webinar held in collaboration with the

Singapore steps up enforcement action
The Monetary Authority of Singapore

orders against unfit representatives,

MAS is focusing its enforcement action

(MAS) published on 4 November its

25-year and 20-year bans for fraud and

in the next reporting period on pursuing

enforcement report covering the period

forgery, three licence revocations, and

serious and complex cases involving

from January 2019 until June 2020,

23 reprimands.

corporate disclosure and deepening its

noting that it has imposed $3.3 million

capabilities to proactively detect

in penalties for poor implementation of

Additionally, the regulator has stepped

financial advisory misconduct.

AML/CFT controls and inadequate

up its focus on the early detection of

AML/CFT compliance, enhancing the

oversight, while convicting nine

market misconduct by establishing a

enforcement toolkit, and senior

individuals for market misconduct or

joint forum with the Accounting and

management accountability are also

related offences.

Corporate Regulatory Authority and by

high on the regulator’s agenda.

publishing a trade surveillance practice
According to MAS, key enforcement

guide for brokers along with the

outcomes for the reporting period

Singapore Exchange. MAS also

include imposing $11.7 million in civil

launched Project Apollo to analyse the

penalties for insider trading, deceptive

likelihood of certain types of market

trading and failure to disclose

manipulation and adopted the

shareholdings, issuing 25 prohibition

Technology-Assisted Review.
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OSCE reports on Bosnia and Herzegovina’s
failure to address impunity in corruption cases
The Organization for Security and

standing body of experts with the

developing specific guidelines and

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) issued

mandate for preparing harmonised

training materials for drafting

on 23 November a report assessing

amendments to criminal law or

indictments in corruption cases.

Bosnia and Herzegovina’s progress in

harmonising the procedural codes in

addressing corruption since its

terms of transferring cases between

Other recommendations, such as the

previous 2018 and 2019 reports,

courts. Additionally, no amendment to

dissemination of corruption

noting a “dramatic” decrease in the

the current law on corruption, organised

jurisprudence to all courts, the creation

number of indictments in high and

crime and other serious economic

of a single user friendly and public

medium level corruption cases. Of the

crime in order to concentrate

jurisprudence database, augmenting

24 recommendations issued in the

prosecutorial efforts on high and

investigative capacities regarding the

previous two reports, 12 were found to

medium level corruption has been

financial aspect of corruption cases,

have not seen any progress, with three

adopted. Meanwhile, inconsistencies in

and clarifying the procedure for raising

partially implemented and one fully

the application of material or

and deciding on conflicts of jurisdiction

implemented.

procedural criminal provisions including

are reported as being in progress. Also,

in conflicts of jurisdiction and evidence

in progress are the improvement of

gathering have not been solved.

indictment quality and of reasoning in

The report found that since 2017, the
nation’s corruption conviction rate has

corruption cases, efforts to ensure that

dropped from 80 percent to 57 percent

The regulator lauded Bosnia and

indictments which do not comply with

for medium level cases, and from 100

Herzegovina’s decision to adopt criteria

the necessary legal requirements are

percent to 12 percent for high level

differentiating between high- and

not confirmed and that proceedings in

cases, while the length of proceedings

low-level corruption cases when

high and medium level corruption cases

has increased continuously over the

establishing the number of cases that

are carried out swiftly.

same period.

should be processed by each judge or
prosecutor. Additionally, the OSCE

According to the OSCE, Bosnia and

noted the country’s partial

Herzegovina reported no progress in

implementation of its recommendation

harmonising its legal framework for

to improve the evidence gathering

fighting corruption, re-establishing a

process in corruption cases and on

OSCE press release
OSCE report

SMART2 release publications on the detection
and prevention of payment fraud
The SCT Inst Migration Action Round

The first paper focuses on the fraud

Table (SMART2), a forum facilitated by

potential of closed-loop gift cards and

the Euro Banking Association, released

the second report is a recommendation

two publications on 24 November on

to include an optional fraud information

the detection and prevention of

field as part of the SEPA Instant Credit

payment fraud.

Transfer Scheme Rulebook.
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Project CRAAFT report highlights alternative
funding methods for right wing terrorist groups
The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) presented on 24

Land purchases also receive attention in the report, albeit,

November via webinar a Project CRAAFT research briefing

Johnson said, for establishing small-scale societies rather

examining evolving sources of funding for right wing

than as a means of funding through future rent or re-sale.

extremist groups, with the paper’s author, Bethan Johnson,

Land purchases are also being pushed as training locations

noting a distinction in how spending occurs between

for paramilitary activity. Johnson highlighted the link between

religious extremist groups, organised terror cells, and lone

land purchases by far-right groups and accelerationism. The

actor terror groups, finding some increases in money

paper draws a further distinction between far-right

laundering and fraud as a means of sourcing funds. The

extreme-leaning groups actively engaged in terrorism, as

heightened isolation and shuttering of businesses during the

groups not yet proscribed or designated do not fall under the

pandemic, Johnson stated, is increasing radicalisation of

umbrella of terrorist financing. Johnson noted an agility of

individuals in Europe and North America through exposure

far-right extremist groups to rename their groups and add

to anti-government and racialised rhetoric.

new members following proscription by law enforcement
agencies, therefore buying themselves time before they are

In a Q&A following the
presentation, Johnson noted
that cryptocurrency is of
moderate but rising importance
to far-right terror groups with the
increase in demonetisation from
platforms such as Youtube
The briefing notes that a rising source of funding for far-right
groups has occurred online through crowdsourcing sites and
through music festivals, which sell high-priced and VIP
tickets in addition to onsite merchandise to raise as much as
$100,000 or more. The de-platformed Nazi-affiliated
Dailystormer media outlet, is one such example, which raised
over $150,000 solely through online crowdfunding. The
briefing also points to “fight night” trainings and doomsday
prepping kits as two relatively new and rising sources of
income, given that both are directly tailored to far-right
interests.

25

re-designated.
In a Q&A following the presentation, Johnson noted that
cryptocurrency is of moderate but rising importance to
far-right terror groups with the increase in demonetisation
from platforms such as Youtube, but less so for lone actors,
who “don’t necessarily need to use cryptocurrency as much
because they can use their own paychecks to purchase
weapons without concerns over being traced”. Asked about
keywords that would allow due diligence officers to find and
notify SARs, Johnson said that banks should keep an eye out
for transactions in denominations such as “1488” or “88”.
Phraseology that due diligence officers are advised to red
flag in transactions include “James Mason’s siege”, “Mein
Kampf”, or other references to terms or phrases used in
those books for identifying dog whistles or other hints that
the transactions may be related to an impending attack or for
other illegal activity.
Project Craaft paper
RUSI webinar
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ENFORCEMENT

UK HMRC issues compound settlements of
£700,000 for export control violations
The UK’s Export Control Joint Unit

Order 2008, and ranged from £1,000 to

The compound settlement is generally

(ECJU) published on 24 November a

over £211,000.

not offered in cases involving sensitive

notice to exports, announcing that HM

goods or destinations, where the

Revenue and Customs (HMRC) issued

HMRC is the UK government

offender is a privileged person or where

compound settlements totalling

department with primary responsibility

there are other aggravating factors.

£700,368 between March and

for enforcement of export controls. In

HMRC issued three compound

September, in relation to breaches of

written evidence submitted to

penalties totalling £111,300 in 2018

the export control rules.

Parliament in June 2019, HMRC

and reached six worth £146,700

detailed the mechanism through which

between January and June 2019.

According to the ECJU, the 19

it can offer exporters the chance to

compound penalties were issued in

enter a compound settlement as an

relation to unlicensed exports of

alternative to legal proceedings in

military and dual-use goods, and other

certain cases.

ECJU notice to exporters
HMRC written evidence on ...

activities under the Export Control

UK FCA fines TFS-ICAP Ltd for communicating
misleading information to clients
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

According to the FCA notice, between

arrangements” to counter the risk or

(FCA) announced on 23 November that

2008 and 2015, brokers across multiple

address instances of printing.

it has fined TFS-ICAP Ltd, an electronic

TFS-ICAP brokering desks “openly”

and voice interdealer broking firm,

carried out a practice called “printing”

In calculating the fine, the FCA took into

£3.44 million for communicating

trades, which involves communicating

consideration the penalty’s deterrent

misleading information to clients to

to clients that a trade has occurred at a

effect; the severity, nature, and impact

encourage them to trade, in violation of

particular price and/or quantity when

of the breach; and that the activities

the FCA’s Principles for Businesses.

none had actually taken place, with the

were carried out deliberately. The initial

According to the FCA Principles,

end goal of spurring trading.

financial penalty applied was £4.92

companies must conduct business

million, but the company benefited from

with due skill, care and diligence,

The FCA found that the company took

a 30 percent discount under the terms

ensure that they have effective

no measures in response to the

of the agreement.

systems and controls in place to

warning signs that these practices

manage the risk of misconduct, and

might be occurring nor did they record

observe proper standards of market

such instances, demonstrating a lack of

conduct.

diligence and “shortcomings in its
oversight and compliance
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UK SFO secures £1.2 million linked to London
property following Car Wash proceeds probe
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

NV. Brazil’s Car Wash investigation

a disclosure order that revealed the link

secured a £1.2 million seizure order on

centred on corruption involving Brazil’s

between Faerman’s bribery-related

12 November from Brazilian national

state-owned Petrobras oil company.

commission payments and funds used

Julio Faerman after his implication and

The SFO investigation, launched after

to purchase the property, with

subsequent admission of guilt in the

the conclusion of Faerman’s Brazilian

Faerman’s previous application to

Brazilian Car Wash investigation into

settlement agreement, found that funds

dismiss the disclosure order rejected by

the purchase of a £4.25 million

in several Swiss bank accounts as well

a UK court in June. As per the latest

apartment in London, which was

as those used in part to purchase the

ruling, both orders will only be lifted

allegedly funded in part with the

West London luxury apartment

when Faerman pays a settlement of

proceeds of crime.

originated from the corrupt payments

£1,198,424 and £57,000 towards the

Faerman received while he was an

costs of the SFO’s investigation.

According to the SFO, Faerman has

agent for SBM Offshore NV.

already paid a settlement to the

SFO announcement

Brazilian authorities of approximately

The SFO first initiated a property

$54 million following his admissions

freezing order against the London

that he paid bribes to secure contracts

apartment in question, which was

for Netherlands-based SBM Offshore

approved in January 2019, in addition to

SFO v. Faerman order

UK SFO confirms Bombardier investigation into
corruption allegations
The UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

acquisition and lease of Bombardier

reportedly said that the airline will

announced on 5 November that it has

CRJ1000 regional aircraft by Garuda.

cooperate with the relevant authorities,

launched an investigation into

while Indonesia’s state-owned

Canadian aircraft group Bombardier

The SFO is purportedly investigating the

enterprises minister Erick Thohir

Incorporated over allegations of

same transactions that led to the May

announced that the government will

corruption in relation to contracts

conviction of former Garuda CEO

also cooperate with investigators.

and/or orders from Jakarta-based

Emirsyah Satar for bribery and money

airline PT Garuda Indonesia Tbk.

laundering related to procuring planes

SFO press release

and engines from Airbus and Roll
According to Reuters, citing a statement

Royce. Satar was convicted of

from Bombardier, five procurement

accepting bribes between 2005 and

processes involving different

2014 and money laundering.

manufacturers are at the centre of the
case, including the 2011-2012

27
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UK FCA starts court proceedings over Fortem
Global Ltd’s alleged unauthorised activities
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announced on

According to the FCA, two companies belonging to Robin

11 November that it has started legal proceedings against

Forster which are currently in administration - Qualia Care

Robin Forster, Richard Tasker and Fortem Global Limited,

Developments Limited (QCD) and Qualia Care Properties

over their alleged involvement in unauthorised collective

Limited (QCP) - were the operators of the unauthorised

investment schemes which the FCA claims had the

schemes. Richard Tasker who is the sole Director of Fortem

hallmarks of a Ponzi scheme.

Global Limited is alleged to have been the main promoter of
the unauthorised schemes.

The FCA has begun legal proceedings at the UK High Court
against the two individuals and one company over allegations

Investors in the schemes are believed to have lost at least

that the accused operated and promoted unauthorised

£30 million.

collective investment schemes in care homes that promised
‘unrealistic’ returns to investors.

FCA press release

UK FCA publishes warning notice to Carillion
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published a

The company had also failed to implement adequate

warning notice on 13 November issued on 18 September

measures and controls in ensuring its UK construction

2020 to Carillion plc and several of its former directors for

business finances were appropriately reported to the

providing misleading information in violation of the Market

company’s board and the audit committee.

Abuse Regulation and failing to report accurate information.
The FCA determined that the company and its directors acted
According to the FCA, Carillion plc made misleading

recklessly concerning the breaches. In January 2018,

announcements on 7 December 2016, 1 March 2017 and 3

Carillion went into liquidation and at that point had accrued

May 2017, and failed to fully disclose the company’s actual

debts of £1.5 billion.

financial performance despite being aware of its
deteriorating financial performance and increasing risk.

FCA warning notice

UK charges Richard Faithfull with laundering
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announced on

2017 and 1 August 2018 that is alleged to have violated

25 November that it has charged Richard Jonathan Faithfull

Section 327 of the Proceeds of Crime Act. The FCA will not

with one offence of money laundering following a joint

make any further comment pending Faithfull’s first

investigation by the FCA and the City of London Police.

appearance in court, set to take place on 26 January 2021.

The offence relates to activity that occurred between 1 June
28
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UK fines and imposes licence conditions on
Boylesports Enterprise over AML failings
The UK Gambling Commission

breached the Commission’s AML rules.

Commission has directed Boylesports

announced on 11 November that it

The licensee has been given a warning

to continue the review of its AML

imposed a £2.8 million fine and

and its operating licence conditions

policies, procedures, and controls.

toughened licence conditions on

have been toughened to include the

Boylesports Enterprise for its failure to

obligation to maintain the appointment

Boylesports cooperated with the

have an appropriate money laundering

of an appropriately qualified Money

investigation and acknowledged the

(ML) risk assessment in place and

Laundering Reporting Officer, who must

failings from the outset, notes the

unsuitable AML policies, procedures,

hold a Personal Management Licence

Gambling Commission’s register of

and controls on its Boylesports.com

(PML) and undergo annual refresher

regulatory decisions.

and Boylecasino.com websites.

AML training. Additionally, Boylesports
must ensure that all PML holders,

According to the regulator, the decision

senior management, and key control

was made following a review of the

staff undertake outsourced AML

company’s operating licence, finding

training and continue to do so on an

that the online gambling company

annual basis. Finally, the Gambling

UK Gambling Commission pr...
UK National Lottery Commi...

UK Gambling Commission revokes Silverbond’s
operating licence over source of funds concerns
The UK Gambling Commission

the company and their competence due

announced on 4 November that it has

to their reluctance to provide the

revoked the operating licence of

information requested by the

On 6 November, citing a spokesperson

Silverbond Enterprises Ltd, which

Commission.

for Silverbond, iGaming Business

operates Park Lane Club, for failing to

diligence on 61 customers.

reported that the company has

provide “full and proper explanations”

In September 2019, the Gambling

confirmed its intention to appeal the

with regards to the source of funds

Commission released a statement

Commission’s decision to the First Tier

used to acquire the company. The

announcing that it had fined Silverbond

Tribunal before 18 November – when

Commission stated that it is not

£1.8 million in connection with the Park

the revocation was due to take effect.

satisfied that it would have granted an

Lane Club, highlighting inadequate

operating licence to the company had

“social responsibility” responses

the new controller been in place at the

provided by the company regarding a

time of the application.

customer displaying violent behaviour,

Gambling Commission press...
Gambling Commission regul...

and anti-money laundering (AML)
In addition, the regulator expressed

failings, including the operator's failure

concerns vis-à-vis the new controller of

to conduct adequate customer due

29
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Julius Baer reaches $80 million agreement with
the DOJ to resolve FIFA corruption allegations
money laundering and corruption at
FIFA. The bank stated that it was in
“advanced discussions with the DOJ”
and that the resolution “may result in
the payment of a double-digit million US
dollar amount”.
This follows enforcement action in
February this year by the Swiss
Financial Markets Authority (FINMA)
which saw the bank reprimanded for
falling “significantly short in combating
money laundering between 2009 and
early 2018” in connection with the FIFA
Swiss bank Julius Baer Group Ltd

in connection with FIFA. Julius Baer

announced on 9 November that it has

stated that it has made a $79.7 million

reached a three-year deferred

provision to cover the settlement.

prosecution agreement (DPA) in
principle with the US Department of

On 16 September, the bank announced

Justice (DOJ) to resolve alleged money

that it was cooperating with the DOJ

laundering and corruption allegations

over its involvement in the alleged

corruption scandal.
Julius Baer press release
Julius Baer press release...
FINMA press release (20 F...

FIFA bans CAF President for corruption
FIFA announced on 23 November that

offering gifts and other benefits in his

Tactical Steel, a sports equipment

the independent Ethics Committee has

capacity as CAF President and FIFA

company.

sanctioned FIFA Vice-President and

Vice-President from 2017 to 2019,

President of the Confederation of

having breached Articles 15, 20 and 25

The Committee has imposed a five-year

African Football (CAF), Ahmad Ahmad,

of FIFA’s 2020 Code of Ethics, as well

ban on Ahmad from all football related

for alleged corruption related to

as Article 28 of the 2018 edition.

activities at both national and

financial misconduct.

international level, as well as a fine of
Ahmad was found to have been

According to the investigation

involved in governance issues related to

conducted by the Committee, Ahmad

CAF, which includes organising and

has been found guilty of abuse of office,

financing an Umrah pilgrimage to

misappropriation of funds and for

Mecca, and also in CAF’s dealings with
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Denmark charges companies and director with
violating EU sanctions on Syria
Denmark’s Public Prosecutor for

Those charged – which media reports

Syria which prohibited “the sale, supply,

Serious Economic and International

claim is Dan-Bunkering, Bunker Holding

transfer or export of jet fuel and fuel

Crime (SØIK) announced on 11

and CEO Keld R. Demant – allegedly

additives to persons, entities or bodies

November that it has charged an

sold jet fuel on 33 occasions to Russian

in Syria or for use in Syria”.

unnamed Danish holding company, its

entities which was delivered to an

subsidiary and a company executive

unidentified source in Syria between

for violating EU sanctions on Syria.

2015 and 2017. During the period in

SØIK press release

question EU sanctions were in force on

Former Croatian PM found guilty of corruption
Former Croatian prime minister and

The retrial came after the Supreme

prison. In a separate trial, Sanader was

former leader of the governing

Court overturned the initial verdict by

also found guilty of charges of war

Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ), Ivo

Zagreb County Court in 2015 on

profiteering, where he was accused of

Sanader, was sentenced to eight years

procedural grounds. In March 2014,

accepting bribes of at least HRK 3.5

in jail for corruption by the Zagreb

Zagreb County Court convicted Sanader

million from Austria’s then-Hypo Alpe

County Court on 13 November. The

and his associates as well as HDZ on

Adria Bank while serving as deputy

current governing party HDZ has been

graft charges, sentencing Sanader to

foreign minister in the 1990s during the

fined HRK 3.5 million and ordered to

nine years in jail.

Croatian war.

former HDZ treasurer Mladen Barisic

Since 2019, Sanader has been serving a

Sanader was acquitted by the Croatian

and HDZ accountant Branka Pavosevic

separate six year jail term for his

Bureau for Combating Corruption and

each face prison sentences of two

involvement in the Planinska corruption

Organized Crime (USKOK) of

years and 10 months and one year and

case, named after a building in

influencing the electricity prices of

four months respectively. Former

Planinska Street in Zagreb, which was

Hrvatska Elektroprivreda (HEP),

government and HDZ spokesperson

owned by his friend and fellow party

Croatia’s state-owned power board, for

Ratko Macek was acquitted.

member Stjepan Fiolic, who sold the

the benefit of his friend Robert Ježić,

return around HRK 14 million while

building for HRK 80 million to the

owner and CEO of petrochemical

The court found Sanader guilty of

Croatian government. Sanader allegedly

company Dioki. According to

siphoning €10.4 million in state funds

received a kickback of HRK 17 million

prosecutors, HEP suffered around HRK

through advertising agency FIMI Media

for arranging the transaction while the

3.8 million in losses.

during his tenure as prime minister

Croatian government accounted HRK

from 2003 to 2009, where he allegedly

26 million in losses.

Zagreb County Court decis...

Nevenka Jurak, the owner of FIMI

Sanader was also convicted for

Zagreb County Court decis...

Media, in a scheme to illegally funnel

accepting a €10 million bribe from

public funds for the benefit of HDZ and

Hungarian oil group MOL’s CEO Zolt

for his own personal gain. Sanader

Hernadi in exchange for securing a

denies the charges and is expected to

controlling interest in energy firm INA.

appeal the verdict.

Hernadi was sentenced to two years in

engaged Barisic, Pavosevic and the late
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Peruvian Congress impeaches President Martín
Vizcarra over corruption allegations
The Peruvian Congress voted on 9

received in six instalments between

September, the plenary rejected the

November to remove President Martín

2014 and 2016, when he was already

impeachment request.

Vizcarra Cornejo over his alleged

the country’s minister of transport and

involvement in corruption between

communications.

2011 and 2014, during his tenure as
the governor of the Moquegua region.

Following Vizcarra’s impeachment and
the resignation of his replacement,

Earlier in September, Peru’s Congress

Manuel Merino, Francisco Sagasti has

attempted to impeach Vizcarra over

been appointed interim president until

Members of Congress cited allegations

allegations that he tried to obstruct an

April 2021, when presidential elections

that Vizcarra accepted PEN 2.3 million

investigation into the hiring of singer

will be held.

(£487,000) in bribes from a

Richard Cisneros, who was allegedly

construction company in exchange for

awarded government contracts by the

public works contracts awarded in

Ministry of Culture worth PEN 175,400

2013. The money was allegedly

(£37,137) for motivational talks. On 18

Peruvian Congress press r...
Peruvian Congress press r...

South Africa’s ANC Secretary General charged
with money laundering, fraud and corruption
Secretary General of the African

personal use, according to November

The NPA alleges that Mpambani gave

National Congress (ANC) Ace

reporting by South Africa’s Mail and

numerous payments between August

Magashule was arrested and appeared

Guardian newspaper.

2015 and January 2016 on Magashule’s

in court on 13 November in the South

request, which were used to pay the

African city of Bloemfontein to face 13

The primary 2014 government contract

tuition fees of a judge, acquire 200

charges of fraud, corruption, and

was awarded to Blackhead Consulting,

electronic tablets, and pay for a

money laundering relating to a 2014

whose owner, Edwin Sodi, is one of 12

delegation to Cuba’s travel expenses,

asbestos replacement project.

accused alongside Magashule for

amongst others. Furthermore, the ANC

engaging in corruption.

chief is alleged to have failed to report

Magashule, an ally of former president

instances of corrupt transactions, a

Jacob Zuma, is the highest-ranking

The National Prosecuting Authority

violation of the Prevention and

political official to be charged in the

(NPA) has alleged that one of Sodi’s

Combating of Corrupt Activities Act of

case involving a ZAR 255 million (£12.4

account holders, Phikolomzi Mpambani,

2004. Magashule said that he intends

million) public tender to replace

was the main conduit for re-distributing

to plead not guilty to the charges.

asbestos roofing, with prosecutors

portions of the tender to Magashule in

alleging that the ANC chief instructed

various increments, before being shot

his personal assistant, now a state

dead in Gauteng Province in 2017 while

witness, to re-appropriate ZAR 873,500

purportedly transporting large

(£42,454) of the tender for Magashule’s

quantities of cash.
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US SEC reaches $2.5m settlement with former
Wells Fargo CEO John Stumpf
The US Securities and Exchange

actual customer need or expected use.

Commission (SEC) announced on 13

unauthorised accounts and services.
The SEC is seeking a permanent

November that it has reached a $2.5

Stumpf settled the administrative

injunction, civil penalties, disgorgement

million agreement with former Wells

proceedings without admitting or

with prejudgment interest, and an

Fargo & Company CEO and chairman

denying the charges. The penalty will be

officer and director bar.

John G. Stumpf and that it has filed a

combined with the $3 billion settlement

complaint against former head of Wells

that the SEC and the Department of

On 23 January, the Office of the

Fargo’s Community Bank Carrie L.

Justice agreed with Wells Fargo &

Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)

Tolstedt for misleading investors about

Company and its subsidiary, Wells

announced a settlement with Stumpf

the bank’s retail operations.

Fargo Bank N.A., on 21 February for

and issued a notice of charges against

creating false bank records and identity

several former employees including

theft between 2002 and 2016.

Carrie Tolstedt seeking a prohibition

Between 2015 and 2016, Stumpf
allegedly certified misleading and false

order and $25 million penalty. The

investor filings that misstated a key

Concurrently, the SEC announced that

notice is currently being reviewed by an

performance indicator, as part of Wells

fraud charges against Tolstedt will be

administrative law judge from the Office

Fargo’s “cross-sale strategy”, in

litigated in court. According to the

of Financial Institution Adjudication.

violation of the anti-fraud provisions of

complaint, the former retail bank head

federal securities law. According to the

misled investors and the public

SEC, the Community Bank used a

between 2014 and 2016 as to the value

volume-based sales model that

of Wells Fargo’s securities through

incentivised employees to sell to

misleading statements and inflated the

existing customers, with little regard for

cross-sale metric by unused or

SEC press release
SEC cease and desist orde...
SEC complaint

US charges former Commonwealth Edison
executives and consultants with bribery
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

to 2018, who later served as a senior

It is also alleged that the defendants

announced on 18 November that four

executive at an affiliate of Exelon Corp,

created false contracts, invoices and

former executives of Commonwealth

of which ComEd was a subsidiary.

other records to disguise the payments

Edison Company (ComEd) have been

and circumvent ComEd’s internal

charged with bribery for allegedly

According to the indictment, the four

controls. Moreover, the defendants also

conspiring with external consultants to

defendants, Michael McClain, Anne

allegedly attempted to influence and

influence and reward an elected official

Pramaggiore, John Hooker and Jay

reward the official by favouring some of

of the State of Illinois in exchange for

Doherty, conspired to influence and

the official’s associates for contracts.

assistance with the passage of

reward the elected official by arranging

legislation favourable to ComEd.

jobs and contracts for the official’s

DOJ press release

allies and workers even where there
The defendants include Anne

was no evidence that the jobs were

Pramaggiore, CEO of ComEd from 2012

performed correctly.
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US DOJ charges Venezuelan businessman in
connection with PDVSA bribery scheme
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

state-owned energy company

bribed numerous Venezuelan officials

announced on 25 November that

Petróleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA).

who worked at PDVSA joint ventures in

Venezuelan business executive,

order to obtain inflated contracts to

Natalino D’Amato, has been charged

According to the indictment, D’Amato

with 11 counts of bribery and money

allegedly conspired with others

laundering over his alleged

including officials at PDVSA to launder

involvement in a conspiracy to launder

the proceeds of the bribery scheme

the proceeds of inflated contracts that

using bank accounts located in South

were allegedly obtained through

Florida from January 2013 until

bribing officials at Venezuela’s

December 2017. D’Amato purportedly

provide goods and services.
DOJ press release
DOJ indictment

DOJ announces charges against Harvard coach
and businessman over admissions conspiracy
operated by a co-conspirator in
February 2013, as part of the alleged
scheme and that his older son was then
admitted to Harvard as a fencing
recruit. The fencing charity allegedly
then gave $100,000 to the Peter Brand
Foundation, a charitable entity
established by Brand and his spouse.
Shortly thereafter, Zhao purportedly
made payments amounting to $1.5
million to Brand, or for Brand’s personal
benefit, which included paying the
mortgage on Brand’s Needham
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Brand, who was dismissed by Harvard

announced on 16 November the

College in 2019 for a conflict of interest

charging of former Harvard fencing

policy violation, and Zhao, the CEO of

coach Peter Brand and Chinese

telecommunications company iTalk

businessman Jie “Jack” Zhao on

Global Communications Inc, were

suspicion of bribery. It is alleged that

arrested and charged with conspiracy

bribes totalling $1.5 million were given

to commit federal programs bribery.

to Brand in exchange for the admission
of Zhao’s two sons to Harvard College.

Federal prosecutors allege that Zhao
donated $1 million to a fencing charity
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residence and the college tuition for
Brand’s son. Zhao later also purchased
Brand’s Needham residence for almost
$1 million in 2016, above its market
value of $549,300. During this time,
Brand recruited Zhao’s younger son to
the Harvard fencing team who
matriculated to Harvard in 2017.
DOJ press release
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Ex-Raytheon engineer sentenced to 38 months
for illegally exporting missile data
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Wei Sun, a Chinese American dual

an export licence. According to the

announced on 17 November that a

citizen, had access to sensitive defence

DOJ, Sun had previously received

former Raytheon Missiles and Defence

technology during his 10 years with

training on the handling of sensitive

electrical engineer has been sentenced

Raytheon, some of which was

military technology data and delivered

to 38 months in prison following a

controlled by export regulations under

the data to China fully aware of the

guilty plea to one count of violating the

both the AECA and the International

risks and violations involved.

Arms Export Control Act (AECA) by

Traffic in Arms Regulations. Departing

providing military technology

the US for China in December 2018, Sun

information to China.

knowingly transported missile guidance

DOJ press release

systems information with him without

Taiwan resident and business organisations
indicted for evading US sanctions on Iran
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Brunei-registered Soltech Industry Co

electronic components from China to

announced on 10 November that a

Ltd to help an Iranian research centre

Hoda Tading, while DES International

Taiwanese resident and two entities

obtain US goods without an export or

and Chinese Naz Technology Co Ltd

have been charged for conspiring to

re-export licence from the US

were listed for their connections with

defraud the US and violate the

Department of the Treasury. The

Soltanmohammadi. Another Iranian

International Emergency Economic

exported goods included a power

company, Artin San’at Tabaan, was

Powers Act (IEEPA) and the Iranian

amplifier designed for use in

listed for providing Iranian computer

Transactions and Sanctions

electromechanical devices, a power

components for sale at DES

Regulations (ITSRs) by re-exporting US

source and related components, and

International locations.

goods to an Iranian entity without a

cybersecurity software. Huang allegedly

licence. The US Treasury Department’s

tried to conceal the US origin by

Huang was designated for having

Office of Foreign Assets Control

removing serial number stickers and

provided, or having attempted to

(OFAC) also designated the three

causing the cybersecurity software to

provide, financial, material,

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

be downloaded onto a computer

technological, or other support to DES

13382 for facilitating sensitive goods

outside of Iran.

International. On the same occasion,

procurement for Iran Communication

DES International employees Shih Mei

Industries (ICI), an Iranian military firm

According to OFAC, as of July 2016,

(Amber) Sun and Mohammad

designated by the US in 2008 for being

Hoda Trading, an ICI subsidiary, paid

Banihashemi were also designated for

owned or controlled by Iran’s Ministry

tens of thousands of US dollars to

their roles in the scheme.

of Defence and Armed Forces Logistics

Soltech for the purchase of electronic

(MODAFL).

components. Both DES International

DOJ press release

and Soltech were owned or controlled
According to the DOJ, between 2011

by the designated dual Iran-UK national

and 2018, Chin Hua Huang, also known

Mohammad Soltanmohammadi.

as Jinee Huang, used her position as a

Soltech, along with Hong-Kong based

sales agent to both Taiwanese DES

Proma Industry Co Ltd, were designated

International Co Ltd and

for facilitating the shipment of
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Former UAW executive sentenced to 30 months
for corruption conspiracy
Former United Auto Workers (UAW) vice president Joseph

distributed to employees. Grimes received a 28-month

Ashton was sentenced on 17 November to two and a half

sentence on 19 February for taking $1.5 million in bribes over

years in prison for conspiracy to commit fraud through

a 12-year period. Pietryzk is awaiting sentencing.

taking $250,000 in bribes, according to a statement by the
US Department of Justice (DOJ).

Ashton also admitted to engaging in a complex scheme to
disguise the $250,000, as well as additional illegal payments

Ashton, along with co-conspirators Michael Grimes and

for some of the other 14 defendants since convicted for

Jeffrey Pietryzk, also of the UAW, pleaded guilty in December

corruption at the UAW and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, through

2019 to accepting bribes and other kickbacks from a

multiple layers of financial transactions.

Philadelphia-based vendor in exchange for approval of a
contract to provide watches for 58,000 UAW members

DOJ press release on Ashton sentencing

working at General Motors via the UAW-GM Center for Human
Resources. The contract, worth $3.9 million, was approved in

DOJ press release on Grimes sentencing

2014 and the watches were delivered to the centre, but never

Apple's global security chief and two Santa Clara
County policemen indicted for bribery
Apple Inc’s Head of Global Security, Thomas Moyer, has

that had been withheld from Apple employees.

been indicted by the Superior Court of California, County of
Santa Clara on 19 November for allegedly offering bribes to

Moyer denies the allegations and is reportedly backed by

two members of the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office in

Apple, which released a statement to CNN indicating that the

exchange for concealed weapons licences for Apple’s

company has conducted an internal investigation into

security team.

Moyer’s conduct and did not find any evidence of
wrongdoing. The defendants are due to be arraigned on 11

According to indictment documents, Moyer has been charged

January 2021.

with offering bribes while the two Santa Clara County
policemen, Rick Sung and James Jenson, are charged with

County of Santa Clara office of the District ...

soliciting the bribes for the firearms licences.
Indictments
The two-year investigation by the District Attorney’s Office
allegedly revealed that Moyer had agreed to donate $70,000
worth of iPads to the policemen in exchange for the licences
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Russian botnet operator sentenced to eight
years in the US for $100m wire fraud
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

identify and then monetise personal

conviction “is a prime example of the

announced on 2 November the

information, including online banking

Secret Service’s investigative mission;

sentencing of Russian national

usernames and passwords, stolen

to protect the US financial infrastructure

Aleksandr Brovko to eight years in

through botnet attacks on over 200,000

by pursuing counterfeit and financial

prison for running a cyber scheme that

hacked devices. According to the DOJ,

crimes investigations”. In addition to

cost victims $100 million.

Brovko played a direct role in examining

numerous DOJ offices and the Secret

and confirming individual accounts,

Service, Czech authorities were also

US District Judge T.S. Ellis III handed

often determining whether given

cited as providing significant

down the prison sentence following

accounts held sufficient funds to

cooperation and assistance in

Brovko’s guilty plea in February to

warrant wire fraud activity.

apprehending Brovko, who formerly

conspiracy to commit bank and wire

resided in the Czech Republic.

fraud in schemes that spanned over a

Brovko’s conviction was announced by

decade. Between 2007 and 2019,

two DOJ attorneys and Secret Service

Brovko engaged with a network of other

Special Agent Matthew Miller, who said

Russian-speaking cyber criminals to

that the investigation and resulting

DOJ press release

US prosecutors seize $1bn in Bitcoin stolen from
former criminal marketplace
The US Department for Justice (DOJ)

from these transactions, which

In May 2015, a US federal jury

announced on 5 November that it has

generated revenue of over 9.5 million

sentenced Silk Road creator Ross

filed a civil complaint to forfeit $1

Bitcoin and 600,000 Bitcoin in

Ulbricht to life in prison in relation to his

billion in Bitcoin linked to the defunct

commission. Silk Road allegedly used a

operation and ownership of the Silk

online criminal marketplace Silk Road,

so-called “tumbler” to offer anonymity

Road marketplace. Ulbricht was found

and which allegedly represent the

and assist with ML.

guilty of cybercrime, fraud, the

proceeds of computer hacking, drug
trafficking and money laundering (ML).

distribution of narcotics and money
Prosecutors allege that an unnamed

laundering conspiracy.

individual hacked $1 billion from Silk
According to the complaint, from 2011

Road between 2012 and 2013 and

and until 2013, Silk Road was used for

moved the funds into two wallets in

illegal drug trafficking and trade in other

their control. Following the individual’s

illegal goods and services, which were

consent and agreement to forfeiture

paid for in Bitcoin only. In addition, the

with the DOJ, the US reportedly took

marketplace was used to launder

custody of the $1 billion in illicit funds

hundreds of millions of dollars derived

on 3 November.
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US court sentences OZ Africa Management GP
LLC for corruption linked to DRC mining projects
OZ Africa Management GP LLC , a

The shareholders of the project,

Corrupt Practices Act. Previously,

subsidiary of hedge fund Och-Ziff

primarily Africo Resources Ltd, were

Och-Ziff Capital Management Group

Capital Management Group Inc, was

recognised by the Court as “victims of

Inc, now known as Sculptor Capital

sentenced by the US District Court for

crime” for loss of their interest in the

Management Ltd, paid $200 million to

the Eastern District of New York on 4

prospective Kalukundi copper and

the US Securities and Exchange

November for its involvement in a

cobalt mine in southern DRC due to a

Commission to settle civil claims.

bribery conspiracy to corruptly acquire

bribery scheme involving Dan Gertler,

mining assets in several African

an Israeli businessman.

countries, including the rights to the

Shareholders are set to receive $138
million in restitution.

Kalukundi copper and cobalt mine in

OZ Africa is also subject to a $213

the Democratic Republic of Congo

million penalty after pleading guilty to

(DRC).

conspiracy to violate the Foreign

Court order

French financial markets regulator fines five
individuals for disclosing inside information
The French financial markets regulator

increase in share values, involved

held and used inside information to buy

(AMF) announced on 16 November that

insider information, when it was

several SPML shares on 23 and 24

it has fined five individuals €275,000

discussed during a family reunion and

February after he had been in contact

for disclosing insider information

communicated to both Campari and

with several people from the company.

regarding the planned sale of a stake in

LVMH Moët Hennessy, both of whom

The shares were sold in February to

the capital of an alcoholic beverages

were interested in acquiring the shares.

BNP Paribas and LVMH. Marco

company, which was likely to give rise

Perelli-Cippo, a member of the Campari

to a subsequent takeover bid. The

According to the AMF, Cyril de Bournet,

board of directors, purportedly

decision can be appealed.

Deputy CEO and CFO of SPML,

disclosed information regarding the

disclosed information on 26 January

takeover to a friend, Davide Blei, after

On 16 March, Société des Produits

2016 to Michael Aubourg, a

attending a Campari board meeting on

Marnier Lapostolle SA (SPML) and

London-based financial analyst

3 February in which negotiations

Campari Group announced a capital

specialising in the beverages and

concerning SPML were discussed. Blei

tie-up and project for a friendly takeover

spirits’ sector. Aubourg subsequently

further used the information to buy

bid relating to the distribution of Grand

acquired five shares in SPML on 8

several SPML shares.

Marnier products. The information

February 2016 worth €5,049 each and

regarding the proposed sale of a stake

sold them on 17 March 2016 with an

in SPML by the Marnier Lapostolle

added value of €16,525. Gérard Monnet,

family, which, in light of the stake, was

Corporate Finance Development

likely to result in a takeover bid and

Director at Moët Hennessy, allegedly
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LEGISLATION

UK government launches new review of laws on
corporate liability for economic crime
investigating the scope for further
regulatory reform.
According to the Ministry of Justice,
further investigation by the Law
Commission is required before a
decision on the case for reform can be
made. According to the terms of
reference, the review by the Law
Commission will focus on the adequacy
of the identification doctrine, the most
viable options for reform and the
impact on business.
The UK's Ministry of Justice

Concurrently, the government released

announced on 3 November a new Law

its response to the 2017 consultation,

Commission-led review of the

which reveals that the call for evidence

corporate criminal liability laws, after

“raised important questions about the

concluding that its January 2017 call

operation of the identification doctrine”

for evidence did not “provide a

which demands that prosecutors

conclusive evidence base on which to

identify a “directing mind or will” behind

justify reforms” to the criminal law in

the offence in order to bring a criminal

relation to economic crime.

case against a company’s employees.

According to the
Ministry of Justice,
further investigation
by the Law
Commission is
required before a
decision on the
case for reform can
be made

39

The government’s call for evidence
examined whether new offences need
to be created to assist in the
prosecution of economic crime, such as
fraud, false accounting and money
laundering, by large corporate entities.
The consultation identified five possible
areas for reform: new legislation to
replace the current common law rules;
US-inspired vicarious liability of
corporate bodies; a new strict liability
offence based on the Bribery Act’s
Section 7 model; a variant of the failure
to prevent model placing the burden of
proof on the prosecution; and

The review will reportedly take into
consideration recent developments
affecting the governance of firms, such
as the Criminal Finances Act 2017, the
expansion of the Senior Managers and
Certification Regime to the financial
services sector, the Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and Transfer of
Funds (Information on the Payer)
Regulations 2017, as well as judgments
in the Serious Fraud Office’s case
against Barclays and Barclays Bank Plc.
The Law Commission is expected to
present its recommendations for
reform in late 2021.
UK government press relea...
UK government call for ev...
UK Law Commission press r...
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UK to be added to the list of countries under the
EU dual-use general export authorisation
The European Commission (EC)

and to ensure a level playing field for EU

would be justified as a result of its full

published on 4 November a proposal to

exporters, the EC proposes that the UK

compliance with international

amend its dual-use export control

is added to Annex II of EU Regulation

non-proliferation regimes and its

regime, which would add the UK to the

428/2009 establishing an EU regime for

implementation of “proportionate and

eligible list of destinations under the

the control of exports, transfer,

adequate controls effectively

Union General Export Authorisation

brokering and transit of dual-use items,

addressing considerations about

(UGEA) EU001 for the export of certain

alongside Australia, Canada, Japan,

intended end use and the risk of

“low-risk” dual-use items.

New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland,

diversion”.

Liechtenstein and the US.
To reduce the impact of the UK’s
withdrawal from the European Union

EC proposed regulation
According to the EC, the UK’s inclusion

EU Council and Parliament reach compromise
on reforming dual-use export controls
The European Parliament and the

licensing and customs authorities.

brokering and transit of dual-use items.

European Council announced on 9

Under the new rules, cross-border

Based on a 2016 review proposal by the

November that they have reached a

transmissible controls are allowed in

EC, the EU Council agreed in 2019 that

provisional agreement on revised

certain cases, and EU-level controls are

export controls rules need to be

export controls on dual-use goods,

introduced for certain services currently

modernised to adapt to new

software and technology, which aim to

regulated at national level, such as

technological changes and prevent the

strengthen action against the

technical assistance.

misuse of technology by authoritarian

proliferation of weapons of mass

regimes, in connection with internal

destruction and the means of delivery,

According to the European Commission

ensure member states meet their

(EC), the proposed regulation

repression and human rights violations.

obligations under international

establishes due diligence obligations

To take effect, the agreement needs to

sanctions regimes, and contribute to

and compliance requirements for

be endorsed by the Permanent

regional peace, security and respect

exporters, recognising the role of the

Representatives Committee and

for human rights.

private sector in addressing the security

adopted by both the Parliament and the

risks posed by dual-use trade, and

Council at first reading.

The draft regulation introduces EU-wide

imposes an obligation to publish

export controls on cyber surveillance

licensing reports.

EU Council press release

authorisations for the export of

The EU’s dual-use export control rules

European Parliament press...

cryptographic items and intra-group

are governed by Council Regulation

technology transfers; and improved

428/2009 setting up an EU regime for

transparency and cooperation between

the control of exports, transfer,

technology; general EU export
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EU Council adopts conclusions on AML, calls for
effective KYC standards
The Council of the EU adopted on 5

Directives and strengthen the

(FATF) Recommendation 15 and

November conclusions on anti-money

enforcement of national legislation. It

make sure FATF requirements are

laundering and countering the

also expresses support for setting up

fully addressed by EU law

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT),

an EU-level supervisor to oversee a

endorsing the European Commission’s

select number of high-risk obliged

The EC should focus on achieving

(EC) action plan on establishing an

entities and capable of taking over

“a uniform and high standard” of

effective EU-level supervisor,

supervision from national authorities in

customer due diligence to prevent

introducing a single EU rulebook and

exceptional circumstances.

illicit financial flows

In a press conference after the EU

Credit institutions, payment

Council debate on the AML/CFT action

institutions, bureaux de change,

With a view to advancing the legislative

plan on 4 November, EC Vice President

e-money institutions and VASPs will

proposals scheduled for early 2021, the

Valdis Dombrovskis said: “Money

initially fall within the scope of the

Council calls for an impact assessment

laundering erodes trust in our banks

AML/CFT supervisor, which should

taking into account member states’

and financial institutions, in our

gradually expand to other entities in

legal systems and invites the EC to

authorities and governments. Dirty

line with a risk-based approach

advance work on the single rulebook

money is highly mobile, and this makes

and the structure of the AML/CFT

it a complex challenge to deal with.

The EC should ensure an

supervisor. The conclusions welcome

This is why we need to address this

independent structure for the

the plans for a directly applicable AML

issue consistently at the EU level and

AML/CFT supervisor in line with the

regulation but notes that consolidation

we are determined to do so”.

2019 Council conclusions, in order

providing more support for national
financial intelligence units (FIUs).

of the AML/CFT framework does not
need to result in additional obligations

to gather “all powers related to

Other key points

AML/CFT supervision” in the EU

on obliged entities.
The EC should include virtual asset
The Council urges all member states to

service providers (VASPs) in the

complete the transposition of the

current list of obliged entities in line

Fourth and Fifth Money Laundering

with Financial Action Task Force

EU Council conclusions
EU Council press release

US State Department to impose visa restrictions
on wildlife and timber traffickers
The US Department of State

new visa restrictions will ban

wildlife and timber trafficking are

announced on 10 November that visa

individuals who are believed to be

serious transnational organised crime

restrictions will be imposed on wildlife

complicit or involved in wildlife and

activities that threaten national security,

and timber traffickers and their

timber trafficking from entering the US.

undermine economic prosperity, fuel

immediate family members.

The restrictions are aimed at disrupting

corruption, and spread disease.

traffickers’ movements and activities.
Under Section 212(a)(3)(C) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, the
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UK Pension Schemes Bill to include provisions
aimed at tackling pension transfer scams

The UK Work and Pensions
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State
Guy Opperman told the House of
Commons on 16 November that the UK
Pensions Schemes Bill will allow
pensions trustees and managers to
block their constituents’ benefit
transfer applications if they have
significant grounds to believe that the
funds are the target of investment
scams, based on a “red flag” analysis.
To better prevent pension transfer
scams, trustees will be required to carry
out due diligence to establish whether

certain conditions have been met

House of Lords for further

before making a transfer. The minister

consideration. The Bill will extend the

stated that regulations will be brought

Pensions Regulator's (PR) sanctions

forward under the Bill to enable trustees

regime and will introduce three new

to block transfers when the red flags

criminal offences, which will carry a

are “significant” or delay the transfer

maximum penalty of seven years in

until the saver has been given

prison and civil penalties of up to £1

independent financial advice.

million.

“Transfers will not go ahead if the

The PR called on pension providers,

conditions set out in the regulations are

trustees and administrators on 10

not met”, the minister added. The list of

November to publicly pledge that they

conditions will reportedly include the

will educate themselves about pension

destination of the transfer, to prevent

scams and help protect savers from

transfers to unauthorised schemes,

fraud. According to the regulator, more

evidence of employment or residency,

than £30 million has been lost to

and the involvement of other entities in

pension scammers since 2017, with

the transfer. In a 22 October letter to the

damages ranging from £1,000 to

House of Commons Work and Pensions

£500,000 per saver.

Committee, the government confirmed
that the list of red flags will be amended

House of Commons third re...

through secondary legislation to target
emerging scam techniques.

House of Commons amendmen...

The Bill passed its report stage and

Latest Bill text (13 Nove...

third reading in the House of Commons
on 16 November and will return to the

US extends national emergency concerning the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
The US government announced on 12

nuclear, biological, and chemical

national security, foreign policy, and

November the renewal of the national

weapons was declared through

economy of the US.

emergency with respect to the

Executive Order 12938.

proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction for another year.

White House notice
The White House notice explains that
the proliferation of weapons of mass

The US sanctions regime in response to

destruction and the means of delivering

the threats posed by the proliferation of

them continues to pose a threat to the
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EU Council conclusions on effective taxation
The Council of the European Union

promoting more effective cooperation

transactions within the EU and to

adopted conclusions on fair and

between tax authorities in preventing

examine the need to further harmonise

effective taxation on 27 November to

and combatting fraud are among the

the reporting obligations for domestic

address the challenges raised by a

main objectives of the EU’s tax policy.

transactions.

digitalised economy and aid the

The need to improve the efficiency of

sustainable recovery of the European

tax compliance control in the EU and

The conclusions also note the

Union from the Covid-19 pandemic.

develop data processing standards for

increasing use of alternative means of

The conclusions reiterate the EU’s

the purposes of revenue collection and

payment and investments, such as

commitment to taking decisive action

tax fraud risk identification are also

cryptoassets and e-money, which may

to address the most pressing issues in

highlighted as a priority.

pose “substantial risks” of tax fraud, tax

the areas of taxation and the fight

evasion and tax avoidance. Consensus

against tax fraud, evasion and

Concerning the reporting of tax

on how to update the rules on

avoidance.

information from businesses to tax

administrative cooperation in light of

authorities for more efficient and

these new potential risks is stressed.

The conclusions highlight that reducing

fraud-proof taxation, the conclusions

tax obstacles for businesses in the EU

welcome the European Commission’s

single market, fighting tax fraud and

plans to modernise reporting

other unfair practices as well as

obligations for cross-border

EU press release
EU conclusions

EU Parliament calls for sanctions in response to
Turkey’s activities in Varosha
The European Parliament adopted a

that Turkey’s decision to “open” the

in response to Turkey’s illegal actions.

resolution on 26 November, which

sealed-off suburb of Varosha weakens

According to the Parliament, EU-Turkey

condemns Turkey’s illegal activities in

the prospects of a comprehensive

relations are at a historic low as

Varosha, Cyprus and calls on the

solution to the Cyprus problem,

Turkey’s illegal and unilateral actions

European Council (EC) to impose

exacerbates divisions and entrenches

have infringed on the sovereignty of

sanctions in response to Turkey’s

the permanent separation of the island.

Greece and Cyprus. Turkey’s direct

actions. The resolution calls on Turkey

The EU Parliament calls on Turkey to

support of Azerbaijan in the

to comply with UN Security Council

transfer Varosha to its lawful

Nagorno-Karabakh conflict as well as

resolutions 550 (1984) and 789 (1992)

inhabitants and to cease from any

its actions in Libya and Syria are also

which deem attempts to settle any part

actions that change the demographic

noted.

of Varosha by people other than its

balance on the island through a policy

inhabitants as inadmissible.

of illegal settlement.

EU Parliament press relea...

In the resolution adopted by 631 votes

The resolution urges the EC to maintain

EU Parliament resolution

in favour, three against and 59

its unified position on Turkey’s illegal

abstentions, the EU Parliament warns

actions and to impose tough sanctions
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US sanctions five foreign companies under the
Iran, North Korea, and Syria Non-proliferation Act
The US State Department’s Bureau of

lists, which have the potential to make a

control licence will be granted to the

International Security and

material contribution to the

foreign entities under the Export Control

Non-proliferation announced on 25

development of weapons of mass

Reform Act of 2018 or the Export

November that it has imposed

destruction (WMD), cruise or ballistic

Administration Regulations, and any

restrictions on two Chinese and three

missile systems.

existing licences are suspended.

activities sanctionable under the Iran,

According to the final rule, these

Under INKSNA rules, the penalties

North Korea, and Syria

companies’ access to US government

against China-based Chengdu Best

Non-proliferation Act (INKSNA).

procurement, assistance and exports

New Materials Co Ltd, Zibo Elim Trade

Russian companies, for alleged

has been restricted as of 6 November.

Company Ltd and Russian companies

The Bureau determined that these

In addition, no US government agency

Aviazapchast, Joint Stock Company

entities have engaged in transferring

is allowed to enter into any contract

Elecon and Nilco Group will remain in

to/from Iran, North Korea or Syria

with these entities for the acquisition of

place for two years unless renewed.

goods, services or technology

items or the sale of US Munition List

controlled under multilateral control

products. No new individual export

State Department final ru...

OFAC designates two companies for being
involved in the export of North Korean workers
The US Treasury Department’s Office

in order to financially support

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Pyongyang and its weapons programs”.

designated a Russian construction

for Russian companies.
In a related action, the Treasury

company and a North Korea company

The St. Petersburg-based Mokran LLC

Department updated name and location

on 19 November for allegedly

and DPRK-controlled Korea Cholsan

information for three North Korean

exporting forced North Korean

General Trading Corporation have been

entries on its specially designated

labourers to work in Russia in a

designated pursuant to Executive Order

nationals (SDN) list, the Korea

scheme that purportedly generates

(EO) 13722 for having engaged in,

Rungrado General Trading Corporation,

revenue for the government of the

facilitated or been responsible for the

Korea General Corporation for External

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

exportation of forced labour from North

Construction, and the Yanbian Silverstar

(DPRK).

Korea. Mokran, a construction firm, is

Network Silverstar Network Company

said by the Treasury Department to

Limited, also pursuant to EO 13722 for

Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin

have requested and received permits

exporting DPRK workers.

called on all countries that continue

for North Koreans to work in Russia, in

hosting workers from the DPRK to

violation of UN Security Council

repatriate them, noting what he called

resolutions 2375 and 2397. Cholsan,

the country’s “long history of exploiting

which operates in Russia, purportedly

its citizens by sending them to distant

manages North Korean forced

countries to work in grueling conditions

labourers and coordinates work permits
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US sanctions procurement network servicing
Iranian military company
The US Department of the Treasury’s

Co Ltd and DES International have

announced on 10 November that

Office of Foreign Assets Control

reportedly been assisting Hoda Trading

Huang, DES International Co Ltd

(OFAC) imposed sanctions on six

in the purchase and shipment of the

and Soltech Industry Co Ltd have

companies and four individuals on 10

said components. According to OFAC,

been charged with participating in a

November for being part of a network

Hoda Trading has also made purchases

criminal conspiracy violate the

procuring sensitive goods, including

via businesses based in Iran and the

International Emergency Economic

electronic components that originated

United Arab Emirates, including

Powers Act (IEEPA) and the Iranian

from the United States, for an Iranian

Brunei-based Soltech Industry Co Ltd,

Transactions and Sanctions

military firm, Iran Communication

which along with DES International is

Regulations (ITSRs)

Industries (ICI). The firm was

majority-owned by Iran/UK national

designated by the US in 2008 and EU in

Mohammad Soltanmohammadi.

2010 for being owned or controlled by
Iran’s Ministry of Defence and Armed

International Co Ltd

Those designated are

Forces Logistics (MODAFL).

Mohammad Soltanmohammadi –
Artin Sana'at Tabaan company

ICI, a subsidiary of Iran Electronics
Industries, which in turn is part of

DES International Co Ltd

Co Ltd and Director of Soltech
Industry Co Ltd

Hoda Trading

avionics, information technology,
electronic warfare, and missile

owner of Naz Technology Co,
majority-owner of DES International

MODAFL, produces items such as
military communication systems,

Mohammad Banihashemi – of DES

Shih Mei Sun – Financial Director of
Naz Technology Co Ltd

DES International Co Ltd

launchers.
Proma Industry Co Ltd

OFAC press release

Soltech Industry Co Ltd

OFAC actions

communications from China on behalf

Chin-Hua Huang – an employee of

State Department press re...

of ICI since October 2008. Since June

DES International Co Ltd. The DOJ

ICI’s Iran-based subsidiary, Hoda
Trading has purportedly been procuring
electronic components used in military

2016, Hong Kong-based Proma Industry

US sanctions former Nicaraguan president
The US Department of State

stated that during his presidency,

Maria Dolores Aleman Cardenal, Maria

announced on 9 November that it has

Aleman misappropriated millions of

Alejandra Aleman Cardenal, and Carlos

designated former Nicaraguan

dollars of public funds for the benefit of

Miguel Aleman Cardenal. The

president Arnoldo Aleman for his

himself and his family.

designations are made pursuant to

involvement in significant corruption

Section 7031(c) of the Department of

during his capacity as president of

In addition to Aleman, the US has also

State, Foreign Operations, and Related

Nicaragua from 1997 to 2002.

designated the following members of

Programs Appropriations Act 2020.

Aleman’s immediate family: Maria
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
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US designates Islamic Revolution Mostazafan
Foundation, 50 subsidiaries and 10 directors
The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

designated for being owned or controlled by Sina Tile and

Control (OFAC) announced on 18 November the designation

Ceramic Industries Company

of seven holding companies of the Supreme Leader of Iran’s
key patronage network, the Islamic Revolution Mostazafan

Kaveh Pars Mining Industries Development Company

Foundation (Bonyad Mostazafan), for allegedly being used

(KMID), along with Managing Director Seyyed

to enrich the current regime and persecute Iranian people.

Mohammad Atabak and eight subordinate companies

Iranian Minister of Intelligence Mahmoud Alavi has also

Pars Sarralle Company, Damavand Mining, Tehran

been designated pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13553 for

Cement Company, Kaveh Khozestan Aluminum Company,

having acted on behalf of the Ministry of Intelligence and

Arvand Kaveh Steel Co, Kaveh Shargh Steel Co,

Security (MOIS) in perpetrating human rights abuses.

International Trade & Industrial Technology ITRITEC
GmbH, and Turira Company

The designation of Bonyad Mostazafan targets seven holding
companies in key sectors along with dozens of subordinate

Behran Oil, a joint venture between SEDCO and the

entities, as well as several subsidiaries and their companies.

Foundation that exports fuel to Syria, has been

The Foundation’s current President Parviz Fattah and four

designated along with subsidiary companies Beh Tam

individuals holding key management roles, Amir-Mansour

Ranakar Company, Behran Trading Company and

Borghei, Javad Ghana’at, Khosro Mokhtari, and

Tabchem Chemical Industries Company

Mohammad-Ali Yazdan Joo, have also been designated,
pursuant to EO 13876. OFAC entries related to Parviz Fattah,

Sina Financial and Investment Holding Company and its

Sina Bank, South Kaveh Steel Co, and Mohammad-Ali Yazdan

executives Mohammad Eskandari and Mohsen Alikhani

Joo have also been updated.
Bank Sina and its subsidiary, Sina Currency Exchange
Concurrently, the US State Department announced the

Company, which has procured foreign currency for the

designation of Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)

Central Bank of Iran, and Behran Oil Company. Seyyed Zia

Brigadier General Heidar Abbaszadeh and IRGC Colonel Reza

Imani is also listed for being a Sina Bank executive

Papi, pursuant to Section 7031(c) of the Department of State,
Foreign Operations, and Related Programs Appropriations

Parsian Tourism and Recreational Centers Company and

Act of 2020, for their involvement in human rights violations.

subordinate companies Sina Port and Marine Services
Development Company, Bonyad Shipping Agencies

The designations include

Company, Bonyad Eastern Railway Company, and Sina
Pars Rail Company. The cargo ship Bosco Gilan is

Sina Energy Development Company (SEDCO), along with

identified as blocked property in which Bonyad Shipping

Managing Director Javad Oji and companies Payandan

Agencies Company has an interest

Company, Coal Tire Refining Company, Pishro Iran
Financial and Investment Company, Pars Energy-Gostar

The following independent Bonyad Mostazafan

Drilling and Exploration, and North Drilling Company

subsidiaries: Iran Electronic Development Company, Rah
Negar Middle East Pars Company, and Peyvand Tejarat

Sina Paya Sanat Development Co and companies Sanati

Atieh Iranian Company

Doodeh Fam Company, Shisheh va Gas Industries Group,
Iran Tire Manufacturing Company, North Wood Industry

OFAC press release

Company, Selkbaf Co, Aliaf Company, and Hejab Textile
Company. Sina Tile and Ceramic Industries Company

OFAC action

have been listed for being owned or controlled by Sina
Paya Sanat Development Co, while Pars Tile Company is
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US designates Chinese and Hong Kong officials
for implementing the National Security Law
The US Department of State

Security; Edwina Lau, the Head of the

Hong Kong affairs and crack down on

designated on 9 November four

National Security Division of the Hong

protestors”.

Chinese and Hong Kong-based

Kong Police Force; and Steve Li

officials, Li Jiangzhou, Edwina Lau,

Kwai-Wah, the Senior Superintendent,

EO 13936 allows the Secretary of State

Steve Li Kwai-Wah, and Deng

have been sanctioned for engaging in

to impose an asset freeze and travel

Zhonghua, pursuant to Executive Order

“developing, adopting, or implementing

ban on any foreign individual or entity

(EO) 13936, in connection with their

the Law of the PRC on Safeguarding

that attempts or succeeds in “materially

involvement in threatening the peace,

National Security in the Hong Kong

contributing” to the Chinese

security, and autonomy of Hong Kong

Special Administrative Region”.

government's actions pursuant to the

through the implementation of the
PRC-imposed National Security Law.

National Security Law.
Lastly, Deng Zhonghua, the Deputy
Director of the Hong Kong & Macau

Li Jiangzhou, the Deputy Director of the

Affairs Office (HKMAO) has been listed

Office for Safeguarding National

for taking “several actions to interfere in

Department of State press...
OFAC SDN list update

US designates two Al-Shabaab leaders
The US State Department announced

manufacturing. Additionally, Mohamed

to EO 13224 for its continuous threat to

on 17 November the designation of two

is a special adviser to the group’s “emir”

the peace, security, and stability of

senior Al-Shabaab leaders as

and heads their media wing, Al-Kataib.

Somalia and Kenya. The sanctions

terrorists. They have both been added

Ayman is the purportedly leader of

against the two Al-Shabaab leaders will

to OFAC's specially designated

Jaysh Ayman, an Al-Shabaab unit

have powerful secondary

nationals (SDN) list.

conducting terrorist attacks and

consequences as it will restrict the

operations in Kenya and Somalia,

group’s ability to move US dollars and

Abdullahi Osman Mohamed and

responsible for the January attack on

other currency within the international

Maalim Ayman, purported to be senior

Camp Simba in Manda Bay, Kenya

financial system, according to a 17

leaders of the Somali militant group

which killed three Americans.

November briefing by Counterterrorism

allied with Al-Qaeda, have been

Ambassador Nathan Sales.

designated pursuant to Executive Order

Al-Shabaab was designated as a

(EO) 13224 of 25 September 2001.

Foreign Terrorist Organisation in

Mohamed is Al-Shabaab’s senior

February 2008 pursuant to Section 219

explosives expert and is believed to be

of the Immigration and Nationality Act

responsible for the overall management

(INA) and as a specially designated

of explosives operations and

global terrorist (SDGT) group pursuant
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OFAC designates Libyan Kaniyat militia
The US Treasury Department’s Office

implements the Global Magnitsky

use the tools and authorities at its

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Human Rights Accountability Act.

disposal to target human rights abusers

announced on 25 November the

in Libya and across the world.”

designation of the Kaniyat militia, and

US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin

its leader, Mohamed al-Kani, for being

stated that “Mohamed al-Kani and the

responsible for or complicit in serious

Kaniyat militia have tortured and killed

human rights abuses in Libya. Both

civilians during a cruel campaign of

have been designated pursuant to

oppression in Libya. The United States

Executive Order 13818, which

stands with the Libyan people and will

OFAC press release
OFAC update
OFAC designations

US designates Lebanese political party leader
The US Treasury Department’s Office

Global Magnitsky Human Rights

within Lebanese political circles. While

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and

Accountability Act. Bassil has also been

Minister of Energy, Bassil was involved

the Department of State designated on

designated by the US Department of

in approving several projects that would

6 November, Gibran Bassil, a Member

State under Section 7031(c) of the

have steered Lebanese government

of Parliament and the President of the

Department of State, Foreign

funds to individuals close to him

Free Patriotic Movement, a Lebanese

Operations, and Related Programs

through a group of front companies.”

political party allegedly allied with

Appropriations Act 2020, due to his

Hezbollah, over his alleged

involvement in significant corruption.

OFAC press release

According to the US Secretary of State,

OFAC designation

involvement in corruption in Lebanon.
Bassil has been listed by OFAC

Mike Pompeo, “Bassil has become

pursuant to Executive Order 13818,

notorious for corruption and has been

which builds on and implements the

linked to the purchase of influence

State Department press re...

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
As it enters its final few weeks, the Trump administration is doing what it can to prolong the ‘maximum pressure’ campaign
against Iran it launched in 2018. The imposition of sanctions against individuals allegedly close to Iran-allied Hezbollah, which is
the dominant force in Lebanese politics, is one element of this strategy. Lebanon has far deeper systemic problems, however, as
it reels from a catastrophic financial crisis and the devastating explosion in Beirut in August, against a backdrop of widespread
protests against corruption within the political class as a whole. Attempts to form a new government in September ended in
failure. The UN Special Coordinator for Lebanon Jan Kubis has warned that unless the political vacuum is filled, Lebanon faces a
humanitarian catastrophe and even collapse.
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US extends Iraq waiver for another 45 days
Heather Nauert, a spokesperson for the US Department of

The extension follows a 120-day waiver in May and 60-day

State, announced during a press briefing on 13 November

extension in September. The sanctions waiver will allow the

that the Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has renewed Iraq’s

country to continue to import Iranian electricity.

sanctions waiver concerning Iranian energy imports for
another 45 days.

US Department of State briefing

US renews Iran sanctions regime
US President Donald Trump announced on 12 November the

the International Emergency Economic Powers Act. The

continuation of the national emergency with respect to Iran.

emergency declared by EO 12170 is distinct from that

The national emergency was declared pursuant to Executive

declared by EO 12957.

Order (EO) 12170 on 14 November 1979.
White House notice
The White House notice explains that as the US’ relations
with Iran have not yet normalised and the process of

White House letter

implementing the agreements with Iran dated 19 January
1981 is ongoing, it was decided that the existing restrictions

Federal Register entry

are to be continued. EO 12170 was implemented pursuant to

US extends Nicaragua sanctions
The US government announced on 24 November that it has

indiscriminate violence and repressive tactics against

extended the national emergency in respect to the situation

civilians, as well as its corruption”.

in Nicaragua for another year.
White House notice
The sanctions measures on Nicaragua were first adopted via
Executive Order 13851 in response to the Nicaraguan

White House letter

government’s “systematic dismantling and undermining of
democratic institutions and the rule of law, its use of
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US adds to Syria sanctions list
The US Department of State and the

Establishment for Refining and

International Group and Khiti Holding

Department of the Treasury’s Office of

Distribution, Al-Resafa Refinery

Group; and state-run construction

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Company Private JSC, and Coastal

company Military Construction

released statements on 9 November

Refinery Company Private JSC. The

Establishment and Productive Projects

announcing the designation of nine

individuals listed pursuant to EO 13572

Administration, which has allegedly

individuals and 10 entities under the

or EO 13573 are: Hussam Bin Ahmed

been involved in projects linked to the

Caesar Syria Civilian Protection Act of

Rushdi al-Qaterji who is an Arfada

Syrian Ministry of Defence.

2019 and related Executive Orders

shareholder, and Kamal Imad al-Din

(EO). The sanctions target Syria’s

al-Madani and Tariq Imad al-Din

The US Department of State has

petroleum industry and senior

al-Madani, both founders of Sallizar.

designated Syria’s National Defense

government officials.

Forces, described as a pro-Assad,
OFAC has also sanctioned the following

Iranian-affiliated militia, and one of its

OFAC has added seven individuals and

senior Syrian government officials and

commanders, Saqr Rostom, pursuant to

10 entities to the Specially Designated

entities pursuant to EO 13572 or EO

EO 13894 for obstructing a ceasefire.

Nationals and Blocked Persons List, all

13573: Ghassan Jaoudat Ismail, the

of whom are supporters of Bashar al

head of sanctioned Syrian Air Force

Assad’s oil production network. The

Intelligence; Brigadier General Nasr

listed Syria and Lebanon-based entities

Al-Ali, head of the sanctioned Political

are Arfada Petroleum Private Joint

Security Directorate; parliamentarians

Stock Company, Sallizar Shipping SAL,

Nabil Toumeh Bin Mohammed and

Syria’s Ministry of Petroleum and

Amer Taysir Khiti, and companies that

Mineral Resources, the Public

they are affiliated with Toumeh

US Treasury press release
OFAC updated SDN list
US State Department press...

OFAC issues Venezuela-related GL 8G
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

According to the licence, all

Venezuelan-origin petroleum or

Assets Control (OFAC) issued on 17

transactions and activities prohibited

petroleum products and the provision

November Venezuela-related General

under Executive Order (EO) 13850 of 1

or receipt of insurance or reinsurance

License (GL) 8G authorising certain

November 2018, as amended by EO

for these transactions. Additionally, it

transactions related to Petróleos de

13857 of 25 January 2019 and EO

continues to prohibit services regarding

Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) necessary for

13884 of 5 August 2019, that are for the

any wells or other facilities or

the maintenance of essential

safety or preservation of assets in

infrastructure in Venezuela, the

operations in Venezuela or for the

Venezuela, involve PDVSA or any entity

purchase or provision of any goods or

winding down of operations of certain

in which PDVSA owns a 50 percent or

services and contracting for additional

entities. The authorisation applies to

greater interest and which entered into

personnel or services, or payment of

five US oil and gas companies only:

effect before 26 July 2019, are now

any dividend to PDVSA or any entity

Chevron Corporation, Halliburton

authorised until 3 June 2021.

owned by it. GL 8G replaces and

Company, Schlumberger Limited, Baker

supersedes GL 8F.

Hughes Company, General Electric

Through the issuance of GL 8G, OFAC

Company, and Weatherford

continues to prohibit all transactions

International, Public Limited Company

involving the drilling, lifting, or

and their subsidiaries.

processing of, purchase or sale of, or
transport or shipping of any
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US continues Burundi sanctions regime
US President Donald Trump announced

threat to the national security and

Although the US commends the new

on 12 November the continuation of

foreign policy of the United States

government in the country, the US has

the national emergency with respect to

constituted by the situation in Burundi”,

still not seen sufficient evidence that

Burundi for another year. The national

which has been “marked by the killing

the situation has been resolved.

emergency was first declared pursuant

of and violence against civilians, unrest,

to Executive Order (EO) 13712.

the incitement of imminent violence,

White House notice

and significant political repression, and
The White House notice explains that

which threatens the peace, security, and

the decision to continue the restrictions

stability of Burundi and the region”.

is due to “the unusual and extraordinary

White House letter
Federal Register notice

US extends national emergency with respect to
Sudan over Darfur conflict
The White House announced on 2

Sponsor of Terrorism (SST) designation

country from the SST list, reiterating the

November the extension of the national

after the new government paid $335

US’s commitment to working with the

emergency with respect to Sudan. The

million in compensation to victims of

Sudanese government and international

national emergency initially declared

terrorist attacks. State Secretary Mike

partners to identify “circumstances that

through Executive Order (EO) 13067 in

Pompeo reinforced this statement,

could result in lifting sanctions related

1997, maintains certain Sudan-related

highlighting recent positive

to the Darfur conflict”. Pompeo

authorities in order for the US to

developments in Sudan’s efforts

confirmed that the US has begun

implement its sanctions obligations

towards peace and security for its

consultations with the UN in this regard.

under UN Security Council resolutions

people – such as joining the Abraham

related to the conflict in Darfur.

Accords to normalise ties with Israel.

White House announcement

The decision has come in spite of US

Furthermore, Pompeo stated that the

US President’s letter

President Donald Trump previously

extension of the national emergency in

announcing in a 19 October tweet that

respect of Sudan will not have any

the US will rescind Sudan’s State

impact on the decision to remove the
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New US Executive Order bans investments in
securities of Chinese military companies
US President Donald Trump issued

purchasing or investing in any

Chinese Military Companies (CCMCs)

Executive Order (EO) 13959 on 12

securities, including stocks, shares,

by the DOD in June and August 2020.

November, which prohibits US persons

funds, or other financial products in

The EO only prohibits actions of “US

from investing in publicly traded

Chinese companies operating directly

persons,” which is defined as

securities of certain companies that

or indirectly in the US that the US

companies organised under US law or

are determined to be affiliated, directly

Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign

any individual who is a US citizen, US

or indirectly, with China’s military.

Assets Control (OFAC) or the

legal permanent resident, or otherwise

Department of Defense (DOD) has

located in the US.

“Executive Order on Addressing the

identified as “Chinese military

Threat from Securities Investments that

companies” or their subsidiaries.

White House press release

Companies,” is due to come into effect

Initially, the publicly traded securities of

White House statement

on 11 January 2021. Under the new EO,

31 companies will be affected that have

US persons are prohibited from

already been identified as Communist

Finance Communist Chinese Military

Federal Register entry

US Commerce Department's final rule clarifies
EAR export enforcement provisions
The US Department of Commerce’s

both within and outside the US; the

penalties and make clear that the OEE

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

enforcement of existing provisions

director is empowered to issue, and

published on 18 November a final rule

restricting US persons’ activities in

determine the terms of, export denial

amending the Export Administration

connection with certain weapons of

orders for persons convicted of certain

Regulations (EAR) to implement the

mass destruction-related end uses; a

criminal offences.

enforcement provisions in the Export

list of actions that carriers must take to

Control Reform Act (ECRA) of 2018

return and unload cargo when ordered

The ECRA became law on 13 August

and clarify additional aspects in

by the Office of Export Enforcement

2018, as part of the 2019 National

relation to the issuance of licences and

(OEE); and multiple amendments to

Defence Authorisation Act to affirm

denial orders.

align the EAR with violations and

existing authorities under the EAR,

penalties under the ECRA.

enhance export and investment

Amendments to the EAR relate to BIS’s

controls on critical technologies, and

authority to conduct pre-licence checks

Unrelated to the implementation of the

provide the US Secretary of Commerce

and post-shipment verification outside

ECRA, the final rule clarifies that any

with additional powers to ensure the

the US; inspection of books and

licence obtained based on a false or

execution of effective export controls.

records; searches, inspections,

misleading representation is void as of

detentions, and seizures, and related

the date of issuance. In addition, BIS is

authorities concerning exports,

amending EAR to specify the maximum

reexports, and transfers (in-country)

time period for the payment of civil
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UNSC renews partial lifting of Somalia arms
embargo and panel of experts
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

African Union Mission in Somalia

through the implementation of a

adopted resolution 2551 (2020) on 12

(AMISOM) and AMISOM’s strategic

national identification programme.

November, extending the mandate of

partners and the European Union

the panel of experts on Somalia, and

Training Mission in Somalia are

In addition, highlighting the increase in

renewing the partial lifting of the arms

exceptions to the arms embargo.

improvised explosive device attacks

embargo on its security forces until 15

perpetrated by Al-Shabaab, the report

December 2021. The Security Council

The resolution follows the submission

condemns the export of charcoal from

adopted the resolution with a vote of

of the final report by the Somalia

Somalia, urging maritime authorities in

13 in favour to zero against, with China

Sanctions Committee panel of experts

the region to disrupt illicit financial

and Russia abstaining.

on 28 October, which highlighted

flows that may finance terrorist attacks

abuses of the AML/CFT regulations

and to prevent the direct or indirect

Resolution 2551 (2020) provides that

perpetrated by the Al-Shabaab

transfer of items that could be used in

the arms embargo will exempt

extremist group, through its illegal

manufacturing these devices.

deliveries of arms, technical advice,

taxation system, business extortion and

financial assistance, or training

use of legitimate financial institutions

The resolution requests that the panel

intended for Somali security forces, and

to collect finances.

of experts provides the UNSC with four

prohibits weapons and military

thematic reports, including a midterm

equipment supplied to the Somali

The UNSC calls on the government to

National Security Forces or the security

collaborate with financial authorities,

sector institution from being resold or

private sector institutions and the

made available outside the security

international community to address

sector. In addition, the UNSC reiterates

money laundering and terrorism

that the United Nations Assistance

financing risks, by strengthening

Mission in Somalia (UNSOM), the

supervision and enforcement, including

and final report by 15 October 2021.
UN press release
UNSC resolution 2551 (202...
UNSC Somalia Sanctions Co...

Russia imposes reciprocal sanctions on the UK
Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry explains that the sanctions are

In July, the UK sanctioned 25 Russian

announced on 21 November that 25

reciprocal and that the 25 British

officials for their alleged involvement in

British officials will be designated

officials who have not been named will

the death of lawyer Sergei Magnitsky,

pursuant to Federal Law No 114-FZ, in

be barred from entering Russia.

banning them from travelling to the UK

response to sanctions imposed by the

and freezing their assets. Magnitsky

UK in July against 25 Russian officials

Russia describes the UK’s restrictive

died in a Russian prison in 2009 after

alleged to have been involved in the

measures against the country under the

accusing Russian officials of tax fraud.

death of Sergei Magnitsky.

Global Human Rights sanctions regime
as an attempt to interfere in another

The statement from Russia’s Foreign
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Russia to designate French and German officials
in response to EU sanctions over Navalny
Russia’s Foreign Minister, Sergey

asset freezes and travel bans on six

President’s Executive Office, our

Lavrov, announced on 12 November

individuals and one entity allegedly

response will mirror those sanctions.

that Russia will introduce retaliatory

responsible for the poisoning of

They have already been adopted, and

sanctions on senior officials from

Russian opposition leader Navalny.

we will soon let our German and French

France and Germany in response to the

colleagues know about them. The

EU’s designation of Russian

Lavrov stated during the press

sanctions will apply to senior officials

government officials over the

conference that “Germany was behind

of the German and French leaders’

poisoning of Alexei Navalny.

the EU sanctions in connection with the

executive offices.”

Navalny case. Since they directly affect
The EU Council imposed on 15 October

senior officials from the Russian

Russia Ministry of Foreig...

UK government presents Yemen sanctions
regulations to parliament
The UK government presented to both

and which aim to promote peace,

reference to Section 4 of the Sanctions

chambers of parliament the Yemen

stability, security and respect for

and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 in

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) (No. 2)

human rights in the country.

its preamble.

Regulations 2020 on 16 November,
which implement the UK’s international

The regulations replace the UK Yemen

obligations under the United Nation’s

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) (No. 1)

Yemeni sanctions regime post-Brexit

Regulations 2020, which omitted

UK Yemen (Sanctions) (EU ...
Statutory instrument time...

UK publishes Syria (United Nations Sanctions)
(Cultural Property) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020
The UK government published The

The regulations will give effect to the

Syria (United Nations Sanctions)

UK’s obligations under UN Security

(Cultural Property) (EU Exit)

Council resolution 2199 (2015) to

Regulations 2020 on 11 November,

prevent trade in illegal Syrian cultural

which will come into effect at the end

property. The regulations have been

of the Brexit transition period on 31

made under the Sanctions and Money

December 2020.

Laundering Act 2018.
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UK National Security and Investment Bill to
introduce mandatory investment screening
The UK Department for Business,

notification system and a ‘call-in’

and 16 October 2018, the government

Energy & Industrial Strategy published

government power to undertake a

noted that the new regime will be

on 11 November the National Security

national security assessment in relation

reinforced through both civil and

and Investment Bill 2020, which

to statutorily defined acquisitions of

criminal sanctions, in line with

provides the government with the

control over qualifying entities and

screening regimes currently available in

power to screen foreign investments,

assets. In addition, the bill introduces

the US, Australia and Japan.

either through equity investment or

criminal penalties for companies failing

acquisitions of businesses, assets and

to comply with an information or

Concurrently, the government released

intellectual property, completed on or

attendance notice; the intentional or

a public consultation seeking views on

after 12 November 2020.

reckless alteration, suppression or

secondary legislation to define the

destruction or information; or the

sectors subject to the mandatory

The bill introduces a mandatory

provision of false or misleading

notification regime in the National

notification obligation in relation to

information. Transactions subject to

Security and Investment Bill. The

acquisitions of shares and voting rights

mandatory notification that are

consultation closes on 6 January 2021.

in sensitive sectors of the economy,

implemented without government

including civil nuclear, defence, energy,

clearance will be void, but such

artificial intelligence, military or

decisions will be subject to judicial

dual-use technologies, advanced

oversight.

National Security and Inv...

In its accompanying response to the

National Security and Inv...

UK government press relea...

materials and robotics.
The mandatory notification system will

national security and investment

be complemented with a voluntary

consultation, which ran between 24 July

Eight Syrian ministers added to EU sanctions list
The Council of the European Union

Agrarian Reform Mohammad Hassan

The decision brings the total number of

announced on 6 November that it has

Qatana; Minister of Electricity Ghassan

individuals targeted by the travel ban

added eight Syrian ministers, who were

Zamel; Minister of State Mohamad

and asset freeze pursuant to the Syria

recently appointed to their ministerial

Fayez Barcha; Minister of State Malloul

sanctions regime to 288 and 70

posts, to the list of persons subject to

Hussein; and Minister of State

entities.

the EU’s restrictive measures on Syria.

Mohammad Samir Haddad.
EU council press release

The eight Syrian ministers are: Minister

The eight individuals have been listed in

of Oil and Mineral Resources Bassam

their capacity as government ministers,

Tou’ma; Minister of Health Hassan

as they share responsibility for the

Ghabache; Minister of Industry Ziyad

Syrian regime’s violent repression

Sabbagh; Minister of Agriculture and

against the civilian population.
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EU designates another 15 Belarusian officials
The Council of the European Union designated on 5

The announcement brings the total number of those

November an additional 15 Belarusian officials, including

designated under the EU sanctions regime to 59 individuals.

Alexandr and Viktor Lukashenko, for their roles in the violent

The previous designations were made on 2 October and

repression and intimidation of peaceful demonstrators,

targeted individuals identified as being responsible for the

opposition members and journalists following the

repression and intimidation of demonstrators, opposition

presidential election.

members and journalists in the wake of the 2020 presidential
election, as well as for the Central Electoral Commission’s

According to Council Implementing Regulation 2020/1648,

misconduct during the electoral process.

the designated individuals are President Alexandr
Lukashenko and his son Viktor, Chief of Staff Ihar Piatrovich

During the 19 November EU Foreign Affairs Council meeting,

Sergyaenka, KGB Chairman Ivan Stanislavavich Tertel, Head

EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security

of Main Directorate of Law and Order Protection and

Policy Josep Borrell announced that the Council has agreed

Prevention at the Ministry of Internal Affairs Raman Ivanavich

to prepare a new set of sanctions targeting Belarus which will

Melnik, and Chairman of the Investigative Committee Ivan

also be directed at entities. Borrell also mentioned that it has

Danilavich Naskevich.

forwarded to EU member states a paper reviewing current
EU-Belarus relations, which was due to be discussed during

Additionally, the list includes Chairman of the State

the Foreign Affairs Council meeting on 7 December.

Committee for Forensic Expertise Aliaksey Aliaksandravich
Volkau, Deputy Chairmen of the Investigative Committee

Additionally, Borrell announced on 20 November that EU

Siarhei Yakaulevich Azemsha and Andrei Fiodaravich Smal,

candidate countries the Republic of North Macedonia,

Head of Operational-Analytical Centre Andrei Yurevich

Montenegro and Albania, joined by Iceland, Liechtenstein,

Pauliuchenka, Deputy Minister of Information Ihar Ivanavich

Norway, and Ukraine have aligned themselves with the 2

Buzouski, Press Secretary Natallia Mikalaeuna Eismant, ALFA

October EU sanctions against Belarus.

Unit Commander Siarhei Yaugenavich Zubkou, Former State
Secretary Andrei Aliakseevich Raukou, and Chairman of the

EU Council press release

Constitutional Court of Belarus Pyotr Piatrovich Miklashevich.
All of those designated will be subject to a travel ban and

Regulation (EU) 2020/1648 (Official Journal o...

asset freeze.
Council implementing Decision (CFSP) 2020/165...

EU extends Venezuela sanctions for another year
The Council of the European Union decided on 12 November

Sanctions include travel bans and asset freezes on 36 listed

to extend the sanctions regime against Venezuela for

individuals, a ban on arms and equipment used for internal

another year until 14 November 2021.

repression and restrictions on the export of technologies
used for surveillance and interception.

The extension is aimed at addressing the subversion of
democracy and the rule of law, human rights violations, and

EU Council press release

criminal activity undertaken by the Maduro administration.
EU Official Journal entry
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Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia impose sanctions
on more Belarus officials
The Estonian and Lithuanian

restrictive measures, which are

Affairs Council meeting, the EU’s High

governments announced on 20

indefinite, concern the Belarusian

Representative for Foreign Affairs

November that they have imposed

Minister of Information, the Minister of

Josep Borrell announced that in light of

travel bans on an additional 28

Sports and Tourism and his deputy, and

the continuous deterioration of the

Belarusian officials, while the Latvian

other government officials from internal

situation in Belarus, the EU Council has

government announced similar

affairs and judicial institutions, trade

agreed to prepare a third set of

measures on 26 Belarusian officials for

unions, and state media.

sanctions which will also target entities.

playing a “central role” in falsifying the
election results in Belarus and using

The three countries imposed similar

violence against peaceful protesters.

sanctions on individuals involved in
falsifying the election results and

According to the Estonian government,

human rights violations in Belarus on

the listed officials will be subject to

31 August and 25 September.

Estonian government press...
Estonian government list ...
Lithuanian government pre...

travel bans until 30 August 2025. The
Latvian government noted that the

During the 19 November EU Foreign

EU extends sanctions regime against Turkey
over illegal drilling in the Eastern Mediterranean
The Council of the European Union

related to hydrocarbon exploration and

Ministers had agreed during an informal

adopted a decision on 6 November to

production within Cyprus’ territorial sea,

meeting to expand the sanctions list

renew for another year the restrictive

exclusive economic zone or continental

against Turkey to cover ships and other

measures against Turkey’s illegal

shelf; persons that provide financial,

prohibitions in relation to European

drilling activities in the Eastern

technical, or material support for said

ports, technology, and supplies, as well

Mediterranean, which have been

activities; and associated persons.

as to consider possible trade and

extended until 12 November 2021. The

sectoral sanctions.

decision will allow the EU to impose

Two individuals are designated under

further restrictive measures on

the sanctions regime. On 27 February

The sanctions regime is a direct

individuals and entities responsible or

this year, the EU Council designated two

consequence of the Council’s

involved in such activities.

individuals “responsible for or involved

conclusion of 14 October 2019, when

in planning, directing and implementing

the EU reaffirmed full solidarity with

The EU’s sanctions regime against

offshore hydrocarbon exploration

Cyprus on its sovereignty and sovereign

illegal drilling in the Eastern

activities in the Eastern Mediterranean

rights matters.

Mediterranean, which was introduced

which have not been authorized by the

on 11 November 2019, enables the EU

Republic of Cyprus”.

EU Council press release

– namely travel bans and asset freezes,

On 28 August, EU High Representative

Eu Council designations u...

on natural or legal persons responsible

for Foreign Affairs Josep Borrell

for unauthorised drilling activities

announced that EU Foreign Affairs

to impose targeted restrictive measures
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Switzerland to stop tax deductions for bribes
paid to private individuals from 2022
purpose will be deducted from taxes only in “exceptional
cases” if the penalties are found to violate Swiss public policy
or if a company credibly demonstrates that it has done
everything reasonable to comply with the law.

The legal amendments bring
Switzerland in line with OECD
Working Group on Bribery and
FATF standards
The Swiss Federal Council announced on 11 November that
bribes paid to natural persons will no longer be tax
deductible under legislative amendments expected to enter
into force on 1 January 2022.
The amendments made to the Federal Act on the Tax
Treatment of Financial Sanctions will bring tax legislation in
line with criminal code provisions. Under the new rules,
expenses applicable to self-employed taxpayers including
those that enable a criminal offence or are paid in return,
such as bribes, fines, pecuniary sanctions, and administrative
sanctions will no longer be tax deductible.
Additionally, foreign financial sanctions with a punitive

58

The bill was approved by both parliamentary chambers on 19
June and the referendum expired on 8 October. According to
the Federal Council’s press release, the legal amendments
bring Switzerland in line with Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) Working Group on
Bribery and Financial Action Task Force (FATF) standards.
Swiss Federal Council press release
Text of the bill (19 June, in French)
Bill presentation (16 November 2016, in Frenc...
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Interview: Dr Amado Philip de Andrés, Regional
Representative for Eastern Africa and the Horn
of Africa, UN Office on Drugs and Crime

Dr Amado Philip de Andrés is the United Nations’ Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Regional Representative for Eastern
Africa and the Horn of Africa. Currently he is spearheading innovative UN initiatives in Eastern Africa and the Horn such as the
establishment of the first-ever FinTech platform under the leadership of the government of Mauritius to leverage private and
public sector funding to implement sustainable development goal initiatives that strengthen peace and security in the region
and create mid-term youth employment opportunities. Dr de Andrés is a strong advocate of the UN Development System
Reform which is transforming the way in which the UN operates in this region of 450 million people. He is a firm believer that
post-Covid-19, the UN Development System, regional member states and the private sector need to scale up their joint action
to find short-term and mid-term solutions to the new challenges and opportunities investors will face in Eastern Africa. Aperio
Intelligence spoke to Dr de Andrés about financial crime in Eastern Africa.
How has the pandemic impacted organised crime in the region and how could the UN Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (the Palermo Convention) be more effectively implemented in the region to tackle cross-border crime?
The fallout from the Covid-19 pandemic is having a profound deleterious impact on multiple aspects of our societies and
economic systems, which, in turn, influences and shapes organised crime and illicit markets. The institutional response to the
pandemic and the socio-economic changes are already affecting the way in which criminal networks operate, and the law
enforcement responses to them. What is emerging is that the pandemic has reduced certain organised criminal activities, while,
simultaneously, providing opportunities for new ones in Eastern Africa. Organised crime has repeatedly demonstrated its
versatility and ability to rapidly exploit changing environments, and, indeed, organised crime groups across the globe are
attempting to position themselves to benefit from the response, just as they have done with other humanitarian crises.
According to UNODC research, the simultaneous health and economic crisis caused by Covid-19 and its related
countermeasures have provided organised crime groups (OCGs) with opportunities to seep even further into the fabric of the
59
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legal economy and exploit public funds made available by governments. At the same time, some forms of OCGs are
organisations that continuously aspire to govern not only markets but territories. The current global crisis has exacerbated some
states’ fragility reinforcing OCGs’ control over conquered territories and strengthening their bonds with the people living there.
The infiltration of the legitimate economy by OCGs in the current pandemic could give rise to two main dynamics in Eastern
Africa: first, OCGs could infiltrate and acquire the control of legitimate companies. Companies most likely to be infiltrated are
those most hit by the crisis and those whose goods and services are in high demand. On the one hand, OCGs’ investments tend
to converge with industries, sectors, and companies that are most affected by the crisis, since they are more vulnerable to the
injection of criminal capital as a result of the shortage of liquidity. On the other hand, OCGs’ investments can target sectors and
firms which are in greater demand and are thus more profitable as a result of the pandemic. Secondly, OCGs may seek to
intercept the flows of public money that countries and supranational organisations are currently providing to individuals,
households, and businesses in an attempt to revitalise national economies and support citizens.
The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (UNTOC) of which UNODC is the guardian UN agency has
all the rights tools to fight transnational organised crime in all its forms. Member states are increasing their technical assistance
requests to UNODC to scale up their institutional fitness to fight emerging threats posed by drug trafficking, transnational
organised crime and terrorism in Eastern Africa and beyond.
What role does the private sector have to play in combatting corruption?
Kenya is an excellent example of the private sector joining forces with the public sector and the UN Development System in the
fight against corruption. The renewed pledge by the President of the Republic of Kenya, Uhuru Kenyatta, to fight corruption has
been very much welcomed by the UNODC. During his address to the nation in 2019, President Kenyatta expressed his intent to
make the issue of corruption a focus area for his administration in the coming months, noting "more must be done" including by
justice institutions.
With corruption again dominating public discourse in Kenya, UNODC salutes President Kenyatta's intensified focus on stamping
out corruption at all levels, from investigations to high-profile prosecutions. UNODC is supportive of the government of Kenya’s
anti-corruption efforts and we are pleased to be furthering our technical assistance to the justice sector in 2020 as part of our
ongoing partnership with the government, as well as the private sector. This includes the Blue Company Initiative Project
whereby UNODC is partnering with the Blue Company in Kenya to assist with capacity building and the provision of anti-bribery
and whistleblowing guidelines and procedures to certified Blue Company members on anti-corruption compliance.
Additionally, the Fast-Tracking UN Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) project, funded by the UK government, provides
anti-corruption related assistance to Kenya and other jurisdictions in East Africa. By the same token, in 2020, through the
European Union-funded Programme for Legal Empowerment and Aid Delivery in Kenya (PLEAD), UNODC has quintupled its
technical support for justice reform initiatives for better service delivery by the judiciary and the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions, among other institutions. For example, this has included assistance to streamline case management so that
criminal cases are dealt with justly and expeditiously and strengthening the role of the National Council on the Administration of
Justice (NCAJ) as a central, coordinating body.
What can financial institutions do to help the fight against drug trafficking?
Financial institutions are equally vulnerable to the intrinsic risks of illicit financial flows from drug trafficking. The solution is
investing in blueprint interventions, supported by the UNODC and other UN Development System partners, which focus on
strengthening institutional capacities of our regional member states to identify and eradicate transnational organised crime and
drug trafficking networks. By investing in FinTech and blockchain solutions along with the UN Development System, investors
and financial institutions would also be supporting youth employment generation while paving the way for FinTech ecosystems.
Let’s take the example of Mauritius: UNODC, along with a team of seven private sector FinTech partners, have been investing
considerable amounts of time and assets in the establishment, along with the government of Mauritius, of a new FinTech
ecosystem based on an e-wallet (PayByDodo) and a FinTech exchange (Xange). This UN-backed initiative has attracted new
state-of-the-art partners and investors such as NASDAQ and UKCloud. Once this system is fully functional between the spring
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and summer of 2021, partners will be seeing annual return-on-investments close to 9 percent while contributing to a prime
sustainable development goal economic accelerator supported by the UN Development System.
Are there significant links between trafficking and terrorism in the region?
I will base my answer on the current scenario and threat assessment which provides a snapshot of where the gaps may be. The
traditional southern route for heroin trafficking from the Makran coast to the East African coast has diversified over the past two
years with an emerging Red Sea route and Eastern Axis route to the Maldives and Sri Lanka.

The emerging radicalisation in the region indicates a possible nexus
between heroin trafficking networks and support for violent extremism
The Eastern axis of the southern route to the Maldives and Sri Lanka seems to have increased with regular shipments of heroin
arriving in South Asian destinations for onward travel. From December 2018 - April 2019 drug enforcement authorities in Sri
Lanka seized over 1500kg of heroin with several operations conducted at sea. The traditional southern route remains active with
the Cabo Delgado region in Northern Mozambique becoming the key drop-off point on the East African coast.
The emerging radicalisation in the region indicates a possible nexus between heroin trafficking networks and support for violent
extremism. The recent initiatives facilitated by UNODC have helped the governments of Mozambique, South Africa and Tanzania
develop a trilateral strategy to counter drug trafficking via maritime routes. The trilateral strategy, which was endorsed in March
2019, involves the establishment of a Trilateral Planning Cell (TPC) in Maputo bringing together liaison officers from the three
states to support joint investigations and operations against transnational networks operating in the region.
Alongside ivory, charcoal, sugar, and people, drugs are another trafficable commodity that offers an economic reward for terrorist
groups. A 2018 study by Mariya Omelicheva and Lawrence Markowitz found that although there is considerable evidence that
the narcotics trade is a source of revenue for terrorist groups, its substantive impact on finances is probably limited although
increasing. Unreliable data also makes it difficult to assess the true extent of these interactions. But to limit the capacity of
terrorist groups to inflict harm on people in East Africa and around the world, targeting these revenue streams is key.
Omelicheva and Markowitz’s study explains how international trafficking gangs and terrorist groups interact both directly and
indirectly. Directly, terrorist groups often levy taxes from drug producers and traffickers in the areas they control. Though this
usually contradicts their ideological narratives, taxation can be a lucrative form of income. Moreover, terrorist groups and
trafficking gangs sometimes opt to work collaboratively in areas where the former controls territory. For example, Al-Shabaab in
East Africa are reported to have facilitated the movement of drugs north across the Sahara by offering protection for traffickers
in exchange for money.
Indirectly, the effects of drug trafficking on a country’s socio-economic environment can help create conditions which terrorist
groups exploit for recruitment purposes. There is a strong correlation between the prevalence of drug trafficking and elevated
levels of drug use at both national and local levels, largely due to increased domestic demand for illegal drugs in these areas.
The Tanzanian Defence Minister has previously expressed concern about young people from Zanzibar and other Tanzanian
regions joining Al-Shabaab in Somalia. The same can be said of Kenyans living in the Kenya-Somali border regions and the
coastal region.
But while the marriage of convenience between drug traffickers and terrorist groups in East Africa has been recognised by
academic research and security analysts, estimating the true extent of this relationship is difficult. If close to 40 percent of the
heroin sold in Europe is trafficked through East Africa, then Al-Shabaab and ISS will almost certainly benefit from this, using it to
finance their operations in the region (such as recent attacks on an African Union military base near Mogadishu). Should
intelligence capacities be increased in the region and naval forces continue to impound large quantities of illegal drugs before
they reach the shores of East Africa, crucial revenue streams for extremist groups may be minimised while also reducing the
supply for domestic drug users on the continent.
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On 11 December 2020, the Honorable Chief Justice and President of the Supreme Court in Kenya, H.E. David Maraga,
inaugurated the Kahawa Law Courts in Kenya, the first-ever specialised counterterrorism court built by UNODC with generous
financial contributions from the United States of America and the United Kingdom, which incorporates a rehabilitation and
reintegration programme with the Kenyan Prison System, allowing prisoners to contribute to the physical construction of the
court complex in full respect of human rights standards. The Kahawa Law Courts may serve as a model mechanism to
investigate and prosecute Al-Shabaab networks while also paving the way for the rehabilitation of recent Al-Shabaab recruits
who may be reintegrated into their respective communities after having learned new skills (e.g. masonry, carpentry, electrical
engineering etc) to avoid their full recruitment by terrorist groups.
The UN and other international organisations have implemented projects to prevent corruption in public procurement through
technology. How successful have these projects been?
The UN Development System is already refocusing its technical assistance towards blockchain solutions and artificial
intelligence (AI) thus supporting member states in the region to install a single public procurement platform in an encrypted
blockchain. The UNODC is working with the Kenyan authorities to align the most innovative responses while implementing the
UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), which is the most comprehensive universal legal framework to fight corruption.
The UNODC, together with the UN Development System, is already making in-roads in bringing blockchain solutions to the fight
against corruption and money laundering in Eastern Africa and the Western Indian Ocean. In Mauritius, for example, the UNODC
and the UN Resident Coordinator, have been closely working with the Prime Minister, the Financial Service Commission (FSC),
the Economic Development Board (EDB), the Central Bank of Mauritius (CBoM), and other government actors, to join forces with
the private sector in Switzerland to establish the first-ever sustainable development goal (SDG) FinTech platform which
incorporates a state-of-the-art e-wallet (PayByDodo) and a FinTech Xange which are leveraging knowledge and financing from
partners such as the NASDAQ in New York, while synchronising transparency in every transaction and full accountability.

The UNODC, together with the UN Development System, is already
making in-roads in bringing blockchain solutions to the fight against
corruption and money laundering in Eastern Africa and the Western
Indian Ocean
In Kenya, the UNODC, with support from the European Union-funded PLEAD project, is supporting the judiciary towards full
digitalisation in 2021-2022; and based on this success, UNODC is now looking at leveraging the power of blockchain solutions in
public procurement.
What are your views on the peace-development nexus in the Horn of Africa – particularly in Ethiopia, Eritrea and Somalia?
Should the international community invest more resources in the region? What will the return-on-investment be if international
partners support the UN Development System? What are the possible scenarios?
We would first need to understand the concept of “Horn of Africa” as a region of Eastern Africa. It is the easternmost extension
of African land and I would define it as the region that is home to the countries of Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Somalia, whose
cultures have been linked throughout their long history. In a post-Covid-19 era, starting in March 2021, we would however need to
consider a broader definition of the Horn which includes all the countries mentioned above, as well as parts or all of Kenya,
Sudan, South Sudan, and Uganda. Part of the Horn of Africa region is also known as the Somali peninsula; this term is typically
used when referring to lands of Somalia and eastern Ethiopia.
We would need to assess two axes: the economic outlook of the region as part of Eastern Africa; and the political dynamics of
the Horn. Economic disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic has pushed East Africa’s growth projection for 2020 down to
1.2 percent, a rate that outstrips other African regions and is forecast to rebound to 3.7 percent in 2021, according to the African
Development Bank’s East Africa Regional Economic Outlook 2020. The projection is under the baseline scenario that assumes
the virus is contained by the third-quarter of this year.
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Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the region’s economic growth was projected at more than 5 percent, well above the continent’s
average of 3.3 percent and the global average of 2.9 percent. However, Covid-19 induced shocks and a locust invasion have
contributed to job losses, increased humanitarian needs and will aggravate poverty and income inequality. In the worse-case
scenario, in which the pandemic persists until the end of 2020, growth is projected at 0.2 percent, still above Africa’s predicted
average of -1.7 percent and -3.4 percent under the two scenarios.
The state of Eritrea has made serious and concrete efforts to consolidate peace, stability and rule of law in the last few years. In
July 2019, the government of the state of Eritrea and the UNODC signed a framework cooperation agreement to implement a
joint programme which aims to reduce crime and victimisation in Eritrea; promote the rule of law and protect human rights;
combat transnational organised crime and enhance the gender-sensitivity and inclusivity of the justice sector and law
enforcement agencies. This is a historic momentum that the international community cannot miss. The EU is currently working
with UNODC and the government of the state of Eritrea to maintain this political momentum and leverage funding to support this
decision by the government in Asmara.
Thirdly, I am of the humble opinion that the UN Development System is palpably multiplying efforts to support the government of
Somalia to fight Al-Shabaab and its proliferation of illicit financial flows while consolidating rule of law and peace in the
federation. The international community must take this momentum as a shared responsibility to contribute to these joint efforts
spearheaded by the government of Somalia.
By the same token and following recent talks between the UN Resident Coordinator and the Prime Minister of Somalia, it appears
that the federal government is moving forward on international commitments, including in particular on the UN Convention
against Corruption (to which Somalia has not yet acceded). Prime Minister Mohamed Hussein Roble has recently confirmed that
this is one of the national priorities, that they have received and continue to receive substantial assistance from UNODC in this
regard, and that they expect to accede to the Convention in the early part of 2021. Additionally, President Mohamed Abdullahi
Farmaajo has indicated that he would like to attend the UN General Assembly (UNGA) Special Session on Corruption in June
2021 which is a crucial sign heading in the right direction whereby a member state is taking the fight against corruption seriously
as one of the best formulas for a sustainable economic recovery after Covid-19 in 2021.
In this context, let’s take the return-on-investment as a socio-economic barometer, calculated by subtracting the initial value of
the investment from the final value of the investment (which equals the net return), then dividing this new number (the net return)
by the cost of the investment, and, finally, multiplying it by 100. Then, for every dollar invested in this region in strengthening rule
of law, peace and security; the return on investment would be $10,000 in terms of new economic opportunities in youth
employment (thus preventing violent extremism and irregular migration); inter-regional trade; the establishment of innovation
platforms and public-private sector partnerships; and the contribution of this region towards the African Continental Free Trade
Agreement (AfCFTA).
Dr Amado Philip de Andrés has been the United Nations’ Office on Drugs and Crime Regional Representative for Eastern Africa
and the Horn of Africa since December 2017. He served as Regional Representative for Central America and the Caribbean in
Panama (covering all Central America, the Caribbean, and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) until 2017. Between
2004-2008, Dr de Andrés was Deputy Representative for West and Central Africa of UNODC in Dakar, Senegal. He also served
as an adviser at the Office of the Director of the UNMIK Department of Justice in Kosovo. Dr de Andrés has also worked for the
World Bank Group in the Philippines, the European Commission in Brussels and Samsung Corporation in Seoul, South Korea.
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

US banking supervisors issue guidance on
conducting risk-based CDD in relation to charities
To conduct risk-based CDD in
relation to NPOs, banks are
advised to look for
The entity’s purpose and nature, as
well as the geographic locations it
serves, particularly in higher-risk
areas where terrorist groups are
most active
Its management and internal
controls, as well as its state
incorporation and tax-exempt status
The US Treasury Department’s
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN), the Federal Reserve System,
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), the National Credit
Union Administration (NCUA) and
Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) issued on 19
November a joint factsheet to assist
banks on applying the Bank Secrecy
Act (BSA) due diligence requirements
to charities and other non-profit
organisations (NPOs).
The factsheet reminds banks that “the
US government does not view the

While banks are not
obliged to have
unique CDD
procedures for
NPOs, they must
apply a risk-based
approach to CDD in
developing risk
profiles for their
customers

The NPO’s participation in
self-regulatory programmes to
enhance governance
The entity’s history of financial
statements and audits
General details about the donor
base, funding sources and
fundraising methods
General information about
beneficiaries and criteria for
disbursement of funds, including
guidelines for qualifying
beneficiaries and intermediaries

charitable sector as a whole as
presenting a uniform or unacceptably
high risk of being used or exploited for
money laundering, terrorist financing
(ML/TF), or sanctions violations”,
although some non-profits operating
abroad have been misused to facilitate
TF. According to the US regulators, it is
vital that legitimate charities continue
to have full access to financial services
during the coronavirus pandemic to
carry out humanitarian activities.
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While banks are not obliged to have

Affiliation with other NPOs,

unique customer due diligence (CDD)

governments or groups

procedures for NPOs, they must apply a
risk-based approach to CDD in

US Treasury press release

developing risk profiles for their
customers, including charities, to help

US joint factsheet

minimise illicit financial flows. The
factsheet does not alter existing legal
or regulatory requirements nor does it
establishe new supervisory
expectations.

FinCEN press release
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International watchdogs warn that Covid-19
vaccine could become target of organised crime
Interpol Secretary General Jürgen

governments to put policies into place

potential to be wielded as a geopolitical

Stock said on 17 November that the

immediately to confront the anticipated

weapon by governments as well as

Covid-19 vaccine will soon be “the

criminality that will run parallel to and

organised crime groups. He warned

equivalent of liquid gold to organised

interfere with vaccine distribution. The

against hastily issued vaccines, such as

crime networks”, amidst similar

Interpol Secretary General’s comments

that offered by Russia before a third

warnings from Transparency

were accompanied by new guidance

phase trial, as representing a slippery

International (TI) on 16 November and

informing governments of how to

slope towards wider vaccine

the Organized Crime and Corruption

manage and respond to “deliberate

scepticism, urging transparency

Reporting Project (OCCRP) on 19

contamination spread, public order,

throughout the development and

November.

fraud and money laundering”.

distribution process.

Stock added that it was likely that

TI Health Initiative’s Major Projects

storage and distribution sites will

chief Jonathan Cushing wrote on 16

become targets of theft, extortion, and

November that vaccine distribution will

corrupt redistribution, urging law

be unprecedented in scope and speed,

enforcement agencies and national

cautioning that the vaccine has the

Interpol statement and up...
OCCRP article
TI article

UK government Spending Review commits more
resources to tackling economic crime
In his Spending Review statement to

million in capital funding. The DOJ

Counter Terrorism Operations Centre, to

Parliament on 25 November, the UK’s

settlement, which will provide a further

help develop an integrated approach to

Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi

£337 million for the criminal justice

preventing and responding to terrorism,

Sunak announced that the government

system, mentions among its priority

and announces continued investment in

will provide an additional £63 million to

outcomes the independent

the National Cyber Security Programme,

tackling economic crime in 2021-22,

investigation and prosecution of

aimed at supporting both the civil

including support for the National

high-level crime such as fraud, bribery

service and the private sector in their

Economic Crime Centre’s work to

and corruption.

fight against cybercrime.

combat money laundering and £20
million for Companies House reforms.

The Spending Review 2020 contains a

UK Government press relea...

series of investment announcements,
According to the Home Office

including the delivery of 10 freeports

settlement, the increase in the

across the UK and the allocation of up

government’s 2021 spending plans to

to £10 million of resource funding for

tackle economic crime will include

freeports in England. The review

£30.5 million in resources and £32.5

outlines plans to establish a new
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UK NCA publishes guidance on SAR online
registration process
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

providing reporters with automated

implementing upgrades on the core

published on 30 November a guidance

acknowledgement of successful

SARs IT systems. In parallel, the UKFIU

document providing an overview of the

submission and assisting a reports’

is working with the Home Office SARs

suspicious activity reports (SAR)

structuring to ensure comprehension

Reform Programme to set up the SARs

online registration process and

and an adequate level of detail.

IT Transformation Project to strengthen

outlining the steps required to submit

Additionally, the online reporting portal

the UK’s response to money laundering

reports. The guidance document is

offers the opportunity to flag the report

and terrorist financing.

accompanied by a quick start guide.

as a request for a Defence Against
Money Laundering (DAML) or Defence

According to the guidance, SAR online

NCA guidance

Against Terrorist Financing (DATF).

is the NCA’s preferred reporting means

NCA quick start guide

and can be utilised by anyone. The

According to the NCA, the UK financial

portal’s use is recommended for

intelligence unit (UKFIU) is currently

UK NCA's latest SARs in Action magazine
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

with the Police Service of Northern

support catered to their specific needs

published on 30 November the latest

Ireland, said that each fast-tracked SAR

during the next fiscal year. If proven

edition of its Suspicious Activity

received from the UKFIU gets

useful, the team intends to expand the

Reports (SARs) in Action magazine,

immediate attention. Matthew Clarke, a

model more broadly.

which focuses on law enforcement

Senior Investigation Officer with HM

agencies and their use of information

Revenue & Customs, recalled that it is

Updates from UKFIU include an

gained from SARs, including the

important for reporters to focus on

agreement to support a law

activities of the SARs Exploitation

articulating their suspicions around the

enforcement agency in service of the

Team (SET). The latest issue includes

suspected transaction, even though

European Money Mule Action (EMMA)

information on the NCA’s November

including the assessment of any

project and to deliver a video

podcast, the SARs annual report, and

criminal activity in the report is

presentation regarding modern

interviews with Cassie Wilson, a SARs

promoted as good practice.

slavery/human trafficking indicators

investigator from Durham

during a UN webinar. The NCA also

Constabulary, and Ali Peacock, the

According to the magazine, the SET

announced that a podcast on County

National SARs Tactical Coordinator of

initiated a pilot programme to produce

Lines and SARs exploitation is planned

the new SARs Intelligence

a nationally approved list of keywords

for broadcast in 2021.

Development teams.

and phrases to identify County Lines
activity in SARs and plans to take a

In the latest NCA podcast, Alex

sample of users from a single

McWilliams, a Financial Investigator

organisation and provide training and
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EBA issues opinion on assessing ML/TF risks in
prudential supervision
The European Banking Authority (EBA) issued an opinion on

Key recommendations include

4 November setting out how prudential supervisors should
consider money laundering and terrorist financing (ML/TF)

Prudential supervisors are advised to be mindful of the

risks in the context of the supervisory review and evaluation

fact that ML/TF risks are not necessarily linked to an

process (SREP), stating that the most relevant risks include

institution’s size or financial soundness

those that are indicative of broader deficiencies in the
internal governance or internal controls framework, which

Prudential supervisors should share identified key

are more susceptible to criminal exploitation.

indicators and business model analysis with AML/CFT
supervisors as it may inform their ML/TF risk assessment

The EBA also stated that guidance on the cooperation
between prudential and AML/CFT supervisors is currently

Prudential supervisors are expected to assess, in

being drafted and will be published for consultation shortly.

cooperation with AML/CFT supervisors, if the institution
has implemented an effective internal control framework,

Prudential supervisors are
advised to be mindful of the fact
that ML/TF risks are not
necessarily linked to an
institution’s size or soundness

developed and maintained an integrated and
institution-wide risk culture, and that the risk
management covers all the risks the institution faces,
including ML/TF
Prudential supervisors should pay attention to ML/TF
risks that could result in reputation or operational risks
arising from IT-related issues or inadequate controls

The EBA expects prudential supervisors to develop a

Prudential supervisors should assess whether

sufficient understanding of ML/TF risks and identify them

institutions have systems and controls in place to ensure

along with any prudential concerns directly relevant to their

funds used to repay loans are from legitimate sources

own work. Additionally, it expects supervisors to cooperate
effectively and in a timely manner with relevant stakeholders

Prudential supervisors should remain alert to indications

and AML/CFT supervisors to exchange information on

that could signal ML/TF risks when assessing the

identified risks and asses the implications for the institutions

liquidity and funding profile of an institution. Such

they supervise.

examples include deposit taking in high-risk jurisdictions
or a funding mix that cannot be explained by the business

The EBA will include more detailed guidance in the guidelines

model or institution’s strategy

on common procedures and methodologies for the SREP and
supervisory stress testing as part of its upcoming revisions,

EBA press release

aimed for completion by the end of December 2021.
EBA opinion
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EU due diligence desk publishes guidance on
Iranian medical devices industry
The EU due diligence desk published

The EU due diligence desk advises

According to the findings, the same

on 24 November its latest sectoral

European companies to conduct market

tendency to lean towards

guidance on the medical devices

research prior to exporting products to

self-sufficiency as a result of the

industry in Iran, noting that the Iranian

Iran, as exporters with similar products

financial sanctions is present in the

market tends to lean towards

manufactured locally face higher taxes

pharmaceutical and food sectors,

self-sufficiency regarding less

and customs tariffs than those without

forcing Iran to evolve from importing

sophisticated devices and instruments

a locally produced equivalent.

100 percent to manufacturing more

in response to international sanctions.

than 60 percent of its pharmaceutical
The EU due diligence helpdesk was

products locally. However, the

According to the report, even though no

launched on 6 October to provide

opportunities for exporting food from

international sanctions apply to this

support to small and medium sized

Europe to Iran are numerous, as

sector, European exporters have

enterprises (SMEs) in doing legitimate

demonstrated by the size of trade in

encountered challenges due to

trade with Iran and providing

2019, estimated at €501 million.

payment issues, which larger European

reassurance to European banks in

operators dealing with Iranian medical

connection with their involvement in

clinics and hospitals have solved by

Iranian trade.

offering flexible terms and using

Newsletter on medical dev...
Newsletter on pharmaceuti...

alternative modes of payment.

The helpdesk’s previous papers focus

Additionally, other challenges include

on the pharmaceutical industry, the

strict foreign exchange and import

food industry, and offering a general

regulations.

overview of doing business with Iran.

Newsletter on food indust...

EU Council agreement will see EU countries
disrespecting rule of law lose access to EU funds
The Council of the European Union and

corruption or fraud, as well as systemic

The agreement must now be adopted

the European Parliament reached a

threats to EU fundamental values, such

formally by the European Parliament

provisional agreement on rule of law

as activities that undermine democracy

and EU ministers.

conditionality on 5 November, which

and human rights.

would see EU member states that

European Parliament press...

disrespect the rule of law risk losing

The EU Parliament insists that tax fraud

access to EU funds.

and evasion are included as breaches,
with the draft agreement listing

The draft provisional agreement would

examples of possible breaches to help

apply to EU funds misuse, such as

clarify the scope of the new rules.
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European Council approves EU human rights
action plan 2020-2024
The European Council (EC) approved

strengthen the EU’s global leadership in

Promoting an international

the bloc’s conclusions regarding the EU

the field of human rights and

framework of human rights and

Action Plan on Human Rights and

democracy” through the new plan.

democracy

November, which it calls a “strong

The adoption of the 2020-2024 goals

Harnessing new technologies and

commitment to further advancing

marks the third such EU action plan,

opportunities to tackle emerging

universal values for all”.

with a new heightened focus on

challenges

Democracy 2020-2024 on 18

supporting defenders of human rights
According to a 19 November EC press

and opposing the death penalty.

release, the Covid-19 pandemic and
related impacts on socio-economic
conditions worldwide have taken a toll
on human rights, democracy, rule of
law, and efforts at improving equality.
Despite barriers to success in the field,
the EC states that “the EU and its
member states will use the full range of
their instruments, in all areas of
external action, to focus on and further

Addressing changing contexts,
including new technologies and

The five overarching priorities of
the new EU action plan are
Protecting and empowering
individuals worldwide
Developing resilient, inclusive, and

global environmental challenges
EU Council press release
EU Council approval
EU action plan Q&A

democratic societies

EU Parliament’s Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs issues opinion on setting up an
independent EU ethics body
The European Parliament’s Committee

forward 18 suggestions for the AFCO to

to efficiently address conflict of interest

on Economic and Monetary Affairs

incorporate into its up-coming motion

situations within EU institutions and

(ECON) published on 20 November its

for a resolution.

agencies and highlights the need for

opinion on setting up an independent

the new body to work with internal

EU ethics body to strengthen the

The Committee calls for the creation of

ethics committees in the EU

transparency and integrity in EU

an independent EU ethics body

institutions, the Transparency Register

institutions.

responsible for the application of ethics

Secretariat, the European Anti-Fraud

rules in all EU institutions by carrying

Office and the European Ombudsman.

The Committee was asked for its

out oversight of conflicts of interest,

opinion on 19 November regarding the

‘revolving doors’ and lobby

new proposal initiated by the

transparency. However, the Committee

Committee on Constitutional Affairs

is of the opinion that an EU independent

(AFCO). The Committee’s opinion puts

ethics body will not be sufficient in itself
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Alexei Navalny calls for EU sanctions on Russian
oligarchs during Committee debate
Russia’s opposition leader Alexei

that targeting the “corrupt money” of

What the EU can do to better support

Navalny called on the EU to sanction

oligarchs could be an effective way to

the Russian opposition and how

Russian oligarchs close to Russia’s

create a rift within the “Kremlin elite”.

developments in Belarus are affecting

President Vladimir Putin during a

the political climate in Russia were also

hearing before the European

The meeting also highlighted the

discussed. Participants also called for

Parliament’s Foreign Affairs

importance of Russia’s political

the EU’s money laundering rules to be

Committee held on 27 November.

opposition being able to participate in

more effectively and fairly implemented

the upcoming legislative election.

across the Union.

Participants discussed the

Moreover, participants stressed that if

effectiveness of the current EU

Putin remains in power after 2024, the

sanctions regime and stressed that the

EU should formally withhold

EU must target the money of oligarchs

recognising his position as president as

close to President Putin, not just

they consider recent changes to

officials with no real estate or bank

Russia’s constitutional presidential term

accounts in Europe. It was suggested

limits illegal.

EU Parliament press relea...
Video of the debate

Danish regulator instructs Danske Bank A/S on
improvements to its AML processes
The Danish Financial Supervisory

Danske Bank is advised to

Authority (DFSA) published on 30

Prepare an updated implementation
plan for the timely investigation of

November a statement on the findings

Ensure that adequate written

red flags triggered by suspicious

of its two AML inspections of Danske

procedures are available and are

transactions, as well as processing

Bank A/S. The onsite inspections were

consistent with the bank's general

backlogs

conducted in 2019.

guidelines on AML and other
procedures

The DFSA states that Danske Bank A/S

Additionally, the DFSA has
reprimanded the bank for not

is at high-risk of being used for money

Prepare a comprehensive overview

including certain customer groups

laundering and terrorist financing due to

of individual provisions in the

in its electronic transaction

the high number of private, corporate

Money Laundering Act and other

monitoring from before 2015 to the

and institutional customers, as well as

applicable regulations in the

end of 2018. However, the DFSA

the significant number of subsidiaries,

jurisdictions it operates

notes that further measures have

branches and representative offices it

been introduced following the initial

serves in various foreign jurisdictions

Prepare an implementation plan to

inspection and that the

with high volumes of transactions,

ensure sufficient and updated

circumstances described in the

including cross-border money transfers.

customer due diligence, as well as

report may have changed

risk classification of individual
The DFSA statement sets out a number

customers, in compliance with the

of recommendations for improvement.

Money Laundering Act before the
end of the first quarter of 2021
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Danish regulator publishes statement on the
outcome of Nordea Denmark’s AML inspection
The Danish Financial Supervisory

laundering and terrorist financing as

adequate customer due diligence

Authority (DFSA) published on 30

high due to the large volume and type

procedures – such as keeping the due

November a statement on the

of customers it caters to, as well as the

diligence records of all its customers up

anti-money laundering (AML)

high volume of transactions, which

to date – are effectively implemented,

inspection of Nordea Denmark, a

includes cross-border money transfers.

in accordance with Denmark’s Money

branch of Finland’s Nordea Bank plc.

Moreover, the branch has significant

Laundering Act. The DFSA notes that

The inspection, carried out in

activities in securities trading and has

further measures have been introduced

September 2019, examined the bank’s

an extensive number of cross-border

following the inspection and that the

processes, focusing mainly on its

correspondent connections, which

circumstances described in the report

customer knowledge procedures.

further increases the risk.

may have changed.

The DFSA assesses the branch's

As a result of the inspection, the DFSA

inherent risk of being used for money

instructs the branch to ensure that

DFSA statement

French regulator flags up deficiencies in asset
managers’ internal controls outsourcing
The French Financial Markets Authority

production of annual compliance

transactions. In addition, the AML/CFT

(AMF) released on 26 November the

reports. In addition, four companies

due diligence checks were not

findings of its SPOT inspections of

outsourced, on a case-by-case basis,

adequately detailed or recorded.

asset management companies’ (AMCs)

regulatory monitoring and intelligence,

internal controls outsourcing functions,

the drafting of internal procedures, the

The AMF calls on all AMCs to exercise

revealing that most entities had

setting-up of AML/CFT systems and the

due skill, care and diligence when

anti-money laundering and countering

provision of AML/CFT and market

outsourcing important functions, to

the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

abuse training for employees.

ensure external suppliers are fully

procedures in place for assets and

authorised for the tasks and regularly

liabilities, but some third-party

In the case of the AML/CFT measures,

assess performance. In addition, AMCs

controls lacked accuracy or

the report identifies shortcomings in

should monitor the adequacy of its

effectiveness.

how service providers carried out

internal control measures and address

controls on the quality of training, the

any deficiencies.

The AMF’s inspections, which covered

tracing of politically exposed persons

seven companies using three service

(particularly business relationship

providers, found that all AMCs

follow-up), the identification of ultimate

outsourced second-level permanent

beneficial owners, the client's

and periodic controls and the

blacklisting or unusually large
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Norwegian ship classification society suspends
Nord Stream 2 work due to US sanctions
During an online European

underwater pipeline. Under updated

Separately, on 5 November, DNV GL

Accreditation event held on 26

PEESA guidance, released by the US

announced that it has ceased its

November, Norway-based ship

State Department on 20 October,

advisory work in connection with three

classification society DNV GL

sanctions could be imposed on

wind measurement studies in the

announced that it has suspended

international companies providing

Western Sahara in response to the

delivery of services to vessels engaged

services, facilities, or funding for

Norwegian government’s concerns

in the Russia-led Nord Stream 2 natural

“upgrades or installation of equipment”

about the ongoing conflict, although

gas pipeline project as its verification

for vessels working on the Nord Stream

neither the EU nor the UN has

activities could be subject to US

2 and TurkStream energy export

introduced any trade restrictions or

sanctions under the Protecting

pipeline projects.

sanctions in relation to the region.

Europe’s Energy Security Act (PEESA).
Nord Stream 2 representatives declined
In emailed comments to Reuters, DNV

to comment on the potential impact of

GL Business Assurance CEO Luca

DNV GL’s decision and stated that “it is

Crisciotti said that the company’s work

up to governments and the European

included quality assurance, reviewing

Commission to protect European

documentation and testing the

companies from illegal extraterritorial

equipment used by vessels to install the

sanctions”.

European Accreditation co...
Reuters report
DNV GL press release (5 N...

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The plot is thickening around the Gazprom-led Nord Stream 2 (NS2) pipeline project whose western financial backers include
leading European energy companies: Engie (France), OMV (Austria), Royal Dutch Shell (UK/Netherlands), Uniper (Germany) and
Wintershall DEA (Germany). On 3 December, US Congress's joint conference committee settled on a compromise version of the
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for FY 2021. This version passed the House on 8 December with a bulletproof
majority. Unlike the previous drafts, the final one exempts the EU as a whole, individual EU member states as well as the UK,
Norway and Switzerland and any European non-profit from sanctions in connection with work on NS2. DNV GL fits none of these
categories and remains exposed to sanctions. It is increasingly likely that Gazprom, the 100 percent owner of the pipeline, will
wait until Joe Biden's inauguration to let Brussels re-engage in multilateral diplomacy with Washington, DC in the hopes that the
pipeline could still be completed, certified and commissioned.
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UK government publishes ECJU service and
performance code for export licensing
The UK government published on 18 November the Export

of goods subject to export controls; informing exporters

Control Joint Unit’s (ECJU) service and performance

about the latest updates on changes to export controls

guidance code for the export licensing system, setting out

and sanctions; delivering training on export control

its service delivery objectives, commitments, and targets for

compliance; and consulting with business representative

managing export licensing applications.

organisations and other bodies on the matter

The export licensing system concerns licences to export

Helping businesses understand the law on export

arms and other controlled goods for strategic reasons that

controls and promoting best practice to maximise

are issued by the Secretary of State for the Department for

compliance by holding meetings with trade associations

International Trade (DIT), acting through the ECJU.

and other business intermediaries; consulting with
commercial and industrial sectors that may be affected

The ECJU and DIT commit to

by the proposed changes to export control legislation;
and monitoring exporters’ compliance with the rules

Providing guidance to help exporters understand and

through regular on-site checks

follow the export licensing procedure, by using the online
export licensing system (SPIRE) to reduce paperwork and

UK government notice

improve efficiency; publishing updated information on
open general export licences (OGELs) and the latest list

ECJU service and performance code

Parliamentary debate centres on conflicts of
interest in UK government PPE contracts
Member of the House of Lords Paul Scriven questioned the

arrival of battalions of advisers, both paid and unpaid, causes

UK government’s Under-Secretary of State for Health and

confusion within departments about the chain of command”.

Social Care on 18 November on potential conflicts of
interest regarding public personal protective equipment

The Under-Secretary of State told the House of Lords that at

(PPE) contracts since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic,

the height of the global crisis, “supplies to this country were

launching a debate on the manner in which UK ministers and

being abducted by other countries” and, with supply chains

their advisers have organised PPE orders and deliveries.

threatened or broken, it was necessary for ministers and
advisers to intervene in ensuring PPE reached healthcare

The Under-Secretary of State, James Bethell, stated that the

workers and those in need as quickly as possible.

government considers all appointments based on merit and
requires potential candidates to declare interests, but noted

Bethell did not, however, respond directly to questioning by

that “declaring an interest is not always a barrier to being

Lord Toby Harris as to the legitimacy of contracts worth over

appointed” and that there are “robust processes in place to

£200 million to a Miami-based jewellery designer for

manage any conflict”.

government PPE orders, while many British companies were
rejected for similar orders.

Bethell also noted that the minimum consideration period
before the government opts to award PPE contracts is 25
days and rejected an insinuation by Lord Reg Empey that “the
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Eighteen additional countries compliant with the
OECD’s tax transparency standards
In a statement released on 23

Georgia, Hong Kong (China), Jamaica,

amended. In addition, two regimes in

November, the Organisation for

the Maldives, Mauritius, Morocco, North

Brunei Darussalam were found to be

Economic Co-operation and

Macedonia, Qatar, Saint Kitts and Nevis,

“potentially harmful but not actually

Development (OECD) announced that

San Marino, Switzerland, and Tunisia

harmful” and two regimes in Morocco

the tax regimes of 18 additional

were found to be compliant with the

were out of the FHTP’s scope.

jurisdictions now meet the Base

BEPS Action 5 standard.

Erosion Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action 5

The list was approved by the FHTP on

Minimum Standard on countering

The 2020 review of Harmful Tax

16 November after reviews were

harmful tax practices.

Practices was conducted on 49 tax

completed in October.

regimes and resulted in significant
According to the latest OECD Forum on

legislative changes in 44 of them. Of

Harmful Tax Practices (FHTP), Aruba,

these, 29 regimes were abolished, eight

Belize, the Cook Islands, Curaçao,

regimes were found to be “not harmful”

Dominica, the Dominican Republic,

and seven were in the process of being

OECD press release
BEPS Action 5 review resu...

FATF holds annual experts’ meeting to share
AML/CFT insights
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

update on ongoing FATF projects in

In regard to environmental crime,

held its annual joint experts’ meeting

order to ensure that countries are

experts asserted the important role

from 23 to 26 November, which

equipped with the tools to combat

played by export companies, refiners,

discussed issues such as ethnically

money laundering, the financing of

logistics companies and other

and radically motivated terrorism,

terrorism and weapons proliferation.

non-traditional sectors in identifying

environmental crime, illicit arms

laundering suspicions relating to illegal

trafficking and terrorist financing as

Experts presented an international legal

logging and land clearance, mining

well as digital transformation. The

framework on preventing terrorist

related crime and waste trafficking.

meeting was attended by 400 experts

access to arms and broader provisions

from the public and private sector,

covering illicit arms trafficking,

The meeting also touched on

including the UN, the IMF, the World

highlighting the need for national risk

technological developments to help

Bank and Interpol.

assessments to identify the links

combat financial crime, with experts

between illicit arms trafficking and

sharing their experiences of using

The annual meeting is held by FATF to

terrorist financing. Moreover,

advanced analytics such as text mining,

share its latest findings on evolving

participants also discussed the

privacy preserving technology, online

anti-money laundering/counter-terrorist

financing of ethnically or radically

analytical processing and social

financing (AML/CFT) risks, propose

motivated terrorism through

network analysis.

solutions and progress on the latest

transnational links and shared

detection, investigation and prosecution

experiences on countering such risks.

techniques as well as providing an
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G20 urges global implementation of the FATF
standards at leadership summit
The G20 on 22 November reaffirmed

The necessity of RegTech and SupTech

medical goods as “new Covid-specific

its support for the Financial Action

requirements in relation to global

crime patterns”, warning of the

Task Force (FATF) standards in a

stablecoin arrangements was also

vulnerability of small and medium sized

communique that followed the group’s

addressed in the G20 communique,

enterprises (SMEs) to exploitation and

leadership summit and meeting of

with the international body welcoming

increased risk of the unemployed or

finance ministers and central bank

recent reports by the FATF, the Financial

under-employed becoming money

governors in Riyadh.

Stability Board (FSB), and the

mules. The FATF chief thanked the

International Monetary Fund (IMF).

current work by the Saudi G20

The G20 communique expresses

Presidency, adding that he looked

support for the policy responses on

In an address to the G20 gathering of

forward to working with the 2021 Italian

anti-money laundering and counter

finance ministers and central bank

G20 Presidency “to help authorities

terrorist financing (AML/CTF) efforts in

governors, FATF President Marcus

stop money illicitly flowing out of

the FATF’s report on financial integrity

Pleyer stated that “leaders need to keep

economies at precisely the time when

during the Covid-19 pandemic. The

the fight against money laundering high

health services need it most”.

statement goes on to add that the

on their agendas” and stressed the role

group of nations’ “commitment to

that the implementation of FATF

strengthening the FATF’s Global

standards can play in stopping the rise

Network of regional bodies, including by

in financial crime that has accompanied

supporting their expertise in mutual

the Covid-19 pandemic.

evaluations, and call for the full,

G20 communique
G20 press release
FATF press release

effective and swift implementation of

Pleyer identified economic stimulus

the FATF standards worldwide”.

scams and the counterfeiting of

Environmental crime has increased by 5 percent
per year over the past decade, states Interpol
Interpol announced on 23 November a

Interpol’s efforts over the past decade

by organised environmental crime

decade of leading law enforcement

include investigations that resulted in

groups, and the seizure of items as well

efforts to fight environmental crime

more than 3,000 arrests for

as the seizure of vessels and vehicles

through the Environmental Security

environmental crime related offences,

transporting illegal timber, protected

Programme. Interpol stated that

the disruption of transnational criminal

wildlife and marine species.

environmental crime is the world’s third

networks, the identification of links

most lucrative criminal business after

between environmental crime and other

drugs and counterfeit goods,

types of crime such as fraud and

increasing by more than 5 percent

corruption, the detection of emerging

every year over the past 10 years.

trafficking trends and trade routes used
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UK SRA warns law firms about heightened
financial crime risks due to Covid-19
The UK’s Solicitors Regulation

The risks highlighted include a rise in

Authority (SRA) issued a warning on 23

money laundering and cybercrime

November about the impact of the

cases in the first half of 2020, which is

Covid-19 pandemic on the legal sector

predicted to increase further in 2021.

in the latest edition of its annual Risk

The SRA also notes a 300 percent

Outlook report, which highlights the

increase in phishing scams during the

key threats posed to law firms.

first two months of lockdown and

warns of further possible spikes.
SRA press release
SRA Risk Outlook 2020/202...

UK debate on possible Nigeria sanctions
The UK House of Commons held a

despite Amnesty International’s claim

New York Times, disbanded SARS

debate on 23 November on whether

of SARS’ involvement in extrajudicial

officers have been redeployed within

Global Human Rights sanctions should

killing, torture and corruption. Osamor

the Nigerian police force, sparking

be imposed on individuals within the

also mentioned that despite Nigerian

further demands from activists to

Nigerian government and security

President Muhammadu Buhari’s

penalise and prosecute those officers.

forces, specifically the Special

announcement to disband SARS on 11

Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS) of the

October with immediate effect,

Ministers agreed on the need to

Nigerian police, for violence and

corruption and brutality by security

implement sanctions against human

human rights abuses across the

forces has continued to intensify.

rights abuses and pressed the Nigerian

country. According to Amnesty

Osamor asked the UK government to

government and security forces to end

International, at least 12 peaceful

designate those within the Nigerian

human rights abuse by investigating

protesters were shot dead in October

government and security services that

and prosecuting those responsible for

when Nigerian security forces opened

are responsible for the worst human

acts of violence, brutality, and illegal

fire on peaceful protesters calling for

rights abuses.

detentions. Members party to the

an end to police brutality as part of the
EndSARS movement.

debate also stated that tackling
The EndSARS petition created by Silas

corruption in Nigeria is “absolutely

Ojo, which gathered over 220,000

critical” to prosperity and security.

Kate Osamor, Chair of the All-Party

signatures and instigated the

Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Nigeria,

parliamentary debate, demands the use

criticised the UK government for its

of sanctions and the complete

continued funding of more than £10

reinspection of the Nigerian police

million worth of training and equipment

force to hold those responsible for the

to SARS between 2016 and March 2020

violence to account. According to the
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UK Sanctions Unit issues guidance on changing
framework at the end of Brexit transition period
The Sanctions Unit of the UK’s Foreign,

proposed activity is advised to either

financial sanctions targets consolidated

Commonwealth and Development

apply for a licence with the Office of

list, noting that some organisations

Office advised relevant parties via a

Financial Sanctions Implementation

may need to reference both lists to

webinar on 20 November on how to

(OFSI), the DIT Import Licensing Branch,

ensure compliance. Entities are

prepare for the end of the Brexit

DIT Export Control Joint Unit, or

responsible for ensuring that they are

transition period, which will occur at

Transport Sanctions team, or refrain

cross referencing potential or existing

11pm GMT on 31 December.

from such activities entirely. The unit

customers or clients against the proper

also recalled that following the

list. Finally, entities should be aware

Regarding the legal framework for

transition period, only UK licences will

that the data contained in both lists will

sanctions, the unit stated that current

be recognised under sanctions law,

change on 31 December as the

EU sanctions will be transferred into UK

while UK licences will not be recognised

designations will transfer to a new

law, urging all those engaging in

under EU sanctions regulations.

framework.

commerce or other activities in
sanctioned countries or with

The Sanctions Unit further reminded

sanctioned entities to review the UK

relevant parties that they must check

regulations and guidance to ensure

one of two potential lists to find

compliance after 31 December. Any

information pertinent to their activity, be

individual or entity with a prohibited

it the UK sanctions list or OFSI’s

UK sanctions regimes
OFSI consolidated list of...
UK sanctions list

Swiss FINMA's 2021-2024 strategic goals
Switzerland’s Financial Market

sustainability, risk-oriented regulation

the new strategy, with an emphasis on

Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

and international recognition, and

checks and balances.

published on 18 November its strategic

efficiency coupled with further

goals for 2021-2024, which have been

development of FINMA.

approved by the Swiss Federal Council.

Another goal for 2021-2024 involves
bringing Swiss financial regulations

FINMA’s 10 goals for the next four

Anti-money laundering (AML) efforts

more in line with international

years address protections for systems

will receive renewed focus in the

standards by lowering the complexity of

and clients as well as a range of

second FINMA 2021-2024 goal, in the

existing regulations and focusing on

operational changes.

context of supervisory conduct and

proportionality and risk reduction

long-term positive impacts when

efforts to ensure that Switzerland

Of primary focus is stability and

regulating cross-border activity and

remains a reliable partner for financial

accompanying structural change,

additional market conduct. Corporate

investments.

conduct, risk management, and

governance and risk management has

corporate governance, innovation and

also been added as a separate target in
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UK guidance on post-Brexit blocking regulation
The UK government's Department for

The guidance sets out how the new

extraterritorial application of certain

International Trade published on 19

legislation, also known as the retained

laws”, namely some of the United

November new guidance on the

blocking regulation, will work in the UK

States’ sanctions against Iran and Cuba

post-Brexit legislation, the Protection

after the transition period ends. The

(the proscribed sanctions).

of Trading Interests Legislation, which

new legislation incorporates measures

will come into force on 1 January 2021

similar to the EU Blocking Regulation

after European Union law ceases to

and is intended to protect “UK persons

apply in the UK.

trading with countries affected by the

UK guidance

Global conference on criminal finances and
cryptocurrencies yields new recommendations
Interpol hosted the fourth global

the Basel Institute on Governance in

Reinforcing international

conference on criminal finances and

Switzerland, with experts concluding in

cooperation by using available

cryptocurrencies on 18 and 19

the conference that “further information

global platforms to further share

November, which reportedly drew over

exchange will increase the success

information and best practices,

2,000 participants from law

rates of the investigations”.

including with the cooperation of

enforcement, financial intelligence
units, and the private sector and

private companies, NGOs, and

The recommendations include

universities

yielded seven key recommendations
for tackling financial crime.

Adopting tools to extend

Taking on multidisciplinary

investigative capabilities regarding

approaches to investigations

According to a 20 November statement

virtual assets (VAs), such as

involving VAs through joint financial

from Europol, the first day of the

manuals, training initiatives,

and cyber investigative teams in

convention involved discussions on

exchange programmes and

approaching financial crime

emerging and ongoing trends and

conferences, and more

related investigations pertaining to

public-private partnerships

cryptocurrency, dark markets,

Promoting new technologies in the
execution of VA investigations

ransomware attacks, and global

Applying rules regulating virtual

compliance regarding anti-money

asset service providers (VASPs) as

Adjusting and adapting AML

laundering (AML) efforts. The second

part of ongoing AML efforts,

strategies to detect emerging

day saw the presentation of numerous

including obliging VASPs to report

typologies and making VA

case studies with the purported aim of

suspicious transactions and

transaction tracking a routine task

cross-jurisdiction information and best

carrying out enhanced due diligence

by law enforcement

practice sharing on money laundering

on transactions and customers

and cryptocurrency-related criminal
investigations.

Europol press release
Applying “follow the money”
strategies when it comes to crimes

The convention platform represents a
joint initiative by Interpol, Europol, and
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London Bullion Market Association requests
application of responsible sourcing programmes
The London Bullion Market Association

effective cooperation with local,

an action plan by the end of January

(LBMA) announced on 17 November

regional and international organisations

2021. According to a 10 November

that is has developed

and the development of specific

report published by The Sentry, the

recommendations for International

guidance for supporting artisanal and

Dubai gold industry receives 95 percent

Bullion Centres (IBCs) to ensure

small-scale mining (ASM).

of gold from conflict zones in Eastern

responsible supply chains, in line with

and Central Africa. The research shows

the Organisation for Economic

During a 24 November webinar, LBMA

that gold is smuggled from the Congo,

Co-operation and Development’s

Executive Board Director Sakhila Mirza

Sudan, South Sudan, and the Central

(OECD) due diligence guidance and the

said that most IBCs have welcomed the

African Republic and is frequently used

Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF)

initiative, with a few asking for

as a ML vehicle by armed groups,

findings on the money

additional information. Mirza urged

criminal networks and corrupt actors.

laundering/terrorist financing (ML/TF)

IBCs to cooperate in finding ways to

risks associated with the gold sector.

ensure adequate supply chains, or risk

The identified IBCs are China, Hong

being temporarily removed from the

Kong, India, Japan, Russia, Singapore,

LBMA’s Good Delivery List (GDL).

South Africa, Switzerland, Turkey, the

According to the LBMA, IBCs are
encouraged to focus on effective

UAE, the UK, and the US.

scrutiny, verification and regulation of

On 12 November, Reuters reported that

local and regional supply chains,

LBMA has asked all IBCs to comply

support the responsible sourcing of

with its responsible sourcing

recycled gold and eliminate cash

programme, including mitigating the

transactions. Additional

risk of ML, or face blacklisting. The

recommendations, included in the

association has reportedly asked IBCs

LBMA’s responsible sourcing

to declare their support for the

programme of 17 September, call for

standards by 11 December and share

LBMA press release
Recorded version of the L...
Reuters article (12 Novem...

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
Responsible sourcing and procurement of raw and refined minerals, gold being one of them, is a hot new trend in the world of
commodity trading and finance. Recent scandals involving gold smuggling, both for money laundering and sanctions evasion
(Iran, Venezuela) purposes, and the lack of transparency in the global gold supply chain make the yellow precious metal a
continued source of financial crime risk. Gold stays high on the FATF's top list of risk vectors along with cash although
considerable progress has been made in recent years towards a cashless, digitalised economy, at least in the West. The
European Commission's upcoming action plan for shaping global supply chains with due respect for human rights and social &
environmental standards will only accelerate the process of transition to responsible sourcing, putting increased pressure on
producers and middlemen alike from major gold trading centres, market regulators and the investor community.
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EU guidance on Covid-19 aid to Nicaragua
The European Commission updated its

such as exports of humanitarian aid, to

sectors to ensure that resources are not

guidance note on the provision of

help combat Covid-19. The guidance

diverted by listed persons or entities.

humanitarian aid to countries subject

also details the responsibilities and

Any relevant activities and transactions

to EU sanctions to help combat

processes for the provision of aid by

with people or entities listed by the

Covid-19 on 16 November with a new

humanitarian operators to Nicaragua to

European Commission requires prior

chapter on Nicaragua.

help fight the pandemic.

authorisation by a national competent
authority.

The guidance clarifies that the

Humanitarian relief operators are

sanctions measures do not apply to

advised to pay close attention to

medicine, medical equipment or

individuals designated in the

assistance provided to the population,

Nicaraguan healthcare and police

European Commission press...
EU guidance note

E3 expresses serious concern over latest IAEA
report on Iran’s nuclear activities
France, Germany, and the UK,

to international inspectors lacked

According to 21 November reporting by

otherwise known as the E3, issued a

credibility. In addition to surpassing

Al Jazeera, a spokesperson for Iran’s

joint statement on 17 November

uranium limits, the latest IAEA report

Foreign Ministry responded to the E3

expressing serious concern over Iran’s

found that purity rates of enriched

statement, calling it irresponsible and

violations of the Joint Comprehensive

uranium had reached 4.5 percent,

claiming that Iran is reasonably scaling

Plan of Action (JCPOA) following a 11

higher than the 3.67 percent limit

back aspects of its JCPOA

November report submitted to the

agreed to in the JCPOA.

commitments in light of the US exit

United Nations Security Council

from the agreement in 2018. A Foreign

(UNSC) by the International Atomic

The E3 statement also notes that Iran is

Ministry spokesperson reportedly

Energy Agency (IAEA).

conducting “research and development

claimed that the enhanced uranium

on several types of advanced

enrichment levels and high stockpile

The statement, published by the

centrifuges not permitted under the

count is peaceful in nature and “fully

German UN mission, notes that the

JCPOA and the JCPOA’s R&D plan” and

within the framework of international

three nations are “extremely concerned

called on Iran to cease all such

laws and completely legal and

by Iran’s actions”, particularly regarding

research and development. The three

legitimate, and in line with countries’

enrichment levels and nuclear

nations further condemned additional

intrinsic legal rights”.

stockpiles that exceed internationally

centrifuge production at sites not

agreed upon limits. According to 12

permitted for nuclear development

November reporting by the BBC, the

under the terms of the agreement.

IAEA confirmed that Iran’s current

Lastly, the E3 state that it is necessary

stockpile of enriched uranium is 12

for Iran to immediately “provide a full

times the limit proscribed by the 2015

and accurate explanation to the

JCPOA, noting that Iranian explanations

Agency” on the underlined concerns

for nuclear material at a site undeclared

and safeguard questions.
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Airbnb discloses potential non-compliance with
US sanctions on Cuba and Crimea
The online marketplace company for

According to the SEC filing

holiday rentals Airbnb Inc notified the

brand and reputation could be
materially adversely affected”

US Securities and Exchange

OFAC has issued cautionary letters

Commission (SEC) in a Form S-1

and a no-action letter, as well as no

Airbnb has reported dealings with

registration statement on 16 November

administrative penalty, following

people subject to EU/UK sanctions

that it has conducted an internal review

self-disclosures made in October

to the UK’s Office of Financial

and is in discussions with the Treasury

relating to US sanctions on Crimea,

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

and dealings with specially

Control (OFAC) with respect to activity

designated nationals

on its platform by users in certain
territories subject to US sanctions.

The company may be required to
make additional investments in its

OFAC’s review into disclosures

internal controls, as the business

regarding potential violations of the

grows and regulations change

The review includes the company’s

Cuba sanctions is ongoing –

compliance with OFAC sanctions

depending on the outcome Airbnb

programs and with restrictions on

“could be subject to potentially

transactions with specially designated

significant monetary civil penalties

nationals.

and litigation, and [the company’s]

SEC filing

UK launches bidding process for freeports
The UK’s HM Treasury announced on

will then either be subject to tariffs on

assessment panel in March 2021, with

16 November that the bidding process

goods sold into the domestic market, or

decisions to be made in spring. Those

to establish at least seven new

exporting them without paying UK

who are successful will be granted seed

freeports in England and at least 10

tariffs. Thus, sea, air and rail ports from

funding to support governance set-up

across the UK is now open for

across England are encouraged to

costs and will also work with the UK

applications. The current bidding

apply for freeport status, which will see

government in regard to the

process focuses on the freeports in

them benefit from tax relief, including

regeneration funding offered to

England, however the UK government

tax relief on land purchases,

freeports.

also intends to establish at least one

construction or renovation of buildings,

freeport in each of Northern Ireland,

the purchase of new plant and

The UK government’s press release

Scotland and Wales.

machinery assets, and national

reiterates that the new freeports will

insurance contributions.

adhere to the OECD Code of Conduct

The new freeports policy is part of the

for Clean Free Trade Zones, and the

UK government’s new customs model

According to the plan, the first freeports

obligations set out in the UK’s Money

to attract major domestic and

are expected to open for business in

Laundering Regulations 2017.

international investment after leaving

2021. Prospective bidders are required

the EU. Through the freeports policy, a

to submit their bids by 5 February 2021,

firm will be able to import goods

whereupon the bids will be assessed by

without having to pay tariffs, before

a Ministry of Housing, Communities

processing them into final goods, which

and Local Government chaired
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UK Gambling Commission updates AML advice
The UK Gambling Commission (GC)

responsible for the operators’

money laundering and terrorist

published a revised version of its

compliance with the Money Laundering,

financing. These policies, procedures

guidance for non-remote and remote

Terrorist Financing and Transfer of

and controls are to be kept under review

casino operators on the prevention of

Funds (Information on Payer)

and must be revised accordingly to

money laundering and combatting the

Regulations 2017, and the nominated

ensure that they remain effective.

financing of terrorism on 13 November,

officer. Operators are also required to

as well as an updated version of its

disclose any subsequent appointment,

The advice further states that operators

advice to all other operators on duties

departure or removal of any individual

are required to report any actual or

and responsibilities under the

from either of the positions. The same

potential breaches by the licensee of

Proceeds of Crime Act 2020 (POCA).

requirement has been introduced in the

the requirements imposed by the POCA

revised advice.

or the Terrorism Act 2000. Operators

Both documents have been revised to

are also required to act in accordance

highlight the new reporting

In addition, the advice introduces

requirements introduced in the latest

several other conditions as per the

version of the GC’s Licence Conditions

latest version of the LCCP. Casino

The newly revised guidance and advice

and Codes of Practice (LCCP), which

operators are required to conduct a risk

came into effect immediately.

came into effect on 31 October.

assessment on the likelihood of their
business being used for money

The guidance introduces a new

laundering and terrorist financing, as

requirement for casino operators to

well as having appropriate and effective

inform the GC of the identity of the

implementation of policies, procedures

individuals appointed as officers

and controls for the prevention of

with the GC’s advice on the POCA.

Gambling Commission AML l...
Revised guidance
Revised advice

OECD urges Poland to further combat foreign
bribery and preserve judicial independence
The Organisation for Economic

acts of foreign bribery. Additionally,

latest controversial bill adopted in April

Co-operation and Development (OECD)

fines directed against companies

broadens the notion of disciplinary

Working Group on Bribery issued a

should be increased, while bribery

offence committed by judges, which the

statement on 12 November urging the

involving foreign public officials should

OECD warns could give rise to abusive

Polish authorities to implement

not be affected by impunity provisions.

practices, while also granting the new

reforms to boost the fight against

Chamber of Extraordinary Control and

foreign bribery and preserve

Working group members also

Public Affairs of the Supreme Court the

prosecutors and judges’ independence.

expressed concern about legislative

sole competence to rule on issues

actions with “significant consequences”

regarding judicial independence, which

According to the OECD, Poland must

for the independence of the Polish

triggered an ongoing European

take urgent steps to ensure companies

judiciary and of the Public Prosecutor’s

Commission infringement procedure

are held liable for foreign bribery

Office. In 2016, several Polish bills

against Poland.

offences even if individual perpetrators

amending judicial processes faced

are not convicted and must ensure the

criticism by the EU and Council of

protection of whistleblowers who report

Europe’s Venice Commission. The
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US DOJ serves 3D Systems Corporation with
subpoenas over Iran exports
3D Systems Corporation submitted to the US Securities and

were uncovered on 20 November 2019 and 3D Systems

Exchange Commission (SEC) a quarterly report on 5

Corporation submitted the details to the US Treasury

November, discloses that it has received two federal grand

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control. A final

jury subpoenas issued by the US District Court for the

disclosure on the matter was submitted on 20 May 2020. The

Northern District of Texas in connection with potential

US Departments of Justice, Defense, Homeland Security and

unauthorised exports of data to Iran.

Treasury are also involved in an ongoing review of 3D
Systems Cooperation’s compliance programs.

Prior to the latest subpoenas, 3D Systems Corporation first
received an administrative subpoena from the Bureau of

The filing also notes a notice of suspension of federal

Industry and Security of the Department of Commerce (BIS)

contracting issued by the US Air Force to 3D Systems

in October 2017 citing possible violations of US export

Corporation on 19 July 2019, which applied to the company

control laws, involving its subsidiary, Quickparts.com Inc.

and its subsidiaries and affiliates over potential export
control violations involving its on-demand manufacturing

An internal inquiry by the company found potential violations

business. This suspension was lifted on 6 September 2019

of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations and Export

when 3D Systems Corporation entered into a two-year

Administration Regulations. In June 2018, 3D Systems

administrative agreement with the US Air Force.

Corporation discovered potential unauthorised exports of
technical data during its investigations and voluntarily

3D Systems Corporation’s compliance programs will be under

submitted the information to BIS and the Directorate of

ongoing review by BIS, DDTC, OFAC, and the US Departments

Defense Trade Controls of the Department of State (DDTC).

of Justice, Defense, Homeland Security and Treasury.

Potential violations of economic sanctions related to Iran

SEC filing

UK publishes Mali sanctions guidance
The UK government’s Foreign, Commonwealth &

and requirements, enforcement, and circumstances in which

Development Office published guidance on the Mali

the regulations do not apply.

(Sanctions) (European Union Exit) Regulations on 30
November, which come into force on 31 December.

UK Mali sanctions guidance overview

The guidance aims to assist firms in implementing and

UK Mali sanctions guidance

complying with the regulations. The guidance provides an
overview of the requirements and prohibitions. It also
provides best practice for complying with the prohibitions
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UK Bosnia and Herzegovina sanctions guidance
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth &

Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering

immigration and financial sanctions,

Development Office published on 3

Act 2018 to establish a sanctions

including having their funds and/or

November statutory guidance on the

regime to promote respect for the

assets frozen. The regulations include

Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sanctions)

sovereignty, territorial integrity and

certain exceptions to the sanctions

(EU Exit) Regulations 2020, which

constitutional order of Bosnia and

regime and confer powers on HM

come into force on 31 December at the

Herzegovina; promote the peace,

Treasury to issue licences.

end of the Brexit transition period.

stability and security in the country; and
encourage compliance with the

Following the UK’s withdrawal from the

To help UK persons, companies

implementation of the General

EU, the regulations replace the related

established in the UK and branches of

Framework Agreement for Peace in

EU sanctions regime, implemented

UK companies operating overseas

Bosnia and Herzegovina (GFAP).

through EU Council Decision 2011/173.

comply with the sanctions, the
guidance provides details on the

The regulations provide that persons

prohibitions and requirements imposed

involved in undermining the sovereignty,

by the regulations, enforcement and

integrity or stability of Bosnia and

related licensing activities.

Herzegovina, or obstructing the
implementation of GFAP commitments

The regulations are made under the

UK government press relea...
Bosnia and Herzegovina sa...
Bosnia and Herzegovina (S...

may be designated and made subject to

Professional body supervisors made ‘significant’
progress in addressing AML failings, says HMT
In response to a parliamentary

standard of supervision, address PBSs’

arrangements for AML supervision.

question in relation to the accountancy

deficiencies in their oversight

OPBAS will continue to monitor how the

sector, HM Treasury (HMT) Minister of

arrangements and facilitate information

PBSs carry out their AML/CFT

State Lord Agnew of Oulton stated on 2

sharing with statutory AML supervisors

supervisory responsibilities and their

November that all professional body

and law enforcement. According to

effectiveness in delivering more

supervisors (PBSs) have taken steps to

Lord Agnew, at the end of 2018, 44

consistent supervisory standards, the

address the anti-money laundering and

percent of all listed PBSs lacked clear

HMT official added.

countering the financing of terrorism

accountability for supervisory activity,

(AML/CFT) weaknesses identified

but this was reduced to zero in the

since 2018 and have appropriate action

following year.

plans in place.

House of Lords written qu...
OPBAS second report (19 M...

In March 2019, OPBAS’s second
OPBAS was established in 2018 to

supervisory report noted significant

ensure a consistent and effective

improvements in PBS’ governance
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UK publishes Lebanon sanctions guidance
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth &

British nationals and entities

Committee pursuant to resolution 1636

Development Office published on 3

incorporated anywhere in the UK.

(2005) suspected of being involved in

November statutory guidance on the

the planning, sponsorship, organisation

Lebanon (Sanctions) (Assassination of

The regulations are made under the

or perpetration of the 2005 bombing are

Rafiq Hariri and others) (EU Exit)

Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering

designated and made subject to

Regulations 2020, which come into

Act 2018 to implement the UK’s

financial sanctions and entry bans. The

force on 31 December when the Brexit

international obligations under UN

regulations include a series of

transition period ends.

Security Council (UNSC) resolution

exceptions to the sanctions regime, in

1636 (2005), adopted in response to the

particular in relation to financial

To assist UK persons in the

2015 terrorist bombing in Beirut, which

sanctions and acts carried out for the

implementation of the sanctions

killed former Lebanese prime minister

purpose of national security or the

regime, the guidance provides

Rafiq Hariri among others. Following

prevention of serious crime. The

information on the prohibitions and

the UK’s EU exit, the regulations will

regulations also set out the criteria for

requirements imposed by the

replace the EU sanctions regime in

licensing activities.

regulations, the enforcement of

relation to resolution 1636 (2005),

sanctions and the circumstances where

established through Council Regulation

they do not apply. According to the

(EC) 305/2006.

guidance, the provisions apply to the UK

UK government press relea...
Lebanon sanctions guidanc...

territory and in relation to the conduct

Under the regulations, all individuals

of all UK persons overseas, including

currently named by the UNSC

Lebanon (Sanctions) (Assa...

UK publishes Nicaragua sanctions guidance
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth &

The regulations were made under the

immigration sanctions. The related

Development Office published on 3

Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering

licensing activities by HM Treasury and

November statutory guidance on the

Act 2018 to establish a UK sanctions

the list of exceptions to the sanctions

Nicaragua (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

regime in relation to Nicaragua, which

regime, allowing for instance frozen

Regulations 2020, which comes into

aims to encourage the Nicaraguan

accounts to be credited with interest or

force on 31 December when the Brexit

government to respect democratic

other earnings, are detailed in Part 5 of

transition period ends.

principles and the rule of law, refrain

the regulations.

from repression, and comply with
To help UK persons, companies

international human rights law and

established in the UK and branches of

respect human rights.

UK companies operating overseas

Nicaragua sanctions guida...

comply with the Nicaragua sanctions

The regulations impose financial

regime, the guidance provides details

sanctions through a targeted asset

on the prohibitions and requirements,

freeze on designated persons and

the enforcement of sanctions and

prohibitions on making funds or

licensing activities.

economic resources available, and
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CONSULTATIONS

UK FCA consults on proposed regulatory fees
and levies for registered cryptoasset businesses
The UK Financial Conduct Authority

cryptoasset income of up to £250,000,

income should be calculated based on

(FCA) launched a consultation on 19

so the registration charge would be

financial year reports and submitted

November on proposed policy changes

£10,000 for all applicants from 1 April

within two months from the end of the

to its regulatory fees and levies for

2021. Additionally, the FCA proposes to

relevant year. The regulator also offers

2021/2022, including for persons

establish a £2,000 minimum fee,

guidance on calculating and

registered under the Money

payable by all cryptoasset businesses,

apportioning annual income and on

Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

and a variable fee, in addition to the

applying deductions and exclusions.

Transfer of Funds Regulation 2017

minimum fee, on income above

(MLRs) as cryptoasset businesses. UK

£100,000. It is proposed that all

The consultation is open until 22

cryptoasset businesses carrying on

application charges should be

January 2021. Feedback on the

activities under the MLRs must register

revalorised annually to avoid erosion by

consultation will be included in the

with the FCA by 10 January 2021.

inflation.

FCA’s March Handbook Notice and the
final fees will be published in July.

According to the FCA’s proposal, the

The draft rules stipulate that the

application fees will be restructured by

standard definition of income should be

removing the lower registration fee of

adjusted to exclude the purchase costs

£2,000 for businesses projecting

of cryptoasset products, while the

FCA press release
FCA consultation paper

EU Commission reveals new plans to tackle
cryptoassets-related tax fraud and evasion
The European Commission (EC)

taxpayers dealing in cryptoassets and

softer mechanisms such as guidelines.

published on 23 November a call for

new means of exchange, and to

The EC’s proposed measures will also

feedback in relation to its proposed

cooperate better in the enforcement of

ensure consistency with ongoing work

review of the Directive on

tax-related sanctions. In addition, the

in relation to the Digital Finance

Administrative Cooperation (DAC8),

relevant intermediaries for cryptoassets

Strategy and the proposal for an EU

aimed at ensuring that the EU’s

and e-money, currently not covered by

Regulation on Markets in Cryptoassets.

measures against tax fraud and

the Directive, will be obliged to report to

evasion are aligned with the evolving

national administrations for taxation,

The EC’s roadmap is open for feedback

risks in emerging areas such as

reporting and due diligence purposes.

until 21 December. Based on the input

cryptoassets and e-money.

received, a synopsis report and public
The EC’s impact assessment will

consultation is due to be released in the

According to the EC’s inception impact

consider whether so-called stablecoins

first quarter of 2021.

assessment, the amendments will

and e-money need to be included in the

enable national tax administrations to

scope of the DAC or whether the new

obtain accurate information about

tax rules could be enforced through
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UN Special Rapporteur calls for submissions on
unilateral sanctions and human rights
The United Nations (UN) Office of the

“notion, characteristics, legal status

proliferation of Magnitsky-like acts; and

High Commissioner for Human Rights

and targets of unilateral sanctions”.

the extraterritorial effects of unilateral

(OHCHR) Special Rapporteur on the

sanctions.

negative impact of the unilateral

The study has been instigated due to

coercive measures on the enjoyment of

concerns around: the lack of analysis

Submissions to the questionnaire will

human rights, Alena Douhan, issued a

and systemisation of existing

be accepted until 1 February 2021.

call for submissions in November as

terminology; the legal grounds, the

part of a thematic report to be

particularities and the legality of

delivered to the Human Rights Council

sanctions imposed on individuals and

and the General Assembly on the

non-state entities, especially due to the

OHCHR call for submission...

US BIS requests comments on adding emerging
software to export control list
The US Department of Commerce’s

2B352, which are capable of being used

ensure that the scope of the proposed

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

to generate “pathogens and toxins

controls will be effective and

published on 6 November a proposed

without the need to acquire controlled

appropriate, BIS also seeks comments

rule in the Federal Register, seeking

genetic elements and organisms”. As a

on their effect on the future

comments on whether to add certain

result, BIS proposes to amend the CCL

development of related software and

emerging technologies to the Export

by adding a new ECCN 2D352 to control

technology in the US and their

Administration Regulations’ Commerce

such software.

effectiveness in limiting the availability

Control List (CCL), noting that the

of this software abroad.

absence of export controls on these

BIS requests public comments on

items could be exploited for biological

whether the new controls should be

Comments on the proposed rule must

weapons purposes.

implemented multilaterally to minimise

be submitted by 21 December.

the impact on US industry, but also on
According to BIS, these items include

the adequacy of the proposed measure

certain “software” for the operation of

in addressing “emerging and

nucleic acid assemblers and

foundational technologies” within the

synthesisers, controlled under Export

context of biological weapons related

Control Classification Number (ECCN)

capabilities and developments. To
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BPI submits feedback to FinCEN in response to
ANPR consultation
The Bank Policy Institute (BPI)

FinCEN share common end goals but

Maintain a distance between

submitted a public comment letter on

differ substantially in their approaches

program failures and technical

16 November to the US Treasury’s

to AML efforts. The letter also calls on

violations, not finding legal

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

FinCEN to coordinate the upcoming

non-compliance for violations that

(FinCEN) responding to the agency’s

regulations with federal banking

can be remediated with ease

consultation on its Advance Notice of

agencies, as a failure to do so would

Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) with a

take up significant additional

Consider establishing a pilot to test

series of recommendations on how

infrastructure on the part of US banks.

the updated definition of effective

institutions can design effective AML
programmes. BPI also submitted an

AML programs

BPI’s recommendations include

accompanying letter to FinCEN with a

Provide flexibility to financial

group of associations, including the

When evaluating AML programs,

institutions to develop tailored

American Bankers Association.

consider the risk profile and unique

programs to manage risk

activities of the institution under
The policy centre asks in the letter for

evaluation

clarification from FinCEN on how

Ensure that the new regulations are
consistent with the existing AML

financial institutions can ensure they

Consider the scope of AML

rules within FinCEN and federal

are in full compliance with existing

programs and consider how output

banking agencies

policy, and further requests affirmation

is generated

that FinCEN guidance is non-binding, as

BPI press release

opposed to legislation and federal

Place lower emphasis on how AML

banking regulation. Primarily, the BPI

programs are structured as

letter seeks to get clarity on the

opposed to outcomes

allowance for financial institutions to

BPI letter
BPI and coalition accompa...

develop flexible and tailored AML

Limit expectations for bank

programs, noting that the priorities of

compliance to actual laws and

law enforcement, bank auditors, and

regulations, not FinCEN guidance

Swiss FINMA consults on revisions to due
diligence requirements for remote onboarding
The Swiss Financial Market

According to FINMA, such revisions are

online identification, and the need for

Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

required due to technological

adequate security requirements during

announced on 16 November that it is

developments and to ensure that

that process.

holding a consultation until 1 February

anti-money laundering systems

2021 on proposed revisions to circular

continue to be effective. The proposed

2016/7 on “video and online

changes include the possibility for

identification” due diligence

financial intermediaries to scan

requirements for remote onboarding.

biometric passports as a means of
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Hong Kong’s FSTB launches consultation on
AML/CFT legislative proposals
The Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau (FSTB) of

dealers in precious metals and stones; and miscellaneous

Hong Kong (HK) launched a consultation on 3 November to

technical amendments under the Anti-Money Laundering and

gauge public views on the legislative proposals to enhance

Counter-Terrorist Financing Ordinance.

the anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing
(AML/CTF) regulatory framework.
The purpose of the legislative proposals are to update the

The consultation is open until 31 January 2021.
Legislative proposal press release

country’s regulations to meet the latest international
requirements of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),

FSTB legislative proposal

which includes the introduction of a licensing regime for
virtual asset services providers; a registration regime for

FSTB consultation paper

Singapore consults on strengthening financial
institutions' remote identity verification controls
The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) issued on 10

biometrics or behaviour, or information that is only known by

November a consultation paper on the types of information

the individual and respective financial institution. Under the

financial institutions (FIs) must use to perform remote client

notice, FIs would also have to ensure that any third party

verification before performing transactions or processing

acting on their behalf complies with these requirements.

requests. According to the regulator, the decision was taken
to address the risks arising from identity theft and misuse of

According to MAS, the notice will be effective within six

individuals’ personal information, advising FIs not to rely

months from the date of issuance and is seeking comments

solely on information that is frequently given out.

on whether the transition period is adequate.

The regulator seeks views on the types of information

The consultation closed on 9 December.

stipulated in the requirement to verify individual identity
without face-to-face contact, offering a non-exhaustive list of

MAS press release

data that could be used, including information that only the
individual knows, such as passwords or personal

MAS consultation page

identification numbers. Additionally, other types of
information include cryptographic identification devices,
information that identifies the individual based on their
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

ECJ ruling clarifies liability for unauthorised or
fraudulent contactless payments in the EU
The ECJ decision was made following a
request for a preliminary ruling from the
Austrian Supreme Court, in relation to a
dispute launched in August 2016 by the
Austrian consumer protection
organisation Verein für
Konsumenteninformation (VKI)
concerning DenizBank’s standard terms
and conditions. VKI claimed that
DenizBank’s rule placed the risk of
misuse of NFC-enabled payment cards
for unauthorised payments on the
accountholder, which was unfair to
consumers.
In a case concerning the use of near

PSD2 by asserting that it is impossible

field communication (NFC) contactless

to block the payment instrument or

payment card technology issued by

prevent its further use where, “in light of

DenizBank AG in Austria, the European

the objective state of available

Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled on 11

technical knowledge, that impossibility

November that lenders are not able to

cannot be established”.

avoid liability for unauthorised
payments unless they are able to
demonstrate that it is not technically
possible to block the card or prevent
its continued use when it has been
reported missing.
The ECJ opined that the NFC
functionality of a bank card, used to
make low-value payments without PIN
verification, represents a “payment
instrument”, as defined by the EU’s
Revised Payment Services Directive
(PSD2), and also an anonymous means
of payment, which does not require
strong authentication. In addition, the
ECJ stated that payment service
providers cannot avoid liability under

90

Under Articles 72,
73 and 74 of PSD2,
the service provider
is liable for
unauthorised
payment
transactions, except
in situations where
it has reasonable
grounds for
suspecting fraud

Under Articles 72, 73 and 74 of PSD2,
the service provider is liable for
unauthorised payment transactions,
except in situations where it has
reasonable grounds for suspecting
fraud. By way of derogation, the payer
may be required to bear losses from
contactless payments at point of sale
of up to €50, resulting from the use of a
lost, stolen or misappropriated payment
instrument, where the payer has acted
fraudulently or with gross negligence.
The payer’s liability is cancelled if the
card loss was not detectable before the
payment or the damage was a result of
the lender’s acts or lack of action.
ECJ ruling
ECJ Advocate General opin...
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Amazon sues 13 individuals and businesses for
promoting counterfeit goods on social media
Amazon.com Inc announced in a 12

allegedly conspired with the other 11

According to Amazon’s press release,

November press release that it is suing

defendants to side-step the company’s

the company spent over $500 million in

13 individuals and businesses,

anti-counterfeiting protections by

2019 in anti-fraud and

including a former member of

promoting counterfeit luxury goods on

anti-counterfeiting measures. The suit

Amazon’s Influencer Program, for

TikTok, Instagram, and their personal

has been filed in the US District Court

allegedly promoting counterfeit goods

websites. The two are alleged to have

for the Western District of Washington.

that were sold on Amazon’s online

posted generic products on the

marketplace in violation of US federal

Amazon site while revealing the

law and Amazon company policy.

counterfeit items in side-by-side photos
on their social media posts to attract

Kelly Fitzpatrick, the former Amazon

Amazon statement
Court filing

unwitting buyers.

influencer, and Sabrina Kelly-Krejci

US District Court awards $135 million to Congo
mine investors in bribery case
The US District Court for the Eastern

mining project, Africo had accepted a

the three-year DPA, Och-Ziff agreed to

District of New York (EDNY) decided on

CAD 100 million (£58.8 million) offer by

pay $213 million in criminal penalties.

4 November to sentence OZ Africa

Israeli businessman Dan Gertler to take

Management GP LLC, a subsidiary of

over a majority stake in Africo, unaware

In February 2018, a group of Africo’s

hedge fund Och-Ziff Capital

that he was bribing Congolese judges

former investors filed a court request

Management Group Inc, for corruption

and government officials to force Africo

seeking confirmation of their status as

linked to mining projects in the

into acceding to his demands.

“victims” in the bribery case and a

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)

restitution award of $1.8 billion.

and ordered the company to pay $135

On 29 September 2016, OZ Africa

Sculptor Capital, which initially fought

million in restitution to former

pleaded guilty to one count of

the claim, argued that investors should

investors.

conspiracy to bribe DRC government

only be compensated for the loss to

officials, in violation of the US Foreign

their shares as a result of the Gertler

The list of around 50 individuals and

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), while

takeover. On 3 September 2019, EDNY

entity investors in Canadian firm Africo

Och-Ziff Capital Management Group

acknowledged that the group of

Resources Ltd and its CEO Tony

Inc, which later changed its name to

investors are ‘victims’ to the scandal.

Harwood were informed in 2007 by the

Sculptor Capital Management Ltd,

chief executive of Gécamines, Congo’s

entered into a deferred prosecution

state-owned mining company and

agreement (DPA) with US prosecutors.

Africo’s partner on the Kalukundi mining

According to the settlement, Sculptor

project that Congolese mining company

Capital bribed a series of officials in

Akam Mining SPRL allegedly held the

multiple African countries between

development rights to the mine. In an

2007 and 2011, by using intermediaries,

attempt to retain its licence for the

agents and business partners. Under
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US files forfeiture complaint over $1 billion in
cryptocurrency hacked from Silk Road
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Road were identified by the US, the

facilitating the sale of unlawful goods

announced on 5 November the filing of

funds of which were traced to a Bitcoin

and services. To mask the unlawful

a civil forfeiture complaint relating to

address connected to Individual X, who

transactions Silk Road allegedly used a

Bitcoins valued at more than $1 billion

is believed to have hacked the funds

“tumbler” to process Bitcoin

allegedly hacked from Silk Road. The

from Silk Road. US law enforcement

transactions.

Bitcoins, seized by law enforcement on

seized these Bitcoins on 3 November.

3 November, represent the largest
seizure of cryptocurrency in US history.

DOJ press release
According to the civil forfeiture
complaint, from 2011 until 2013, Silk

In 2020, 54 previously undetected

Road was the most sophisticated

Bitcoin transactions executed by Silk

criminal marketplace on the internet,

Civil forfeiture complain...

New York Attorney General sues Sotheby’s for
allegedly helping art collector evade sales tax
New York Attorney General (AG) Letitia

despite having knowledge about the

According to the Wall Street Journal,

James announced on 6 November that

real destination of the artwork, but also

citing sources familiar with the matter,

she has filed a lawsuit in the New York

facilitated the creation and use of these

the unnamed art collector is purported

County State Supreme Court against

certificates. For instance, in 2010,

to be Isaac Sultan, the President of

international auction house Sotheby’s

knowing that they were just a collector,

Atlantic Feeder Services USA LLC in

over allegations of New York False

a Sotheby’s sales representative

Miami, who is known in art circles for

Claims Act violations, by facilitating

allegedly helped the person behind

collecting contemporary and,

the creation and use of false tax

Porsal fill out a certificate and

specifically, Latin American art.

exemptions certificates for an

submitted it to client accounting, with

unnamed ineligible client art collector,

the description of the business left

The complaint further alleges that, from

enabling them to avoid sales tax on

blank to be filled by another employee

2010 to 2015, notwithstanding the

$27 million worth of art.

at Sotheby’s with the false declaration “I

submission of false and fraudulent

am in the business of art dealing and

resale certificates and although the

According to the NY AG, the collector’s

principally sell artwork”. By 2015,

sales made to Porsal and its owner

company Porsal Equities entered into a

Sotheby’s had accepted three more

were taxable, Sotheby’s failed to declare

settlement agreement with the Office of

false certificates from Porsal. Moreover,

them as taxable in the required

the Attorney General (OAG) in 2018,

Sotheby’s employees purportedly

calculation of sales tax due in the

wherein Porsal admitted to improperly

removed sales tax charges from

quarterly Form ST-810s filed with the

using tax exemptions certificates, by

invoices sent to the collector on the

Tax Department.

certifying that they were purchasing

basis of the fraudulent certificates, and

artwork for resale, when, de facto, they

did not fulfil the company’s obligation to

were purchasing the artwork for

collect and remit sales tax to the state.

personal purposes.

NY AG press statement
Complaint

The lawsuit states that “the collector
The complaint alleges that Sotheby’s

came to Sotheby’s in 2010 to browse

not only accepted Porsal’s certificates

Latin American art prior to an auction”.
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Argentinian former banker avoids prison in New
York sentencing related to FIFA corruption
A US District Court judge in New York

million in bribes to former FIFA senior

demonstrated that he had taken

spared Argentine-national Jorge

vice-president and former president of

responsibility for his criminal behaviour,

Arzuaga from an advisory nine to

the Argentine Football Association Julio

citing his decision to surrender to US

11-year prison sentence or fine on 16

Grondona on behalf of media mogul

authorities in Switzerland prior to facing

November after he pleaded guilty in

Alejandro Burzaco. According to a 15

criminal charges in both countries and

2017 to conspiracy to commit money

June 2017 Department of Justice (DOJ)

subsequent years of volunteer work for

laundering to facilitate bribes for world

statement, Arzuaga also facilitated the

the Red Cross in New Orleans.

football governing body, FIFA.

transfer of remaining bribes in one such

Arzuaga’s former employer,

account to Grondona’s children

Switzerland-based Julius Baer,

The former banker at Credit Suisse and

following their father’s death, in

announced on 9 November that it has

Julius Baer had previously forfeited

exchange for over $1 million.

reached a nearly $80 million settlement

over $1 million in criminal proceeds

with the DOJ in relation to the case.

relating to his admissions that he

Judge Pamela Chen said in the

opened bank accounts to transfer $25

sentencing decision that Arzuaga

DOJ press release

UK court rules against Venezuelan PDVSA in
Puerto Rican loan repayment case
The English High Court ruled on 4

financial institution as well as to its

made in 2016 and 2017, respectively,

November in favour of Puerto Rican

correspondent bank illegal.

involving a loan plus interest of $48

bank Banco San Juan Internacional

million PDVSA borrowed by BSJI and a

Inc’s (BSJI) efforts to collect $86

In the ruling, the judge noted that

credit agreement with BSJI acting as

million owed in interest and credit

PDVSA never attempted to honour its

guarantor of $38 million, also to

agreements by Venezuelan

contractual obligations, which it could

PDVSA. The latter agreement is

state-owned oil company Petroleos de

have done by applying to the US

governed exclusively by English law.

Venezuela SA (PDVSA).

Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign

The summary judgment is the second

Assets Control (OFAC) for a licence to

in the case, following a similar ruling on

Attorneys for PDVSA made the

make the payment or proposing an

16 October.

argument, which was rejected by the

alternative bank to process the

court, that US sanctions on Venezuela

payments owed to BSJI.

UK court ruling

The claim stems from two agreements

UK court ruling (16 Octob...

following Executive Order 13692 made
PDVSA payments to the Puerto Rican
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PRESS AND MEDIA

UNDP audit of its Global Environment Facility
reportedly shows signs of corruption
The UN Development Programme

managers at another unnamed country

mismanagement and other

(UNDP) internal audit reportedly shows

office. The report purportedly also

irregularities extremely seriously” and

signs of fraud and corruption

states that financial information

that its GEF projects are among those

concerning its multibillion-dollar

provided by the UNDP is not reliable, so

that are “most closely monitored”.

Global Environment Facility (GEF),

must be scrutinised.

UNDP stated that the portfolio is

according to a draft report by the

subject to a sophisticated system of

UNDP’s office of audit and

The audit of the UNDP’s GEF-funded

reviews, independent assessments and

investigations (OAI) seen by the

projects, which covers 2018 and 2019,

audits.

Financial Times, which published an

was instigated by increasing concern

article about the allegations on 30

from some donor countries over

UNDP admitted that its OAI had

November.

management and oversight issues at

investigated several allegations of

the UNDP. In 2019, Foreign Policy

misuse of funds in relation to projects

According to the FT, the draft report

published allegations of

funded by Vertical Funds and the GEF,

describes “financial misstatements”

misappropriation at a UNDP GEF

but that these complaints only

amounting to millions of dollars across

project in Russia made by a

accounted for 1.4 percent of the

UNDP’s portfolio of GEF-funded

whistleblower.

GEF-funded project portfolio.

projects around the world and details
possible fraudulent activities at two

In a statement issued in response to

unnamed country offices and

the media coverage, the UNDP said that

suspicions of collusion involving project

that it “takes all cases of financial

Financial Times article
UNDP statement

US Congress reportedly includes Nord Stream 2
sanctions in US defence bill
Reuters reported on 11 November that

the pipeline’s construction, including

Senators Jeanne Shaheen of New

US sanctions targeting Russian PJSC

individual ships laying pipe in the Baltic.

Hampshire and Ted Cruz of Texas, with

Gazprom’s Nord Stream 2 natural gas

Insurance companies, operating as

a proviso by Democratic Congressman

pipeline in the Baltic Sea have been

either primary or secondary insurers to

Eliot Engel of New York that US allies,

included in the annual National

pipeline-operating and constructing

namely Germany, the pipeline’s end

Defense Authorization Act, according

companies, will also be the target of US

destination, would be given prior

to two congressional aides.

sanctions. This will also apply to the

notification before the implementation

pipeline’s certification phase.

of targeted company sanctions.

The sanctions will reportedly levy
financial and other penalties on

The bill represents a compromise

companies that engage in or support

between Democratic and Republican
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South African police reportedly probing former
Steinhoff CEO over fraud and ML allegations
The South African police are probing

misleading, and deceptive statements

the revelations. Jooste allegedly sent a

fraud and money laundering

to the market in violation of the

text message to four associates

allegations against former Steinhoff

Financial Markets Act. According to a

warning them to sell their stocks in the

International Holdings NV CEO Markus

March 2019 independent report

company in November 2017. In

Jooste, according to a 1 November

commissioned to PwC, the company’s

reaching the penalty decision, the FSCA

report published by the Sunday Times,

profits and assets were inflated by over

considered the losses avoided by the

citing a police court application.

€6.5 billion between 2009 and 2017 as

four recipients of Jooste’s warning, his

a result of fictitious and/or irregular

level of cooperation during the

According to the newspaper, South

transactions involving several

investigation, the seriousness of the

African police applied for access to

independent third-party entities.

breaches, and the need to deter such

bank records belonging to Jooste’s

conduct. According to the latest

company, Mayfair Speculators, which

Following revelations of accounting

Steinhoff annual report, the company

was allegedly used to move large

irregularities, Steinhoff and Steinhoff

launched legal proceedings against

amounts from Steinhoff between 2000

International Holdings Proprietary

Jooste and former CFO Ben La Grange

and 2009. The police are reported to

Limited are currently facing 90 separate

in June 2019 to recover certain salary

have hired auditors to examine the

legal proceedings in the Netherlands,

and bonus payments.

relevant transfers.

Germany and South Africa, according to
a 27 July statement by Steinhoff.

Sunday Times article

African Financial Sector Conduct

On 30 October, the FSCA fined Jooste

Bloomberg article

Authority (FSCA) issued a R53 million

R161 million (£7.8 million) for insider

(£2.8 million) administrative fine

trading ahead of Steinhoff’s near

against Steinhoff for providing false,

collapse in December 2017 following

On 12 September 2019, the South

FSCA press release (12 Se...

Venezuelan court sentences six former Citgo
executives to prison for corruption
Six former executives of Citgo

According to Reuters, the six US

The US Department of State issued a

Petroleum Corporation, a US-based oil

nationals were previously arrested in

statement condemning the convictions

refining company owned by a

2017 in Caracas, Venezuela for their

by the “illegitimate Venezuelan legal

Venezuelan state-owned entity, were

alleged involvement in corruption

system” and calling for their immediate

reportedly found guilty of corruption

related crimes. The six individuals have

return to the US.

and sentenced to jail by a Venezuelan

reportedly denied the allegations and

court on 27 November.

plan to appeal the ruling.

Reuters story
US State Department press...
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Greece passes bill despite tax amnesty concerns
Greece’s parliament reportedly

that the new legislation will encourage

stating that the new legislation will

approved a controversial bill on 5

corruption and tax evasion and weaken

expedite legal procedures, thereby

November which will freeze criminal

compliance with the rule of law.

reducing the case backlog and making

probes and court hearings relating to

the judicial system more efficient.

more than 5,000 alleged tax evaders,

Criminal prosecutors will only be able to

which critics claim will effectively

proceed with a case after all

The Financial Times article claims that

provide offenders with an amnesty.

procedures by the tax settlement

the bill adds to a string of controversies

authorities and the administrative

surrounding the government of Greek

According to the Financial Times, critics

courts have concluded. However, it is

Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis,

claim that the new law provides an

likely that only a few cases will reach

who has been accused of favouring

incentive to tax evaders, restricts the

the prosecution stage as the lengthy

alleged offenders after his government

independence of public prosecutors

administrative process means that

amended the criminal code and

and will negatively affect Greece’s

most cases reach Greece’s five-year

anti-money laundering legislation.

reputation as it attempts to attract

statute of limitations for tax offences.

foreign investment to help rebuild its

Financial Times article

economy. By postponing the

Greece’s Justice Minister Kostas

enforcement of tax laws, it is claimed

Tsiaras has refuted the criticism,

Mozambique charges former finance minister
over $2 billion debt scandal
Mozambique’s Attorney General

Mozambique want to extradite Chang

Lamola won the right to reconsider a

reportedly filed charges against former

to face charges related to financial

decision taken by his predecessor to

finance minister Manuel Chang on

crime, which prompted the International

extradite Chang to Mozambique despite

embezzlement, money laundering (ML)

Monetary Fund (IMF) and other donors

the lack of an extradition treaty

and abuse of office charges in

to cut off support for the African

between South Africa and Mozambique

connection with a $2 billion debt

country. South Africa cited the absence

and despite Chang’s immunity as a

scandal, according to a Reuters report

of formal charges in Mozambique as an

member of parliament.

published on 9 November.

issue blocking the extradition.
Reuters article

In February, Mozambique’s Attorney

According to Associated Press, Chang

General withdrew its request to

faces trial in Mozambique and in the US

extradite Chang from South Africa,

for his involvement in the “hidden

where he is being held in custody, with

debts” scandal in which the country

the objective of speeding up a decision

borrowed $2.2 billion for three

by South African Justice Minister

state-linked security companies to buy

Ronald Lamola. Both the US and

boats and hardware from Privinvest.
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Belgian banks request increased government
information sharing during FinCEN Files hearing
Four Belgian banks asked Belgium’s

agreement by European finance

parliament that anti-money laundering

parliament on 10 November for

ministers to establish a bloc-wide

(AML) strategies by Belgian banks have

legislation which would pave the way

anti-money laundering body. Belfius

fallen short due to an inability to

for the establishment of a bank

Chief Risk Officer Marianne Collin told

engage in secure information sharing

information sharing system to

parliament that the major Belgian banks

between financial institutions and the

exchange data on suspected money

would benefit from

Belgian authorities. According to a 17

laundering transactions and high-risk

government-provided lists of politically

November article by the International

clients, following October testimony in

exposed persons, while others

Consortium of Investigative Journalists

parliament by Belgian journalists about

requested access to Belgian law

(ICIJ), the Belgian central bank’s

the FinCEN Files.

enforcement information on ultimate

representative revealed at the hearing

beneficial owners of shell companies

that the National Bank of Belgium has

According to Belgian newspaper De

with accounts in or transactions

found nearly 20 percent of Belgian

Tijd, high ranking executives

involving Belgian banks.

banks qualify as high-risk when it

representing ING Belgium, KBC, Belfius

comes to potential money laundering.

Bank and Insurance, and BNP Paribas

Representatives from Belgium’s central

Fortis, cited the UK’s Joint Money

bank and the Febelfin trade group also

Laundering Intelligence Taskforce

testified on 10 November, with trade

(JMLIT) and the 4 November

group CEO Karel Baert telling the

ICIJ article
De Tijd article

Spain’s former King allegedly received
undeclared gifts from Mexican businessman
Spanish newspaper El País reported on

becomes a fiscal crime. To determine

Arabia’s King Abdullah in 2008, three

6 November that the former King of

the nature of the crime, investigators

years before the contract was awarded.

Spain, Juan Carlos I, is under further

must clarify whether Sanginés-Krause

At the time, Juan Carlos was protected

investigations for allegedly receiving

provided the money to Juan Carlos in

under constitutional immunity.

gifts of over €275,000 a year from

the form of a donation.

Mexican businessman Allen

The investigated transactions by

Sanginés-Krause, between 2016 and

This is not the first investigation into

Sanginés-Krause were allegedly made

2018, which he failed to declare to the

the former king, who left Spain for the

in 2016, 2017 and 2018, which is

Spanish Tax Agency.

United Arab Emirates in August – he is

significant because Juan Carlos lost his

also reportedly the target of a

constitutional immunity when he

Sources from the public prosecution,

preliminary Supreme Court

abdicated in June 2014, and allows

cited by El País, reportedly stated that

investigation linked to an alleged deal

prosecution for wrongdoing committed

the undeclared amount must be over

under which a Spanish consortium won

after that date.

€275,000 – a figure that, pursuant to

a €6.7 billion contract to build a

Madrid’s inheritance and gift tax law,

high-speed rail line in Saudi Arabia.

would generate tax of €120,000 a year,

According to several reports, Juan

the threshold after which tax evasion

Carlos received €88 million from Saudi
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Anti-corruption group calls for three-year ban on
EY bidding for public contracts
The Guardian reported on 15

investigated by the UK’s Financial

supplier as per the UK government’s

November that an anti-corruption

Reporting Council for its audits of the

Strategic Supplier Risk Management

group called Spotlight on Corruption

private hospital operator NMC Health

Policy, and whether the firm can be

(SOC) is calling on the UK government

and the investment firm London Capital

considered a reliable contractor.

to ban Ernst & Young (EY) from bidding

Finance, which both collapsed amid

for public contracts for three years,

allegations of fraud.

accusing the firm of recurring
professional misconduct.

EY has strongly disputed SOC’s claims.
A spokesperson for EY said that the

SOC’s letter states that “EY’s serious

firm takes its responsibilities seriously

and recurring professional misconduct

and is committed to adhering to the

The SOC has written to the UK’s Crown

amounts to sufficient grounds to review

relevant regulatory and legal standards,

Procurement Service, urging it to

whether a discretionary exclusion under

and the EY Global Code of Conduct.

examine if business should be awarded

the Public Contracts Regulations 2015

to the firm, which has been involved in

should apply.” SOC also asks for proper

several corporate collapses and court

consideration of whether the firm

judgments. EY is currently being

warrants to be defined as a ‘high-risk’

Guardian article

Ghana prosecutor resigns amid accusations of
political interference in corruption case
Ghana’s anti-corruption prosecutor

his conclusions and observations on

President Akufo-Addo reportedly denied

Martin Amidu reportedly resigned on

the deal’s associated risks of corruption

any wrongdoing. On 12 November,

16 November over alleged political

and ML since Agyapa is located in a tax

Transparency International (TI)

interference after submitting a report

haven and secrecy jurisdiction. Among

presented the call, from 25 local

on corruption and money laundering

the evaluated actions are the 27 August

organisations to Ghana’s parliament, to

(ML) suspicions. The report involved

executive approval and assent of the

stop the deal, which they state would

the selling of the country's precious

Mineral Income Investment Act 2020.

result in important revenue loss “from

metals royalties to Agyapa Royalties

vital national assets”. They also called

Limited Transactions, a special

In response, Akufo-Addo reportedly

on the special prosecutor to investigate

purpose vehicle company registered in

asked Amidu not to launch an

and prosecute the alleged breaches

Jersey, according to 17 November

investigation, while the anti-corruption

identified in the October report.

reporting by the BBC.

chief announced the report’s findings
on 2 November. Amidu also noted that

According to Amidu’s letter of

the anti-corruption office was not

resignation, prosecutors forwarded the

adequately staffed to undertake

report on 16 October to Ghana’s

investigations.

President, Nana Akufo-Addo, detailing
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German regulator reportedly suspects EY of
wrongdoing in audit of Wirecard AG
According to a Financial Times article

was based prior to its collapse. At the

absence of cash in accounts where

on 26 November, Germany’s Auditor

time of reporting, prosecutors in

they were supposed to be held and

Oversight Body (APAS) has reported

Munich have yet to initiate a criminal

non-existent clients.

accounting firm Ernst & Young (EY) to

investigation into the allegations

German prosecutors over suspicions

against EY.

that the firm may have committed a
crime when auditing Wirecard AG.

EY has refuted the allegations and
denied any involvement in criminal

EY’s potential criminal acts were

misconduct. The firm further stated

revealed by Alexander Geschonneck, a

that it will continue to fully cooperate

APAS purportedly submitted an interim

partner at KPMG, who was leading the

with all investigations.

report to prosecutors in Berlin on 29

special audit into Wirecard’s books

September and at the same time

after its collapse, during a

sought to have the case handled by

parliamentary hearing in Berlin.

prosecutors in Munich, where Wirecard

Discrepancies uncovered include the

Financial Times article

Irish police reportedly examining Wirecard
subsidiary’s alleged role in fraud scandal
The Irish High Court reportedly

allegations in relation to almost €400

On 9 July, WUKI's offices in Dublin were

confirmed on 30 November the

million in a WUKI escrow account and a

searched by GNECB following a request

appointment of two local Deloitte

€40 million payment loan to a third

for assistance from the German

representatives as joint liquidators to

party “that is unlikely to be recoverable”.

authorities in relation to “alleged fraud

Wirecard UK and Ireland Ltd (WUKI),

at the financial institution and its

the local subsidiary of Wirecard AG,

According to a report submitted by the

according to an Irish Times report.

liquidators, Deloitte has engaged with
Jaffé Rechtsanwälte, Wirecard AG’s

The Deloitte liquidators, which were

insolvency administrator, and other

provisionally appointed on 28 October,

companies in the group regarding

reportedly told the court that the Irish

operational issues and aspects of the

Garda National Economic Crime Bureau

ongoing fraud investigation which

(GNECB) is investigating fraud

directly impact WUKI.
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Germany reportedly probing Wirecard auditor
The Financial Times reported on 27

Wirecard before its collapse. Loetscher

when performing audits of Wirecard. EY

November that Germany’s Auditor

reportedly supervised the Wirecard

denies any evidence of criminal

Oversight Body (APAS) is investigating

audits between financial years 2015

misconduct by its employees.

Andreas Loetscher, the current Head of

and 2017.

Accounting at Deutsche Bank for his
role in the audits of Wirecard AG.

The investigation has since been
In a letter to prosecutors in Berlin,

transferred to prosecutors in Munich

Loetscher is purportedly one of at least

who have yet to launch a criminal

Loetscher was an auditor with Ernst &

two individuals named by APAS as

investigation into the allegations.

Young (EY) when the firm was

auditors that may have committed

commissioned to conduct audits at

violations of their professional duties

Financial Times article

Swiss prosecutors reportedly indict Falcon
Private Bank over money laundering
The Swiss Federal Prosecutor’s Office

According to local media, the charges

serious anti-money laundering failings,

indicted Falcon Private Bank AG with

appear to be related to a stake that

“due to which the bank could not

money laundering in relation to

Falcon owner Aabar Investments, an

prevent possible criminal acts” in

corporate wrongdoing organisational

Abu Dhabi investment vehicle, had in

relation to 1MDB.

deficiencies from 2012 to 2016,

Unicredit. The charges also reportedly

according to an article published by

relate to the role of Aabar’s former

The trial against Falcon and Leemann is

Handelszeitung on 19 November.

chairman Khadem al-Qubaisi, who was

expected to be heard in a federal

sentenced to 15 years imprisonment in

criminal court in 2021.

The bank, which is currently being

Abu Dhabi for embezzling state funds.

wound down and will stop private

Handelszeitung report

banking activities in 2021, reportedly

The bank disclosed on 5 November the

confirmed the charges and the fact that

sale of its client portfolio to One Swiss

its former chief executive officer

Bank SA, as part of the winding-down of

Eduardo Leemann has also been

its activities following the 1MDB

indicted for money laundering.

scandal. In October 2016, Swiss
prosecutors charged Falcon with
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update

Welcome to the Environmental, Social and Governance

allowed victims of human rights infringements or

(ESG) Update which gives you an overview of important

environmental damage to sue Swiss companies through the

developments in the sphere of corporate sustainability over

country’s own courts.

the last month.
Although the RBI was narrowly rejected, the Swiss
Swiss vote keeps corporate behaviour firmly on the table

government has already committed to new legislation that
forces companies to carry out more stringent checks on their

A narrow referendum result in Switzerland on 29 November

operations and supply chains abroad.

has given a clear indication of the growing scrutiny on
multinational companies when it comes to issues like human

Campaigners fear that Switzerland may fall behind its

rights or environmental damage.

European neighbours in improving such safeguards. In April
2020 the EU committed to finalising regulation that will

As many as 50.7 percent of voters supported a proposal that

require companies to undertake human rights and

would have made companies liable for environmental or

environmental due diligence at their operations and through

human rights violations they committed around the world,

their supply chains.

however the proposal failed to win enough support in the
Swiss cantons for it to be passed in to law.

Scottish Widows pulls funds over ESG risks

Low taxes and a limited regulatory environment make

Scottish Widows announced earlier this month that it is to

Switzerland a popular hub for business and the country hosts

divest nearly half a million pounds from companies that fall

several global organisations in finance and commodity

short on key sustainability standards.

trading, including Glencore, Vitol, Gunvor and Mercuria.
In an effort to protect its customers, the institutional investor
The proposal, known as the Responsible Business Initiative,

will withdraw £440 million from companies that pose

was considered an advancement on parallel legislation

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) risks across its

already adopted in France that forces certain large

life, pension and OEIC funds. The new policy reportedly

companies to take adequate steps to prevent any social or

targets funds with more than 10 percent exposure to thermal

environmental harm at their operations and within their

coal, tar sands, manufacturers of controversial weapons and

supply chains. The proposed changes to the law would have

organisations that violate the UN Global Compact.
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Companies that do not adequately tackle ESG are deemed to

Sony seeks renewable energy sources as companies focus

pose an investment risk. Maria Nazrova-Doyle, head of

on supply chains

pension investments at Scottish Widows, said that
forthcoming regulation and the changing views of investors

The electronics firm Sony has warned that it may need to

and consumers meant that these companies were likely to

move its Japan-based production facilities to Europe in order

see only limited future growth.

to meet the clean energy requirements of its customers.
Several technology companies, including Apple, are looking

UK to impose due diligence law on deforestation

to align their supply chains with lower carbon emissions
targets and want to rely solely on renewable power.

Companies in the UK are facing fresh legislation that is
aimed at preventing illegal deforestation in their supply

Sony’s Japan-based facilities manufacture vital components

chains.

such as image sensors for Apple’s iPhone. In July 2020,
Apple pledged to make its entire business – including its

Under the new law, businesses will have to conduct due

manufacturing supply chain – carbon neutral by 2030.

diligence to demonstrate that the land used to produce their

Restrictions on land use in Japan reportedly hold back the

commodities was not deforested illegally. They will have to

development of more solar and wind farms and according to

declare publicly where the commodities were sourced and

the Financial Times, Japan’s Minister for Administrative

that local laws were followed in the process. Failure to

Reform, Taro Kono, has acknowledged that the country is

comply could lead to a fine.

“lagging behind” on its adoption of sources of renewable
energy. Sony’s Europe-based facilities are powered entirely by

The legislation is being brought in under the UK’s new

renewables.

environment bill and will require businesses to only use
products that have been produced “in line with local laws

Sony’s predicament is becoming an increasingly familiar one

protecting forests and other ecosystems”.

for businesses throughout the value chain as investors and
consumers have sought more visibility on their environmental

The new law will only cover deforestation that is illegal in the

and social practices.

country of origin. Campaigners and some businesses had
pushed for the law to cover all deforestation activity on the

Apple has come under particular pressure to clean up its

basis that lobbying and weak local regulation often stand in

supply chain. Since last year the company, along with Google

the way of efforts to curb harmful practices. Deforestation in

and Tesla, has faced allegations in the US of using child

tropical regions accounts for around eight percent of

labour at mines in the Democratic Republic of Congo, where

human-induced carbon emissions. It is reported that 21 food

it sources cobalt for its batteries. The tech firms have denied

companies, including McDonalds, Tesco and Lidl, had urged

wrongdoing and argue that, since they do not own the mines,

the UK government to introduce tougher measures.

the responsibility lies with their supplier.
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